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for those who submit.  The publishing rights remain with the writer.  

L’Espionage Magazine welcomes submissions on a twice yearly basis.   

 

The theme for the Winter 2021 edition of L’Espionage Magazine will be 

about National Technical Means (NTM). 
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The Traitor of Arnhem by Lt. Col. Oreste Pinto 

 

[Chapter 9 – from Spycatcher by Lt. Col. Oreste Pinto, (1952)] 

 

THE case I am now going to relate is certainly the most important that I ever 

experienced and is perhaps the most important spy-case in the whole history 

of espionage. The latter is a tall claim which I shall do my best to 

substantiate. but first I should like the reader to appreciate that the claim is 

not made merely because I played a part in unmasking the man who did 

unparalleled damage to the Allied cause. Let us consider the facts. Had Field 

Marshal Montgomery's daring bid for a spearhead attack across the Maas 

and Neder Rijn bridgeheads succeeded and had the main forces linked up 

with the gallant paratroopers at Arnhem, a wedge of armour would have 

been thrust at the heart of Germany. Successful exploitation of the thrust 

would probably have ended the war in Europe before Christmas, 1944, six 

months sooner than was in fact the case. There must be few strategists or 

tacticians who could deny this probability. It is impossible to measure the 

saving in the lives of soldiers and civilians which would have resulted from 

such a shortening of the war. Hundreds of millions of pounds worth of 

devastations of land and buildings would have thus been avoided. The 

British Government alone was spending some £6,000.000 per day on the war 

effort at that time. Had the European war been shortened by six months, it 

would have saved a gigantic sum in the neighbourhood of £2.900,000,000 

for the Exchequer. When one considers what other Governments. notably 

the United States, were jointly spending in prosecuting the war, the moneys 

that might have been saved and later devoted to reconstruction for peace 
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amount to astronomical figures almost without significance to the average 

wage-earner. More important still, bad the Western Allies penetrated far into 

Germany and occupied all of Berlin and West Germany before the Russians 

had arrived from the East, the whole sad story of Allied relations since 1945 

might have been far different, and, had the Western Allies been able to " 

deal from strength," possibly far happier. 

 

There are limits beyond which hypotheses cannot use. fully be pushed and I 

had better not expand these arguments in case they remind the reader of that 

epitome of cause and effect, the nursery rhyme that goes: 

 

"For want of a nail a shoe was lost, 

For want of a shoe a horse was lost, 

For want of a horse " - and so on. 

 

Nevertheless there are good grounds for claiming that the parachute landings 

at Arnhem, so boldly planned and daringly executed might have been the 

turning point of the European war if they had succeeded. They did not 

succeed, as the whole world knows, but not for the want of military skill and 

courage. In fact, Arnhem is a bright flower of the British ability to fight on 

to the end against overwhelming odds. One man-and one man only-made the 

Arnhem landings a doomed venture from the start. He was a Dutchman 

named Christian Lindemans. 

 

Whether or not we can blame him for the final six months' prolongation of 

the European war with all its attendant sacrifices and tragedies, we can 

certainly charge him with the 7,000 casualties suffered by the gallant 
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Airborne Forces during the ten days in which the trap they had "dropped into 

slowly closed its jaws on them. Few spies turned traitors could claim 

responsibility for dealing such damage at one blow to their country's cause 

and the cause of their country’s allies. 

 

II 

 

As mentioned in a previous chapter, my job as head of the Netherlands 

Counter-Intelligence Mission attached to S.H.A.E.F. gave me the 

responsibility of organizing in the area allotted to me the security 

arrangements behind the armies advancing through Flanders towards 

Holland.. This group of armies consisted of the British Second Army, the 

United 'States First and Third Armies, and the Canadian First Army. a 

massive body of men and machines. As the tanks, the self-propelled guns 

and the infantry rolled forward, inevitably they left a trail of devastation and 

ruin behind them. One cannot fight a war without doing some damage and 

the unfortunate civilians who lived in the path of the advancing armies were 

often rendered homeless by shelling and bombing, particularly in those areas 

where the retreating Germans fought savage rearguard actions. Civil control 

was almost non-existent, since many members of the police forces and local 

authorities who had acted during the German occupation were either 

discredited or in. hiding. Looting, famine, revolt were the grisly camp-

followers of the war. The Germans had not been slow to exploit these 

circumstances and had left behind them spies and saboteurs to continue the 

war from the rear of the Allied lines. Everything was in confusion and many 

civilians were making the most of their opportunity to payoff old scores and 

to indulge their wants free from police control. 
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Law and order had to be established promptly. Nothing would have pleased 

the German forces more than to cause Allied front-line troops to be taken out 

of the line for the task of restoring security in the rear areas. The methods we 

adopted, therefore, were rough and ready but at least effective. Big camps 

were set up by taking an open space and enclosing it in a solid ring of barbed 

wire. Machine-guns were erected around the perimeter and sighted to fire 

both inwards and outwards. 

 

Guards patrolled the wire and the one or two gates allowing entry and exit 

were manned continuously by sentries. All the homeless, the refugees, the 

suspected collaborators and spies were put into these camps and then 

gradually sorted out. As soon as the, honest citizens could establish their 

innocence they were removed to more congenial quarters. Gradually through 

this constant filtering only the “dregs" were left and they were interrogated, 

tried and punished according to their deserts. The method involved depriving 

the innocent of their liberty for several days, but in war unfortunately the 

guiltless often have to suffer for the good of the greater cause. We could not 

afford to make mistakes that might have seriously impeded the advance of 

the Allied Armies. 

 

After Antwerp had been liberated, I had arranged for one of these large, 

security. camps to be erected in the neighbourhood. I happened to be passing 

near the main gate one day when I heard a commotion and went over to see 

what was happening. It was a surprising sight. Towering over the sentry on 

duty was a giant of a man. Well over six feet in height, he was 

disproportionately broad with a massive chest that strained and threatened to 
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split his khaki shirt. His biceps bulging against the sleeves of his jacket 

seemed to be as big as an athlete's thigh. He must have weighed nearly 

eighteen stone; but he was hard and solid all over, like a great monolith of a 

man. As if his physical appearance were not enough to make him stand out 

from the crowd, he was like a miniature mobile arsenal in the weapons he 

carried. In his leather belt were stuck two dark steel killing knives. A long-

barrelled Luger pistol with marksman's sights graduated to 1,000 metres was 

strapped to his right hip. A Schmeisser sub-machine gun was slung across 

his huge chest and looked almost as innocuous as a water-pistol in contrast.' 

His pockets had a sinister bulge that to my eye spelt out" the presence of 

hand-grenades. 

 

This giant apparition had' a smiling girl on each arm and was surrounded by 

a gaggle of admiring Dutch youths, obviously hero-worshipping him. The 

sentry who was barring his way was embarrassed and hesitant. As I 

approached the group from behind, I heard the giant rumble in a deep voice: 

"Ach, these two girls are good Dutch patriots. Tell your colonel that the 

great King Kong has vouched for them. They are to be released at once to 

drink wine with me." 

 

I had, of course, heard of this It King' Kong," the daring leader of the Dutch 

resistance forces who had been given the nickname. for obvious reasons. His 

was a revered name in Occupied Europe for his brute strength. his 

fearlessness and the brilliant coups he had engineered against the Germans. 

But he had no right to come swaggering into my camp. to pick up a couple/ 

of girls and remove them before they had been screened by the proper 
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authorities. Let him by all means be a hero in his own sphere, but here he 

was trespassing. 

 

I shouted out to him: "Come here -- you." 

 

He turned round, blinked and shrugged off the girls. 

 

He tapped his mighty chest with a forefinger that seemed to be as thick as 

my wrist. "Were you talking to me?" 

 

“Yes, you. Come here." 

 

He hesitated and then swaggered over to me, towering inches above me 

although I am of average height. Before he had the chance of speaking, I 

touched the three gold stars he wore on his sleeve. 

 

" By what right do you wear those? Are you a captain, and, if so, in what 

army?" 

 

He expelled his breath in a growl. "Now see here, I wear these three stars by 

authority of the Dutch Interior Forces - the underground!" 

 

“ Really? And who are you?" I asked with mock naivety. 

 

“Me?" He was astounded that anyone could be so ignorant. He turned round 

to his loyal supporters and shrugged in dumb show as if to say that here was 
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the eighth wonder of the world-a man who could not recognize the great 

“King Kong" at first sight. 

 

“Who am I? Why. Colonel, everyone knows who I am." His voice bellowed 

out. “I live at Castle Wittouck, head quarters of the Dutch Resistance. .. He 

paused and swelled his mighty chest until I expected the buttons to burst off 

his shirt. “ I - I am King Kong!" 

 

“The only King Kong I ever heard of," I replied softly, “ was a big stuffed 

monkey." 

 

There was a titter from the sycophants behind him. He clenched his teeth 

and his fists so that for a moment he did actually resemble his cinematic 

namesake. My hand slid unobtrusively towards the Walther automatic pistol 

I always carried in my shoulder holster. If he managed to grasp me in those 

gigantic fists I realised he could break me in two as easily as one snaps a dry 

stick. But he merely glowered at me without making a move. 

 

Sensing my advantage, I pressed on. “As you do not hold the rank of captain 

in the Netherlands Army, you are not entitled to wear the insignia." I said. I 

reached out and ripped off the cloth band with the three gold stars which he 

wore on his sleeve. 

 

His Neanderthal jaw sagged and he changed colour. By' now my hand was 

hovering over the pistol butt in case he attacked me in a sudden frenzy of 

wounded pride. But he stepped backwards instead of forwards. For a second 

the great King Kong looked sheepish, like a truant schoolboy. Then, 
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mustering his self-respect, he shouted: "I shall make a formal complaint of 

your treatment at Castle Wittouck without delay." He strode away, leaving 

the two girls and his crowd of admirers gaping at his sudden departure. 

 

III 

 

So that was my first meeting with King Kong. In the ordinary way I should 

have been glad to greet him and pay my respects to the great Resistance 

leader, the “Scarlet Pimpernel” of Holland who had saved from the Gestapo 

dozens of refugees and Allied airmen shot down over occupied Holland by 

conducting them along the secret escape routes, who had fought daring 

skirmishes with the Nazi Sicherheitsdienst, the dreaded S.D. security police, 

and. who had thumbed his nose at their efforts to trap him. Had he followed 

the formal courtesies of applying for permission to enter the camp, I should 

have welcomed him warmly and would have opened a bottle of wine in his 

honour at the mess. But as chief security officer of the camp, I was not 

prepared to have my authority flouted and. a bad example given to the 

inmates and guards by allowing a civilian, however well earned his fame, to 

break all the rules of military etiquette and ride roughshod over the 

regulations. 

 

Musing on the encounter afterwards, I wondered whether I had perhaps 

treated my unexpected visitor too summarily. To deflate his arrogance so 

publicly might be an unwarranted piece of over-officiousness. He had 

behaved badly in the first place, but possibly through sheer ignorance of 

military custom. Had I perhaps acted equally badly, if not worse, in treating 

him with undue severity? 
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And then a strange idea occurred to me, one of those flashes of intuition 

which often produce an unexpected train of thought. Why had he submitted 

so meekly to my brusque treatment? Any man with his outstanding record, 

even when consciously in the wrong, should surely have stood his ground 

and defended himself, especially when surrounded by hero-worshippers. Yet 

King Kong had suffered public humiliation without any more effective reply 

than a blustering threat and had retreated hastily at the earliest opportunity. 

Such conduct did not seem typical of the man and his reputation. Perhaps it 

needed investigating? 

 

On my return to intelligence headquarters at S.H.A.E.F., I sent for my 

assistant. He was a remarkable fellow whose varied career had included 

being a sergeant in the French Foreign Legion and also a spy in Tangier. He 

possessed an encyclopedic memory which was the repository of odd facts 

and bits of information about the underground movements throughout 

Europe and the spies who worked on both sides of the" fence." 

 

“Tell me, Vilhelm,“ I asked, “What do we know about the Resistance leader 

nicknamed King Kong?" 

 

He paused for a moment, screwed up his face in concentration, and then rattled 

off the facts; “ Real name Christian Lindemans. Born in Rotterdam, the son of a 

garage owner. Ex-boxer and wrestler. Reported to have killed several men in 

tavern brawls. Dozens of girls listed as his intimate friends." He grinned slyly. 

"Would you like their names?" 
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I shook my head. .” Anything else?" 

 

“Yes, sir. He's the eldest of four brothers - all Resistance men working on 

the escape line”. 

 

“Any been killed?" I asked. 

 

Vilhelm's memory failed him for a moment. He went over to a filing cabinet 

and, rifling through the files, selected one. He turned over the sheets and 

then paused. “ No, none of them have been killed. One, the youngest 

brother, was captured by the Abwehr and so was a cabaret dancer named 

Veronica, shown here as intimate with Lindemans. They were both working 

on the escape line." He ran a finger down the typed page. “Both were later 

released." 

 

“They were what?” 

 

He shrugged his shoulders. “That's what it says here - they were both 

released. Seems odd for the German Intelligence to release its prisoners, 

doesn't it? But that’s what the report says." 

 

"Anything else?" I asked. The tension in me was growing, and suspicions, 

from being a vague uneasiness, were beginning to crystallise. 

 

“Yes, sir.” Lindemans himself was captured by the Gestapo in a raid a few 

weeks later. He was shot through the lung, I see. His own Resistance group 

rescued him from a prison hospital after a running gunfight. " 
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"Many killed?"  

 

“Yes - one S.S. guard killed, two wounded. The Resistance men came off 

worse, though. Lindemans got away with three of them, but the other forty-

seven were all killed, ambushed as they withdrew from the hospital." 

 

“Almost as if the Germans had known beforehand, " I said slowly. 

 

Vilhelm stared at me, his eyes narrowed. He could guess the ideas passing 

through my mind. - Then he nodded but said nothing. 

 

I'll borrow that dossier for two or three days," I said. reaching out for the file 

that lay on the table between us. "With any luck, I may be able to add a page 

or two to it. I'll leave for Brussels in the morning. " 

 

IV 

 

Once in .Brussels, I found the problem was not so much locating men and 

women who had known Lindemans intimately but fobbing off the dozens 

who claimed intimate knowledge of him. A national hero in his native 

Holland, he was also a popular figure in Belgium, and there were many who 

wished to bask in his reflected glory by posing as his closest friend. I could 

fill the pages of another book with the various stories, some with a gem of 

truth but mostly the wildest fiction, of his exploits which were told me by 

those who claimed his acquaintance. I was not looking for people who had 

once passed the time of day with King Kong and thereafter looked on 
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themselves as his most trusted comrades in arms. I wanted men who had 

actually worked in the Resistance with him and who could build up or refute 

the theory that was forming in my mind. 

 

After a while I came on the track of one such man and arranged an 

appointment with him in the Cafe des Vedettes. We chatted amiably, and 

before long I realized from his remarks that he really did know Lindemans 

and had worked with him. 

 

“Were you one of the lucky ones who got away from that hospital raid?" I 

asked. 

 

"No, unfortunately I missed that party. I got this little souvenir de la 

guerre about a month afterwards." He pulled of his greasy black beret and 

proudly pointed to a bullet scar that ploughed a furrow across his scalp. 

 

"A near thing," I remarked. 

 

He grinned. .. Yes, sir, quite close enough for my health's sake. I would have 

been most upset if it had arrived an inch or so lower." 

 

"How did it happen? “ 

 

Well, sir, we were dynamiting a bridge. I was just bending down fixing the 

fuses to the charges under the bridge stanchion when-just like that - " he 

snapped his fingers quickly once, twice, thrice, .. - bullets began to crack all 

over the place. Somehow the Nazis had. got wind of our plan and had planted 
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an ambush. The sudden shock knocked me off the bridge into the river and 

luckily I had the presence of mind to stay under the water until the current - it 

was very fast just there - pulled me out of sight of their guns. King. Kong, our 

leader-he was magnificent! He got away right from under their noses. But the 

others – “ He shrugged his shoulders. 

 

"What were they shooting with?” I asked. “Machine guns? “ 

 

The honest little Belgian patriot replaced his dirty black beret. "Strangely 

enough, they weren't. You'd have expected machine guns on a job like that but 

the odd thing was they all had sniper's rifles. They picked us off one after the 

other, like knocking tins off a wall. Every man hit - and there were eight of us - 

except King Kong. They couldn't hit him. What a man! He was born lucky. that 

one ! 

 

"Strange,” I said quietly. “The biggest target of all and they couldn't hit him." 

 

“Oui-da! Such a big target. But he was too smart for them was our great King 

Kong!” 

 

A picture of sorts was beginning to take shape in my mind. Here was the 

famous Resistance leader on the one hand, the man whose daring, giant 

strength and romantic affairs had made him the darling of all patriotic Dutch.. 

men and almost equally popular with his Belgian comrades. A born leader who 

had done the Nazis much damage and who bad risked his life repeatedly for his 

country. On the debit side were four strange facts which did not yet add up to 

any conclusion. He had been strangely apprehensive when I had tackled him 

over wearing insignia of rank to which he was not entitled. He had not then 
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behaved like an honest man who had nothing to fear. The Gestapo had released 

his brother and girl friend from captivity. It was not like the Gestapo to lose the 

opportunity of revenging themselves, even indirectly, on one of. their most 

hated enemies. The third and the fourth facts were that on at least two separate 

occasions, someone had obviously betrayed a Resistance raid to the Gestapo 

sufficiently far in advance for them to plant a careful ambush. In each case the 

only common factor who had escaped was the leader, King Kong. The evidence 

was by no means decisive but it was growing beyond the stage of coincidence. 

 

I poured out some more red wine for the little Resistance- man. “They say that 

King Kong has an eye for the ladies," I remarked casually. 

 

"Oh yes, sir, there they speak the truth! He is tres gallant - not a girl who would 

not give anything to feel those big arms around her. I tell you, the pretty heiress 

who lives in the big chateau on the hill beyond Laeken - they say she gave all 

her jewelry, her family heirlooms, for his Resistance group war funds." He 

smiled. tolerantly. “ They also say he gave the' sparklers away to other girls 

here in Brussels. But it is all rumours, rumours, where King Kong is concerned. 

There never was a great man who didn't have some dirty rumours spread about 

him by the envious." 

 

Shortly afterwards the interview ended. I drove off at once to the chateau near 

Laeken and found the lady of the castle at home. After the preliminary 

courtesies we began to discuss Lindemans. Yes, she had given him her family 

jewels but she was careful to stress that she had done so out of patriotic regard 

for the Resistance movement. He was a great man, indeed, but he had his 

weaknesses. She suspected that he had embezzled the jewels and not sold them 

for Resistance funds. 
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“What makes you think that, Countess?" I asked. 

 

“I do not like saying so, because after all he is such a brave man and has done 

such fine things for Belgium. But one day I Saw a girl in the town wearing one 

of my emerald pendants. She was not a respectable girl, you understand? The 

pendant had belonged to my mother and I did not I think it suitable that a girl of 

this kind should wear it. I thought that perhaps the Resistance men had sold it 

locally to raise money, so I asked the girl if she would sell it to me, without 

telling her that it had once been mine. She said King Kong had given it to her 

and would strangle her if she sold it." 

 

“Did you find out her name?" 

 

The Countess sighed. .. Ah, if there had only been the one girl. No, there were 

two - Mia Zeist was one and the other was called - let me see - ah yes, 

Margaretha Delden. They are both notorious tavern girls here." 

 

Fortunately she did not glance' up as she spoke for she would have seen a 

strange look on my face. Mia Zeist and Margaretha Delden were both listed on 

my security files as paid and highly valuable agents of the German Abwehr ! 

 

Terminating the interview as soon as I could without disturbing the 

conventions, I drove back to Brussels as fast as the camouflaged staff car 

would take me. There I put a telephone call through to intelligence 

headquarters at Antwerp. after some delay Vilhelm, my assistant, was 

brought to the telephone. Had he the addresses of Mia Zeist and Margaretha 
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Delden? Yes, he could produce them, and after a few minutes did so. I 

borrowed a couple of security policemen from the Dutch Intelligence in 

Brussels and together we rushed to the first address. 

 

We were too late. The flat was empty. Mia Zeist had fled - we learned later, 

to Vienna. 

 

Jumping into the staff car, we drove to Margaretha Delden's apartment. The 

door 'was heavily bolted. We had no search warrant but there was no time to 

observe the niceties of etiquette. We smashed the door in. We burst into her 

room and found her lying on the bed.. Normally she must have been a pretty 

girl but poison does not improve one's features. Her face was a mottled 

colour, like those marbled end-papers one sometimes comes across in old 

books and ledgers. Her lips were a ghastly magenta in colour and -were 

stretched in a mirthless grin. She was still just breathing when we found her 

but she died in hospital that afternoon, without uttering a word. 

 

So two vital witnesses in what I was already calling mentally  the Lindemans 

Case" were to be written off the list. One had wisely fled in time. The other 

had killed herself, [or Pinto’s work had been betrayed from within Dutch 

Intelligence and she’d been poisoned – ed.] and in dying had been faithful to 

the end to Lindemans, although to him she had only been 'one of many. We 

recovered the Countess's emerald pendant but that was poor consolation. 

 

I spent a further day and a night in Brussels, combing the back streets, The 

sordid cafes and the smoky cellars for more details of Lindemans's career. 

Gradually the jigsaw was being pieced together. Several independent 
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witnesses confirmed that when his younger brother had been captured by the 

Abwehr Lindemans was deeply in debt. In spite of his popularity various 

tradesmen and private citizens to whom he owed comparatively large sums 

were threatening to foreclose on him. I also learned that the cabaret dancer , 

Veronica, who had been captured at the same time as the younger brother, 

had been King Kong's sweetheart from childhood. In spite of his countless 

amours and intrigues she had always been constant to him and he had always 

in the end come back to her. The Nazis must have known this and yet they 

had released both her and the younger brother without so much as breaking a 

leg or two or tearing out the odd finger-nail as a memento of their enforced 

visit. It was not like the Nazis to show such clemency. 

 

Other witnesses confirmed that, coinciding with the release of his sweetheart 

and his brother, Lindemans became suddenly affluent. Not only did he 

payoff all his debts but he lived even more riotously and expensively. He 

also grew increasingly reckless in his guerrilla battles with the Nazis. Each 

raid was more daring than the last and each suffered heavier casualties. 

Always the heroic leader escaped by the skin of his teeth, blazing away with 

his arsenal of weapons and using his giant strength to save himself. He 

would swear blood-curdling threats of vengeance on the Judas who must 

have betrayed the raid in advance but strangely enough the traitor. Was 

never discovered. And tragically there was never a lack of volunteers to 

accompany the redoubtable King Kong on his forays. It was considered an 

honour to risk almost certain death at his side. 

 

It seemed strange to me that no breath of suspicion tarnished King Kong's 

own reputation. All the survivors whose stories I listened to were loud in 
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their praises of his daring and resourcefulness. Surely, I thought, it should 

sooner or later have struck someone as a strange coincidence that King Kong 

himself always escaped? On reflection I realized that the very extent of his 

reputation could be a formidable cloak for treacherous activities. This 

swaggering giant of a man with his gallantry and lavish ways would appear 

almost superhuman, an indestructible being, to the little unknown men-the 

real heroes-who themselves hero-worshipped him and went gaily to their 

deaths for a smile and a pat on the back from one of his huge hands. And 

.there was always the inescapable fact that he had himself been wounded, 

shot through the lung, and then captured by the German security police. 

 

This idea made me pause. Was I being premature in condemning him as a 

spy, in spite of the evidence against him? Not even the fat Herr Strauch of 

the Nazi Intelligence in the Netherlands would thus risk the life of a valuable 

agent just to add circumstantial detail to the appearance of an arrest. 

 

I pondered over this problem for several hours, chain smoking one cigarette 

after another. It was the one piece that completely upset the jigsaw which I 

had painstakingly fitted together. On all other counts Lindemans was to be 

strongly suspected as a traitor. But this one inexplicable fact seemed to 

disprove his guilt. And then, accidentally, a possible explanation hit me. 

 

As was always my habit, I was mentally retesting all the links in :the chain 

of evidence in the Lindemans case to date. I had reached the point where the 

Countess had spoken about Mia Zeist and Margaretha Delden. To find out 

their addresses I had had to telephone all the way to Antwerp, although I was 

actually in Brussels, their home town. The local field security had not known 
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their addresses. Dutch Intelligence headquarters in Brussels had not known; 

But S.H.A.E.F. Intelligence had known. We were all on the same side, 

fighting for the same general cause, but we had not pooled our information. 

There were always those petty rivalries and jealousies, the urge to keep the 

"plums" of information to one's own headquarters, which tended to mar the 

co-operation between different services and different countries, all 

ostensibly on the same side for the same purpose. 

 

Human nature being fairly constant the world over, it was reasonable to 

assume that a similar rivalry might exist between the three different branches 

of the German Intelligence - the Gestapo (the security police of the S.S.), the 

Abwehr (the Counter-Intelligence service) and the Sicherheitsdienst (the 

German field security police). If, as I suspected, Lindemans was a traitor in 

the pay of the Abwehr, since both his notorious girl friends had belonged to 

it, the Gestapo and the S.D. police might easily not have known this, 

thinking of him only as one of the most redoubtable Resistance leaders, and 

of all men he was least able to disguise his bulk and appearance, they would 

probably shoot him on sight, only afterwards discovering that he was a 

valuable ally. 

 

If this reasoning were true, what a blessing in disguise was this bullet-wound 

to Lindemans! It was the perfect answer to anyone who might suspect that 

he was a traitor. And. thanks to this ironic stroke of fortune he would have 

been able to go his way unscathed, betraying his comrades to sudden death 

and no one would know how many British and Belgian agents along the 

escape route out of Occupied Europe, to the forments of the Gestapo. 
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I decided that the circumstantial evidence against Lindemans was 

sufficiently strong to warrant my cross-examining him in person. I sent a 

message to the headquarters of Dutch Intelligence at Castle Wittouck, where 

Lindemans was supposed to have reported me for my cavalier conduct in 

ripping off his badges a few days before. Needless to say, he had not acted 

on his threat. Instead I mentioned that I wanted the opportunity of a talk with 

him although I was careful not to reveal the main purpose behind my wish. 

Lindemans had many friends in high places, as was natural for so famous a 

Resistance leader, and I dared not risk the possibility of some casual remark 

or deliberate “ tip" fore-warning him of my real purpose. So I merely left 

word that he was to report to me at eleven o'clock next morning at the Palace 

Hotel, Brussels, where S.H.A.E.F. officers, myself included, were then 

billeted. 

 

The next morning I was punctual at the rendezvous. It was a warm, balmy, 

morning in which only peace seemed possible in the sunshine. But the war 

itself was only a few miles away and everywhere, even in the lounge of this 

luxurious hotel, war had left its trademark. The military had moved in and 

business-like folding tables and wooden chairs had replaced the luxurious 

armchairs where the social elite had once gossiped over their coffee. 

 

The chimes of eleven o'clock rang mellowly through the lounge but there 

was as yet no sign of Lindemans. I was not perturbed. He could hardly avoid 

coming, since I had left specific instructions, but he could assert his native 

arrogance by arriving late. As I ran mentally, through the questions to be 

asked, my right hand felt the rough comfort of the serrated grip of my 

Walthur automatic pistol which was loose in its holster. The action was 
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cocked and there was a round in the breech. A slight pressure and it was 

ready for action. Lindemans might not yet realise that this was to be a life-

or-death meeting for him, but I did. Compared to his height and great 

strength, I was a little weakling and in unarmed combat would not have 

rated my life worth a minute once those massive hairy hands clamped down 

on me. But had not Damon Runyon, the scribe of Broadway, described the 

automatic pistol as "the old equalizer"? Having it close to hand cancelled out 

the physical difference between Lindemans and myself. I had some natural 

talent for shooting and hours of practice with my favourite Walther had 

made me something of an expert. In any case, if King Kong objected too 

strongly to my questions, I could hardly miss the vast target he presented 

across the narrow width of a coffee table. 

 

The minutes went by and still there was no sign of him. I had expected him 

to be perhaps ten minutes or a quarter of an hour late, even half an hour if he 

wanted to gain some revenge for the humiliation he had suffered at the 

Antwerp security camp. But when it was after twelve o'clock and he had not 

arrived, I began 'to wonder whether I had perhaps misjudged his arrogance. 

Was he so confident in his reputation and the friendships he enjoyed with the 

politically powerful that he would deliberately disobey a specific order? 

 

I had waited nearly two hours when I found the answer. Two young Dutch 

captains strode smartly into the lounge of the hotel. From their bandbox 

appearance and the bright armbands they wore, I knew them as staff captains 

from the Netherlands General Headquarters staff. They marched over to my 

table and saluted in unison. One of them spoke. "You are waiting for 

Lindemans, sir?" 
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“I am. And have been for nearly two hours." 

 

“We're sorry, sir, that you've been kept waiting. 

 

Lindemans cannot keep the appointment. He's had other orders. " 

 

"Other orders, Whose orders?". I was growing angry but did not want these 

glossy young men to know it. 

They drew themselves up even more erect and a tone of reverence crept into 

the spokesman's voice, like the hushed tone that the faithful use when they 

speak of God. " Lindemans left this morning on a very special mission." 

 

My throat contracted so that I could hardly speak. I had hoped that following 

our meeting that would not now take place, Lindemans' treacherous 

activities would be curtailed even if I did not at once prove his guilt. And 

now he had not only eluded me but was probably this very moment leading 

brave men of the Resistance into a well-prepared trap. 

 

“With the Interior Forces?" I asked. 

 

The two staff captains hesitated and then assumed the importance that nearly 

all men show when they know a major secret of which their interrogator is 

ignorant. 

 

“No, sir. He has been attached to the Canadians for special intelligence 

duties, but we are not permitted to tell you what those are, sir.” 
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(Later I learned what had happened. The Canadians required a really 

trustworthy local man who could secretly enter Eindhoven which was still in 

German hands and get in touch 'with the leader of the Resistance in that 

area. The messenger was to inform 'the Resistance leader that large Allied 

parachute landings were to take place north of Eindhoven the following 

Sunday morning, September 17th, and the Resistance leader was to prepare 

and concentrate his men to aid the paratroopers and exploit the initial 

German confusion. The Canadians applied to Dutch Headquarters who at 

once thought of Lindemans as the man for this special mission, little 

knowing that he might be a traitor and that I was on his track. One cannot 

blame them for not suspecting Lindemans, although it must be added that the 

facts about him, his reckless spending, his constant miraculous escapes from 

ambushes, bad been known To them for months, and were so plain that it 

had only taken me a few days to collect them and tot them up. Sending 

Lindemans on such an errand Was equivalent to broadcasting the news of 

the forthcoming Allied parachute landings on the B.B.C. news bulletins.) 

 

But I did not know that the landings were about to take place. All I could 

then hope-a pious hope I-was that the special mission Lindemans was 

engaged on -would not cost us too dear in casualties. All I could do was to 

carry out that last resort of those who have failed-to make out my official 

report and send it to S.H.A.E.F. 

 

V 
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What happened three days later is too well known to the world to need more 

than the briefest of descriptions. At dawn on September 17th the largest 

airborne landing' in the history of warfare took place. Nearly ten thousand men 

of the British 1st Airborne Division were dropped at Arnhem, while twenty 

thousand American paratroopers and three thousand Poles were dropped at 

Grave and Nijmegen. Their task was to secure and hold bridgeheads over the 

Maas Canal, the Waal River and the Neder Rijn while armoured spearheads 

from the main forces plunged down the major road to join up with these 

outposts and force the water crossing in bulk. The operation, under its code-

name" Operation Market-Garden," was like threading beads on to a necklace of 

armour and firepower. It was a daring plan and everything depended on the 

surprise effect to be obtained by dropping parachute troops well behind the 

enemy's front lines. If the Ger.. mans in the rear areas were taken entirely by 

surprise, it was estimated that several days must pass before they could regroup 

for an attack on the airborne bridgeheads. By this time the main forces would 

be well on their way and if the paratroops, reinforced with supplies of food and 

ammunition dropped by air, could hold out, a brilliant victory would result. 

 

Everything seemed to be going according to plan. Air reconnaissance on the 

morning of September 16th showed that there was no abnormal German 

activity in the Arnhem area. But after dark that night the German Panzers 

rumbled quietly into position, taking up hull-down positions behind hedgerows 

and ditches around the vital dropping area. At dawn the paratroops dropped out 

of the grey sky but not to find the enemy surprised and confused. From the start 

it was obvious that something had gone wrong but at the time everyone thought 

that a lucky coincidence had caused the Germans to consolidate their armour 

and infantry in the one place where 'they were neither expected nor wanted. 
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Nine days later, nine days of gallant and hopeless fighting against an enemy 

that surrounded them on all sides, with food and ammunition running out 

and with their ring of defence drawn so tight that air-dropped supplies were 

more likely to land among the Germans than themselves, two thousand four 

hundred survivors of the heroic “ Red Devils of Arnhem " struggled to 

safety back across the Waal River, leaving seven thousand casualties behind 

them. The daring coup had failed. Montgomery had suffered his first and 

only major defeat of the war. The war itself was to be prolonged for another 

eight months of killing and devastation. In the “ black winter" of wrecked 

dykes and trampled harvests that was to follow, nearly two hundred 

thousand Dutch men .and women were to die through flood and famine. But 

still no one apart from myself seemed to suspect the real cause behind the 

failure of the operation. It was “ one of those things," " the luck of the game 

" and so on. Certain in my own mind that Lindemans was a traitor and 

learning later some hints of what his secret mission for the Canadians had 

entailed, I had put two and two together and the total came suspiciously 

close to four. 

 

VI 

 

Meanwhile, although I was very busy on other cases, I had not shelved the 

Lindemans case. The report which I had sent up to S.H.A.E.F. had no doubt 

been neatly :filed in a pigeonhole somewhere in that enormous head... 

quarters. The Intelligence branch had many different problems to consider 

and this would only be one of them~ In any case, most senior officers who 

had to rely for their information on what was reported to them on paper 

would be likely to dismiss my suspicions as being utterly fantastic. To 
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accuse the famous Resistance leader of one of our Allies of being a traitor 

was not only absurd but was really in doubtful taste. Such a .charge could 

easily have serious political and diplomatic repercussions. No soldier likes to 

be mixed up in politics or diplomacy in the middle of the greatest war yet 

known to mankind. All his instincts would be on the side of shelving such a 

nasty problem, if he could be persuaded for one moment to believe in the 

gravity of the charges. So nothing further occurred. Whenever I met my 

opposite number in the British Counter-Intelligence attached to S.H.A.E.F.. 

a brilliant man who has subsequently occupied some of the most important 

political positions in the land, I tackled him on the subject of Lindemans. He 

was always courteous but I could see that he was not impressed with my 

deductions. If such a clever man with direct experience of Counter-

Intelligence work felt no confidence in my claims, it was all the less likely 

that the “ chair-borne “ officers in S.H.A.E.F. with many diverse problems 

of immediate urgency to overcome would follow up my suggestions. 

 

So for six weeks no results came from my efforts to have Lindemans 

arrested. Thus far there was no absolute evidence of his guilt but only “ 

circumstantial evidence “ supported by deductions. Then one evening the 

additional proof arrived dramatically. The Allied advance had continued, 

although since the tragic failure of Arnhem the armies had had to fight for 

every foot of ground they gained. 

 

I was in Eindhoven, which had now been taken. and was just concluding an 

interrogation which had lasted for nearly three hours. As I explained in a 

previous chapter, I had by this time been denuded of my assistants and also 
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of my personal transport. I was working alone and had to act as interrogator, 

judge and jailer where my suspect was concerned. 

 

He was a young Dutchman named Cornelis Verloop. I had finally trapped 

him into admitting he was a spy. He was at his wits' end with fear. 

I stood up and stretched myself, dusting cigarette ash off my uniform. He 

watched me closely. 

 

“Am I to be shot?" he whispered. His throat was too dry to allow him to 

speak normally. 

 

I shrugged without answering. It seemed obvious that he was going to be 

shot. He was a. spy. 

 

"I have a young wife in Amsterdam, sir, a good Dutch girl. She is innocent, I 

swear it.” 

 

“So? We do not propose to shoot your wife. We are not like your German 

masters.” 

 

Desperately he tried another tack. “ I will give you valuable information, sir 

- in return for my life. “ 

 

"You fool," I said. .. Any information you have can be extracted from you 

before you are shot. It is a simple and painless process. “ 
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He gave a wan but sly smile. ",. You can make me tell what you think I 

should know but you cannot find out Those facts which you do not suspect I 

know.” 

 

“Well, my young philosopher, what do you know?” 

 

There was an edge of contempt to my tone. 

 

Verloop leaned forward eagerly and, squeezing his fists together to aid his 

memory, recited the names and descriptions of all my Intelligence 

headquarters staff. Even many H.Q. staff officers did not know the identities 

of some of the men whose names Verloop rattled oft. 

 

“Also, your chief agent in Brussels is Paul Leuven and in Amsterdam a man 

named Dampreny, and…” 

 

He sat there at the table and glibly recited the main 'network of our counter-

espionage system in Belgium and the Netherlands. 

 

I was worried for the sake of those agents still behind the German lines. If 

this traitor knew so much, then perhaps his masters knew more . I kept my 

voice level and asked in as casual a tone as I could muster. "Who told you 

all this?" 

 

He was alert, hope was beginning to trickle back into his veins. " Colonel 

Kiesewetter of the. Abwehr told me. In the Abwehr headquarters at 
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Driebergen. But who told Colonel Kiesewetter is my secret. Do you wish to 

make a bargain, sir?" 

 

I was tired and for the moment sick to death of the human degradation 

confronting me. I had seen many men fight for their lives like cornered rats, 

prepared to sacrifice employers, country or friends to save their own skins, 

but somehow I could not stomach this last case of sordid bargaining. Having 

no assistants and no transport, I had to march Verloop back in person to the 

military prison at the other end of the town. The night was dark and I did not 

want him to make a break for his life on the journey. So I drew my pistol 

and looking at him balefully, said: “ Come along, Verloop. I have had 

enough of your scheming. You are a traitor and you are not going to add to 

your treachery by bargaining with me. Your Nazi friends made the rules for 

this game. I didn't. So let us play the game their way. Who told those facts to 

Colonel Kiesewetter?" 

 

The hopeful smile faded. “In exchange for my life, sir. . ." He made a 

despairing gesture. 

 

I jerked the pistol forward. "Get up." A night of wakeful thought in jail 

would soon bring him to his senses, But Verloop, that astute spy, misread 

my gesture. He thought I was about to shoot him. “ Wait," he gasped, 

“I'll tell you. Don't shoot. It was Chris Lindemans, King Kong. He told 

Colonel Kiesewetter." 

 

VII 
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So here, unexpectedly, was the last link that made my chain of evidence 

against Lindemans complete. I leaned forward and prodded Verloop with the 

muzzle of my pistol. He went white with fear and gulped. "Did King Kong 

betray Arnhem to the Nazis?" I asked. 

 

Verloop nodded. He could not speak until he had slipped his tongue over his 

dry lips and then the words came tumbling from him. “ Yes, he told Colonel 

Kiesewetter on September 15th, when he called at Abwehr headquarters. He 

said that British and American troops were to be dropped." 

 

“Did he say where?" 

 

“Ja. He said that a British airborne division was waiting to be dropped on 

Sunday morning beyond Eindhoven. " 

 

I lowered my pistol hand' and looked thoughtfully at Verloop. It seemed 

certain that this miserable coward had pushed the last piece of my jigsaw 

puzzle into place. 

 

He misunderstood the pause and falling on his knees said: “You won't shoot 

me now, will you? I've told you what I know." 

 

"I won't shoot you myself," I said, “ but I Can't speak for the Army. A court 

martial will decide your fate. Now stand up and let’s go."  

 

My years of training in counter-espionage work had taught me that giving 

vent to personal emotions could be a dangerous luxury. But for once I could 
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not control myself. I trembled with a white-hot anger that left me speechless 

for the moment. Notwithstanding my frequent warnings, King Kong had 

been allowed, to go on a secret mission behind the enemy lines where he 

could do most damage to the Allied cause. Before I had only suspected the 

truth. Now I knew it, thanks to the shameless traitor Verloop. Nothing could 

undo the tragedy of Arnhem but at least a summary end could be put to 

Lindemans' treachery. 

 

Once Verloop was safely in his prison cell. I rushed, still seething with rage, 

to Dutch Intelligence Headquarters. I burst into the officers' mess. The sight 

of my fellow-countrymen, lolling in their soft armchairs with drinks in their 

hands, listening to some hurdy-gurdy tune on the radio, made my anger leap 

to its full tension. I stood there, speechless with fury. 

 

One of my acquaintances looked round. "What's up, 'Pinto?" he asked. "You 

look as white as a sheet." 

 

That mild inquiry did it. My anger boiled over. "Turn that damned thing off! 

" I shouted. I crashed my fist on the table and, as the radio crackled into 

silence,' they all looked at me in surprise. For a second I hated those open-

mouthed moon-faces turned to mine in astonishment. 

 

" God damn it!" I roared. "It's high time you lot realized that when I say a 

man is a suspect, I mean it. And what do you do? Straight away you send 

him behind the enemy lines with the most vital message of the war!" 

 

“What do you mean?" someone blurted out. 
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“Lindemans - King Kong. Two of you will go by car to Castle Wittouck at 

once and arrest him." 

 

“Arrest Lindemans - You must be crazy! Why, with his bare hands he could 

smash a couple of men like rag dolls. Besides, he's always armed to the 

teeth. It would be sheer suicide." 

 

One of the senior officers spoke. “ In any case, Pinto, what are your grounds 

for arresting Lindemans? Do you realize the public scandal there would be 

?” 

 

Rapidly I gave my reasons. Something in my manner must have shown them 

my sincerity. But there remained the problem of carrying out the arrest 

without risking the lives of the escort. And then, as sometimes happens 

when one is keyed up with excitement, the answer came to me in a flash. 

 

"I have it," I cried. “ Two of you - you and you - will go to Castle Wittouck 

and interview Lindemans. Tell him' he is to be decorated for his gallant 

services. That should appeal to his colossal ego. Persuade him to disarm, put 

on a. clean shirt and brush his hair. Then take him into a private room. In the 

meantime I will have sent a message by teleprinter to S.H.A.E.F. asking for 

ten military policemen to be sent to the castle. When Lindemans enters the 

room they will overpower him and arrest him. Understood?" 
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The two officers I had selected grinned and got to their feet. “ Fair enough," 

one said as he buckled on his pistol belt. “I hope ten will be enough for him. 

Tell S.H.A.E.F. to pick the biggest they've got. 

 

That was the plan-and it worked. As I had suspected, King Kong's vanity 

was easily assailed. As soon as he heard that he was to be “decorated. “ 

Lamblike he allowed himself to be shorn of his weapons and, having 

smartened himself up, was shepherded to a private room set aside for the 

purpose. 

 

Then, swaggering into the private room ahead of his “guard of honour,” 

King Kong advanced to receive his award. It arrived in the shape of the ten 

military policemen who overwhelmed him and, after a struggle, secured him. 

There were no handcuffs in Holland big enough to clamp round his mighty 

wrists so instead his arms were lashed with steel-cored rope. When he was 

brought on to the R.A.F. airfield at Antwerp I ordered his legs to be bound 

as well. It was just possible that with the brute strength in his legs he could 

smash a hole through the thin walls of the aircraft and to plunge to his death 

from mid-air might be a spectacular last gesture that would appeal - to the 

vanity of King Kong. 

 

When the aircraft touched down in England, Lindemans was rushed to a 

private country house outside London. It was staffed by the British Counter-

Intelligence whose interrogators were- possibly the most skilled in the world 

at extracting a full confession without resorting to any form of physical 

torture. They were expert at assessing the psychological strength and 

weakness of their suspects and at breaking down the mental obstacles that 
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held back the truth. For two weeks they kept Lindemans under cross-

examination. When he was flown back to Holland, this time pinioned with a 

pair of Scotland Yard's special adjustable ratchet handcuffs, and lodged in 

Breda Prison, I escorted him to his cell. I looked at him carefully. Gone was 

the swagger and the truculence, but there was not a bruise nor a wound on 

his massive body, no puncture marks where a hypodermic needle had been 

plunged in. His eyes were lowered but there were no tell-tale signs around 

them to show that he had been violently frightened or kept awake for days 

on end. But with him came a full and detailed confession covering twenty-

four pages of closely typed, foolscap. Without resorting to any kind of 

torture the experts had sucked King Kong's mind dry of all the self-

incriminating facts it contained. 

 

I took the top-secret confession to my office and sat down to study it. It was 

more exciting than any detective story and it was satisfying to read the 

confirmation of much guess-work and deduction. The story of Lindeman's 

treachery began in 1943, when he was at the height of his fame as a 

Resistance leader of the Dutch Interior Forces. He had always been 

promiscuous in his sexual tastes and with it vastly extravagant. Running 

short of funds for lavishing presents on his numerous girl friends, he hit on 

an ingenious method for supplying his private exchequer. 

 

He persuaded rich women, some of them physically attracted by him, to part 

with their best jewels to provide fighting funds for the “ underground “ 

escape route :through Belgium and Holland into Occupied France and 

thence into Portugal. Many of these women, whose friends and relatives 

were only too often languishing in Nazi concentration camps and whose fine 
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houses were billeting German officers, were eager to oblige the romantic 

Resistance hero. 

 

Lindemans had sold many of the jewels thus collected but the proceeds 

never augmented the Resistance funds. They were spent in taverns and night 

clubs in drunken orgies and in buying the favours of girls whose virtue 

needed dazzling with gold before they would agree to endure the bear-like 

caresses of the great man. Those jewels which he did not sell he gave a way 

to his mistresses, boasting that they were part of the loot he had taken from 

the Nazis by force. 

 

Thus far Lindemans had descended to embezzling, but he was still an honest 

man where his country was concerned. Yet, although he may not have 

realized it, he was driving down a one-way route. Sooner or later he would 

have to account for the jewels he had embezzled, unless he could make 

sufficient money by other means to pay their value into Resistance funds. 

Already one or two of the other Resistance leaders were growing suspicious 

of his extravagant way of living. It was not an easy matter in Occupied 

Europe to acquire large sums of money' suddenly by any honest means, and 

Lindemans began to wonder how he could' set about making good his fraud 

without giving up the extravagance he loved. 

 

Then in February, 1944, an event occurred which must have precipitated the 

crisis. His youngest brother and the French cabaret dancer named Veronica 

were captured by the Gestapo in a raid on a house which was a hostel on the 

secret escape-route.- In an amorous career which featured hundreds of girls, 

sometimes as many as three or four during the one orgy, she had been the 
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only constant factor. However often he strayed, he always returned to her in 

the end. If there were room in Lindeman's massive frame for love of anyone 

but himself, then Veronica occupied that place. 

 

One of the worst moments in any man's life is to know that his dearest 

friends are in the hands of torturers like the Nazis and, worse, that he can do 

nothing to rescue them. But it happened every day to one Resistance man or 

the other. All they could do was to clench their teeth and go about their job 

of revenge with a savage coolness. The good Resistance man could not 

indulge his feelings by a reckless and desperate gesture which might risk the 

lives of even more of his friends and relatives. 

 

But after ten days Lindemans proved to be weaker in moral calibre than his 

lesser-known colleagues. Frantic with worry over the fate of Veronica and 

his brother and sensing the growing suspicions of other Resistance leaders 

who were beginning to wonder aloud about the fate of the jewels and money 

entrusted to him, Lindemans decided to make a deal with the enemy. He 

knew two Dutchmen living in Brussels who were in the pay of the Nazis. 

One was Anthony Damen, the other Cornelis Verloop, my “ friend" of 

Eindhoven. He arranged to meet them privately in the cafe of the Hotel des 

Grands Boulevards on the Place Rogier in Brussels. There, over a cup of 

coffee, Lindemans offered his services to the Nazis on two conditions: one, 

the instant release of Veronica and his youngest brother; two, big money 

payments. Verloop went off at once to discuss the matter with Colonel 

Giskes, then head of the German Abwebr. Giskes must have realized that 

here was a golden opportunity of exchanging two minnows for a whale. Two 
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days later he met Lindemans secretly in a house in the suburbs of Brussels, 

where they talked together for a tong time. 

 

The bargain was sealed and next day the Germans kept their end of it. 

Veronica and the youngest Lindemans were pulled out of their dark, damp 

cells, made to sign certificates to the effect that they had been well treated, 

and were then thrust to freedom in the spring sunlight of the Rotterdam 

streets. Their joy at the unexpected release could not have been marred by 

any fore-knowledge that this was the first step in a series of events which 

culminated a few months afterwards in the deaths, through disease and 

famine, of twenty-five thousand citizens of Rotterdam in the terrible “ black 

winter" of Holland. 

 

King Kong, having taken the decisive step into infamy, revelled for a time in 

the immediate results. He spent the first instalments of his traitor's pay in a 

new burst of revelry, drinking, wenching, and fighting tavern brawls with 

more zest than ever before. 

 

But, as I had suspected during my earlier investigations into his career, his 

employers, the Abwehr (the German Intelligence) either through a sense of 

rivalry or because they dared not spread the news too wide, had failed to 

inform the other security branches, the Gestapo and the security police, that 

Lindemans was now in their pay. One day the security police raided another 

Rotterdam Resistance headquarters. They burst into the cellar with guns 

levelled. Lindemans was among the Resistance men there! 
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It was a bad moment for him. He could either give himself away as a traitor 

in the full view of his Dutch comrades or else risk sudden death at the hands 

of the S.D. police. He hesitated for a second and then took the coward's 

choice. He moved one hand in a certain secret gesture to let the S.D. men 

know that he was on their side. But before their commander could rasp out 

the order for his men to avert their rifles, one of them misinterpreted the 

gesture. Already “ trigger-happy" at the great bulk and fierce  appearance of 

King Kong, he thought that the big man was reaching for a revolver. He 

fired and the bullet hit King Kong in the chest, piercing one lung. 

 

He was rushed off to a Gestapo hospital, for the S.D. commander realized 

that here was no ordinary Resistance man. The wound would have proved 

fatal to many humans of average physique, but the jungle strength of King 

Kong brought him through the crisis into convalescence within three weeks. 

The head of the Abwehr visited him in hospital to make plans for him to " 

escape" and return to his own side where he could continue to be a valuable 

agent of the Abwehr.' The idea was to arrange a plausible " escape. “ but 

Lindemans himself had an ingeniously savage suggestion which made even 

the hard-headed colonel gape. It was Lindemans himself who suggested that 

his own Resistance men should attempt the rescue, so that they would walk 

into an ambush and be killed while he got a way. The plan was put into 

effect and unluckily worked only too well. Forty-seven. of his gallant 

colleagues gave up their lives to rescue their treacherous leader. 

 

For the next few months Lindemans earned his German pay by betraying 

several groups of agents. One such British group, which included women as 

well as men, had been working in the part of Belgium still occupied by the 
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Germans. They were arrested, flung into Scheveningen Prison and there 

suffered exquisite agony until death mercifully ended their torture. 

Scheveningen Prison near The Hague contained weirdly ingenious 

instruments of torture of modem design, beside which the medieval 

thumbscrew and rack seemed like playthings. There were, for example, steel 

helmets which were screwed down over: the victim's head and eyeballs and 

then electrified, so that the shock would pierce most keenly to the very 

nerve-centres of the head. When the Germans evacuated the prison they 

were in too much of a hurry to remove these damning signs of their vicious 

ingenuity. When I first saw their instruments of torture - contraptions which 

any sane man could hardly imagine, let alone manufacture and use - my 

blood ran cold at the sight. And yet Lindemans, who could not bear to think 

of his brother and girl friend being in German hands, cheerfully betrayed 

whole groups of agents for cash. When I read the list of names, many of 

whom were known to me and some indeed being my good friends, I vowed 

that I should not rest until Lindemans had met his deserts. 

 

The climax of his confession was, of course, the betrayal of Arnhem. When 

he was attached to the Canadian First Army and given the job of alerting the 

Resistance Movement in the Eindhoven area so that they could aid the 

forthcoming airborne landings, he realized at once that this was a golden 

opportunity for bigger and better treachery. He completed his Eindhoven 

mission - not without difficulty, for the local Resistance leader was 

suspicious of him and had him arrested. In fact, with supreme irony, as it 

turned out, the Canadians had to send an intelligence officer to “ bailout “ 

Lindemans and vouch for his integrity before the Eindhoven Resistance men 

would listen to his proposals. Even this setback did not deter him from his 
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traitorous course. He met Colonel Kiesewetter of the Abwehr at Driebergen 

on September 15, two days before the landings were to take place, and told 

him all the secret facts with which he had been entrusted. It is true that 

Lindemans did not mention the word “ Amhem." A certain section of the 

Dutch Press subsequently tried to make much of this and claimed that 

Lindemans could not have betrayed Arnhem because he did not know the 

exact area of the landings. 

This argument is puerile nonsense. Lindemans may not have mentioned the 

actual name of Arnhem, but he did tell Colonel Kiesewetter that the landings 

were to take place north of Eindhoven. He said as much in his signed 

confession. Now every large-scale parachute landing, as any amateur 

tactician should know, is made with the object of seizing some vital area and 

holding it for a limited length of time. Paratroops, the elite of the Army, are 

too valuable to be scattered aimlessly over the countryside in penny packets. 

One glance at the map would suffice to tell the German military experts 

what points these airborne troops would be concentrated on “ north of 

Eindhoven." There was no valuable objective in the open fields. No. The 

obvious targets were the bridges at Grave, Nijmegen and Arnhem. If these 

could be seized and held long enough for the main body to link up with the 

paratroops, then a dangerous bridgehead aimed at the heart of Germany 

would be developed. 

 

So Lindemans's infamy can never be whitewashed. When he told Colonel 

Kiesewetter of the top-secret plan to land airborne forces “north of 

Eindhoven" in two days' time, he betrayed the Battle of Arnhem. 

 

VIII 
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It was one thing to vow that Lindemans must be brought to justice and 

another thing to accomplish that vow. As I have explained in an earlier 

chapter, I had many other cases to work on and was handicapped by 

:working entirely single-handed, without even official transport at my call. 

Certain highly-placed' officials in the Netherlands Forces were, perhaps 

understandably. reluctant to see Lindemans publicly tried. Some of them 

:who had previously and innocently shown him friendship and -favours did 

not want their lack of judgment exposed to the public eye. Others felt, quite 

sincerely, that it would not be good for the Dutch war effort if a man who 

had been a popular and revered figure were to be shown up as an infamous 

traitor. It was a delicate political and diplomatic situation; red tape which so 

often tangles itself in the wheels of justice can at times halt even the slow-

motion of an unpopular cause. So it was that, although I was fortunate 

enough to be summoned to S.H.A.E.F. and there congratulated by a Very 

Important Personage on the importance of my catch, I was no nearer seeing 

Lindemans in the dock. 

 

And then at Christmas, 1944, as previously mentioned in chapter 7, I fell ill 

and returned to London on sick leave. During this time the British 

newspapers scented out a story of a secret prisoner. Although Lindemans 

was then still in my private wing at Breda Prison, some news of his flight to 

England for questioning must have leaked out. Rumour had it that a Dutch 

officer was being held prisoner secretly in the Tower of London. This 

romantic story, or rather, theory, occupied many headlines in the news-

hungry Press. At my suggestion representatives of the Dutch Government in 

London approached the British Censorship Department with the request that 

as the Lindemans case was still sub-judice, any public speculation over the 
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reasons for his arrest should be considered illegal. The chief censor agreed 

and asked the newspapers to drop the subject which, with their customary 

good sense and public spirit, they did. 

 

After my physical collapse at Christmas, 1944, I was ordered to take three 

months' complete rest. Not even the Lindemans case was allowed to intrude. 

He was safe where he was, in a cell in my private wing in Breda Prison. It 

was unlikely that anyone would think of bringing him to justice in my 

absence, and although I chafed at the thought of his continuing to evade his 

deserts, I was glad to know that he could render no more harm to the Allied 

cause. Besides, to the hulking Lindemans, being deprived of the cheering 

and the adulation of his hero-worshippers and, as a man of action, being con-

demned to weeks of inactivity and brooding over his future fate was possibly 

the worst kind of punishment that could be meted out. In June, 1945, I was 

able to return to his case and the first thing I did was to order his removal 

from Breda Prison to that grim block of dungeons nicknamed" The Oranje 

Hotel," which formed part of Scheveningen Prison. There, in a cell which 

had probably been occupied by some of the friends he had callously 

betrayed, Lindemans would know that he was one step nearer justice. 

 

The solitude, the enforced abstinence for one who had been famed for his 

sexual prowess, and the further deprivation of that hero-worship on which 

his immense vanity had always battened, wrought swift changes in him. His 

appetite disappeared and the flesh seemed to melt from his bones. Without 

exercise his huge knots of muscles grew slack and stringy. The giant frame 

could never be altered, but now it had grown so gaunt that the clothes hung 

limply on it as on a scarecrow. His hair went grey and his eyes were dull in 
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their dark sockets. Whenever I visited him he would have a fit and lie froth-

ing at the nose and mouth or grovel on the floor of his cell, shrieking for 

mercy. What mercy could a man expect who had betrayed his own friends 

for cash, who had cost us seven thousand casualties at Arnhem, and had 

prolonged a war for perhaps six months more than was necessary? I could 

feel nothing but contempt for a man who could not stand the treatment he 

had cheerfully ordered for others and who had not, like them, felt the keen 

agony of ingenious torture. I was all the more determined to see him facing 

trial. 

 

And so I went back to my office, which was now with the Dutch Counter-

Intelligence. I wanted to get hold of the documents in his case and submit 

them with an urgent request that his trial should take place. The records 

room at Intelligence Headquarters was closely guarded. Only senior officers 

on important business were allowed access to the room. Any papers or 

documents removed had to be scrupulously signed for. Even signatures on 

papers and identity cards were compared to avoid any possible forgery. A 

security cordon surrounded the whole building. I had seen many security 

arrangements in the past and I was certain that few would have equaled the 

present example for efficiency and none would have surpassed it. 

 

But when I went to get the vital file it was not in its proper place. I searched 

carefully on neighbouring shelves and in nearby filing cabinets in case it had 

been accidentally filed away in the wrong place. There was no sign of it. I 

checked the record index to make sure that the system had not been 

reorganised in my absence. There was no entry to show that there ever had 
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been a file on the Lindemans case. In fact the very name “Lindemans “ had 

been carefully and completely expunged ! 

 

I began to make pressing inquiries. At last I learned that a certain senior 

officer [Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands? – ed.] had called for the file 

some days earlier. I tackled him. He admitted that he had had the file in his 

possession for a short time but had passed it on to another senior officer. I 

went to see the latter. When I questioned him he looked blank. No. he had 

never set eyes on the Lindemans file. I returned to the former senior officer. 

He was equally surprised. He could have sworn that the other senior officer 

had taken the file from him on such and such a day. And there the matter 

ended. From that day to this I have never set eyes on the Lindemans file and 

there was nothing further for the moment that I could do. 

 

IX 

In October, 1945, after I had made a nuisance of myself by continually 

importuning my seniors to bring on the trial of Lindemans, I was suddenly 

released from the Security Service and later promoted and transferred to 

duty in Germany. I had, however, been expecting such a move and had in 

fact joked with my. friends about it in advance. There is an old Dutch 

proverb which says:' “ He who wants to beat a dog can always find a stick 

for the job." I had long realized that after the arrest of King Kong a stick 

would be found for me. 

 

But I was not sorry for what I had done, only that I had not achieved better 

results. Love of Holland, my native country, has always taken first place 

with me, but, moreover, I have always believed that the people of a country 
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should be big enough to know the truth even if it is not always to their 

advantage. Most Dutch people did not yet know why Arnhem had failed. 

They had been taught to blame the weather or “ the luck of the game “ or 

Field Marshal Montgomery's recklessness in mounting a daring operation 

without sufficient resources at his disposal. They did not know that one of 

their own countrymen had betrayed the battle before it started. It seemed that 

as long as Lindemans could be kept obscurely in jail - and there appeared to 

be no time limit to this - they never would know. 

 

And so the months went by and the mud was allowed to settle at the bottom 

so that on the surface everything was limpid and clear. But in May, 1946, 

when I had long resigned myself to having heard the last of Lindemans, a 

surprising event occurred. The British Press was, of course, no longer 

gagged by censorship. The European war had been over for a full year. The 

Press, which has so often championed the cause of the individual against the 

bureaucracy and has brought sufficient pressure to bear through publicity to 

put an end to injustice, began to print articles demanding what had happened 

to “ the Dutch officer who had betrayed Arnhem,” “ the secret prisoner in 

the Tower of London." For several days the press campaign went on; 

newspapers in England and the Continent of different political outlooks were 

at one in their desire to know the facts. The same questions were asked by 

all. The" Dutch officer “ had been arrested more than eighteen months 

before. Had he been tried and, if so, what was the result of the trial? If he 

had not yet been tried, what was the reason for the delay? In the face of these 

demands the Dutch Government had only one course to take. It was 

announced that a special tribunal would assemble at the end of June, 1946, 

for the purpose of trying Christian Lindemans on charges of treason. 
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(At this stage I must point out that my knowledge of the rest of Lindemans's 

brief career is based on hearsay and the official Dutch version of his fate. I 

was no longer in Holland and thus without access to the facts at first sight. If 

one of the hall-marks of truth is that it really is stranger than fiction then 

without doubt the official version is completely true. As it is impossible now 

to obtain the evidence that would confirm or refute the communiqué one's 

only choice is to accept it. Nevertheless, as with all famous mysteries. there 

are loose ends and hidden interrogation marks which cannot be satisfactorily 

explained at least to one who likes his evidence cut and dried.) 

 

As I have already mentioned, Scheveningen Prison, perhaps the largest in 

Holland, had been used by the Nazis for holding political prisoners. Many of 

Holland's most gallant patriots had been tortured and allowed to rot there. 

When the Nazis were driven out and the prison was taken over by the Allies, 

it was found that most of the surviving Dutch prisoners were too ill to be 

moved. A specially equipped hospital was set up for their treatment inside 

the main structure of the building and gradually the prison became more and 

more of a hospital.. In fact only one large wing was still used for its original 

purpose. There the suspected traitors, the collaborators, spies and looters 

were held, amongst them Christian Lindemans. 

 

For months Lindemans had been growing weaker. He 'was now so 

emaciated that the skin seemed to hang in folds on his giant skeleton. In 

addition he was partly paralysed.. The Dutch prison doctors, knowing that he 

had been shot through the lung, suspected tuberculosis had set in and 
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removed him from his bleak stone cell to the prison hospital for special tests 

and treatment. 

 

Women nurses are not usually found in Dutch prison hospitals but as 

Scheveningen was now more of a hospital than a prison the rule was waived 

in its case. Although Lindemans was no longer the superb muscular athlete 

with a reputation for turning girls' heads that would make each successive 

conquest a little easier, he must still have possessed some potent spark of 

manhood, if we are to believe the official version. For one of these coldly 

efficient and practical nurses fell in love with him. 

 

Perhaps they had known each other in the lustier days when Lindemans 

could pick up a grown man in each huge fist and knock them out by crashing 

their heads together, could drink enough wine to finish off three ordinary 

men and then satisfy three of four girls in the one night with his sexual 

prowess. Perhaps she had been won by his great reputation as a Resistance 

leader and refused to believe that he was guilty of the charges against him. 

Whatever the cause, and we shall never know the real motives, she decided 

to help him to escape the consequences of his approaching trial. 

 

'Lindemans was kept in a prison hospital room by himself. The door was 

locked on the outside; there was only one small window and that was 

heavily barred. The room was several storeys up with a sneer drop of many, 

feet to the ground. It was not a promising situation for any man to escape 

from, let alone one who was partly paralysed and in such a physical decline 

that he was under observation for tuberculosis. But according to the official 
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version, the daring plan nearly worked. The nurse managed to smuggle a 

steel file into Lindemans's room. 

With this she had to saw through the stout bars of his window in such a way 

that although they appeared to be intact, one hard push would remove them. 

She had an accomplice who had the romantic nickname of "The Singing 

Rat." He was apparently serving a term of imprisonment for some minor 

offence.  Tthrough her efforts, he was given the job of nursing orderly for 

sick prisoners. 

 

If you have ever tried sewing through strong bars with a file you will know 

that it is not an easy job. particularly if you have to do it as quietly as 

possible. Hospital nurses are given many tasks to perform and they never 

seem to have a spare or an unsupervised moment. Yet here was one who had 

so much time to spare that she could spend hours in Lindemans's room 

sawing away at the bars of his cell window without apparently causing any 

suspicions among her observant colleagues. Certainly she must have taken 

turns with “ The Singing Rat" at the sawing but even then she must have 

kept “ cave “ near the room in case someone walked in unexpectedly. So 

much activity in the one place and no one sufficiently observant to comment 

on it. For any hospital this would be amazing; for a prison hospital it is 

almost incredible. 

 

The second part of the plan was even more difficult to perform. Having 

prepared the bars so that they 'could be removed without effort, the three 

plotters had to devise some means for. Lindemans to reach the ground after 

climbing through the window. His cell was many feet off the ground. There 

were no convenient footholds or drainpipes down which he could climb. So 
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it was arranged that on the night set for the escape “The Singing Rat “ would 

leave a rubber hose pipe hanging out of a storeroom window which 

happened to be conveniently close to the window of Lindemans's cell. :All 

the escapee had to do was perch on the window-sill of his own room, swing 

across until he grasped the hose pipe and - then swarm down it. 

 

For the man he had been at the time of his arrest this scheme would have 

presented few problems. His brute strength would have allowed him to- 

climb down almost any length of piping as long as it would support his 

massive weight. But the Lindemans who now had to make the attempt was 

an emaciated weakling who was also semi-paralysed. True his weight was 

far less and would put less strain on his arms but this was no compensation. 

The Lindemans I had last seen only a few months before was hardly strong 

enough to tie a knot in a length of stout rope. And yet, presumably still 

further weakened by continued illness and loss of appetite, he was to attempt 

a feat in the darkness over which a trained and resolute cat-burglar might 

well have hesitated. 

 

Stranger still, according to the official version, he succeeded in his 

hazardous attempt. He managed to slither down the hose pipe and reach the 

ground. Unfortunately' he made too much noise in the descent, was heard by 

the guards patrolling the grounds of the prison and was captured by them. 

Within a few minutes he was behind bars again. 

 

Now when an important prisoner nearly effects a daring escape a few days 

before he is to be tried, an escape which must have been engineered with 

inside help, the authorities usually concentrate their energies on arresting his 
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helpers. It would not have required much imagination or powers of 

deduction to suspect that the nurse who had devoted so much time to the 

assiduous care of the prisoner might be implicated in his escape plan. Even 

if it were impossible to prove her complicity, the safest course would be to 

allot her, duties to some other nurse. But for some unaccountable reason she 

was neither arrested for her part in the plot nor even removed from her post. 

 

The day of justice was approaching. Soon the whole world would know of 

Lindeman's guilt and a popular false idol would be smashed for ever. But 

fate - or human intervention - had one more trick to play on the prosecution. 

Two days before the trial when the routine inspection of all cells took place, 

Lindemans was found lying on his bed. He was dead. Across his body lay 

the nurse, inert but still breathing. She was rushed to the hospital where 

strong emetics were forced down her throat and all the modem aids of 

medicine were used to bring her round. She recovered and confessed that she 

had administered eighty aspirin tablets to Lindemans and had herself 

swallowed an equal number. They had agreed on a suicide pact, she said. 

 

Thus a traitor cheated justice. He was now beyond the reach of the law but 

what of the person who assisted him in his final escape - the nurse? She was 

surely liable to face charges, the least of which was grave enough, that of 

being accessory to the attempted escape of a prisoner, and the worst of 

which, for the survivor of a suicide pact, was murder. Yet this nurse, whom 

one would consider: lucky to get off with a heavy prison sentence, was never 

tried in public and subsequently has held responsible official positions in 

Holland. It is a strange thing which .I for one do not begin to understand. 
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And Cornelis Verloop, that self-admtted traitor, whose evidence first 

confirmed my suspicions of Lindemans' guilt? He also avoided the 

embarrassment of facing a public trial and must in fact have been 

completely; exonerated since as far as I know there is no record of his 

having been tried. I have heard from various quarters that he subsequently 

held an official post in Germany under the Dutch Government. It seems a 

strange reward for a man who betrayed his country to the enemy and I can 

hardly believe it. 

 

The special tribunal that was to have assembled to try, Lindemans was 

dissolved before it ever met. There were brief reports of his death in a few 

Dutch papers. The case was officially closed. 

 

And so Lindemans, master-traitor, lecherous, vain, brutal and cowardly, 

found in the end that his luck with women held, although women had 

contributed so much to his final arrest, If he had not entered the Antwerp 

security camp for the purpose of picking up a couple of girls, I might never 

have suspected him in the first place. 

 

He was undeniably a traitor. I have met many of them and he was by far the 

worst, not only in his methods but in the damage he caused. Even if one is 

not prepared to admit that his actions prolonged Ute war by more than six 

months, one must credit - or rather discredit - him with the seven thousand 

casualties suffered by the gallant " Red Devils of Arnhem," with the deaths 

in action of his brave Resistance men and the slow deaths by torture of the 

secret agents he betrayed.  
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Because the world has never learned his full infamy through his death before 

trial, there have been many attempts, some of them officially sponsored, to 

whitewash his memory. I was instructed by a representative of the Dutch 

Government in London, when the British Press was out to print the facts of 

his career and his death, to deny that King Kong betrayed Arnhem.  

 

But to me he was not a big, irresponsible boy who just blundered into the 

wrong. He was a sordid traitor who coolly sold his secret information to 

gratify his gross appetites. For the first time I have written here the full facts 

as I know them and, where I have had to rely on official " hand-outs " in the 

last phase of my story, have exercised the right to comment on them. It is up 

to the reader to weigh the evidence before him and to reach his own 

conclusions.  

 

And let us always remember that though it is unpleasant to admit that one's 

own country may breed traitors here and there, it is wiser and safer in the 

long run to recognize the truth. 

 

Happy the land which has no son or daughter prepared to betray his or her 

country. 
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The Vollard Case by H. Montgomery Hyde 

 

[Excerpt from The Quiet Canadian, by H. Montgomery Hyde, 1962] 

 

Interesting facts of which Stephenson had knowledge concerned another 

seizure at Bermuda at about the same time, in which the Vichy Government 

was implicated.  

 

In October, 1940, the famous Vollard collection of impressionist paintings 

worth hundreds of thousands of dollars was consigned by the Vichy 

authorities to a French art expert in New York named Martin Fabiani. There 

was reason to believe that Fabiani was acting on German instructions and 

intended to sell the collection to secure dollar exchange for Hitler.  

 

The consignment, which consisted of 270 paintings and drawings by Renoir, 

thirty paintings by Cezanne, twelve by Gauguin, seven by Degas and also 

some by Manet, Monet and Picasso, had been in various Paris museums, 

whence the British Ministry of Economic Warfare feared that they had been 

abstracted.  [The collection was formed by Ambrose Vollard. See his 

Recollections of a Picture Dealer (1936).] 

 

The pictures were shipped from Lisbon for New York in the American 

Export Lines’  Excalibur, which was brought into Bermuda by the British 

Contraband Control. Meanwhile instructions had been received from 

London to remove the contraband cargo.  
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It fell to the writer of these pages to carry out this operation in defiance of 

the vessel's master who refused to open the strong-room where the precious 

packing cases reposed.  

 

This was eventually accomplished by blasting away in with oxy-acetylene 

flame burners, and the pictures were removed.  

 

So as to avoid the effects of the Bermuda climate, they were sent to Ottawa, 

where they were kept for the duration of the war in the Canadian National 

Gallery, having in the meantime been condemned as a prize of war. 

 

It was the successful execution of this operation which drew the present 

writer H. Montgomery Hyde to Stephenson's attention, thus beginning a 

stimulating association of which this book The Quiet Canadian has been the 

eventual outcome. 
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Carnation 15 by Janos Matou 

 

[excerpt from Uncensored Magazine, V. 13, n.02, 1963] 

 

The Reds had a Profumo Scandal Too … Carnation 15 

 

Soon after he was assigned to the US Embassy Prague, a young American 

career man dropped into the Ambassador Club for a look at night life in Red 

Czechoslovakia.  

 

He wasn’t disappointed.  The nightclub was modern, attractively furnished 

and well stocked with imported booze and domestic dolls.  Several pretty 

girls were seated alone at small tables between the bar and the dance floor.  

Other girls were exchanging small talk with well-dressed men, foreigners 

from both sides of the iron curtain.   

 

As he ordered a drink at the bar, the American heard a babble of languages, 

and accents – English, French, German, Russian, Polish and other tongues 

he could not identify.  Then his wandering gaze met the smiling green eyes 

of a gorgeous redhead. 

 

She was sitting by herself at a small table near the wall.  Her full lips were 

moist and inviting.  Her skin tight dress of moss green exposed creamy 

shoulders and a spectacular view of full, firm breasts. 

 

Almost before he realized what he was doing the American was at her table.   
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“Hello,” he said, “do you speak English?” 

 

“Yes, a little, “a husky voice replied.  “My name is Lydia.  Would you care 

to join me?” 

 

Hours later, and somewhat drunk, the American was in the redhead’s 

bedroom.  Stripped to his shorts he sat at the edge of the bed and babbled 

about Washington while the girl removed her underclothes and placed them 

neatly on the chair. 

 

“Now remember,” she said with a throaty laugh, “you mustn’t tell me 

anything important.  I’m an agent of the Secret Police.” 

 

Though the diplomat thought she was kidding, the sexy redhead told him the 

truth.  She was Lydia Lichtenberg-Ungrova, Queen of the kiss-and-tell girls 

the Czech Secret Service employs to spy on foreigners – and on Communist 

officials as well. 

 

In her handbag she carried a silver compact with a secret compartment 

behind the mirror. Thus was the hiding place for her identity card, to be used 

only in extreme emergencies.   

 

The card, green with two red stripes, bore he photo, the official seal of the 

Czech Interior Ministry, and the inscription “Ministry of Interior – L77.” 

 

Lydia was agent L77 of the Statni Bezpecnost – State Security Police – 

better known as the STB or “Czech Gestapo.” Beside her official 
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identification number, she also had a code name – “Carnation 15.”  Why 

fifteen?  She was fifteen at the time Lydia was recruited as a sexploitation 

agent!.  

 

Lydia Lichtenberg-Ungrova was the Christine Keeler of the Warsaw Pact.  

Her Iron Curtain orgies with Czech Cabinet, Ministers, Western Diplomats, 

and Soviet Leaders made London’s Profumo Affair look like a Sunday 

picnic. 

 

Lydia free-wheeling love life exploded a sexpionage scandal that rocked the 

Czech Government, brought roars of rage from the Kremlin, and led to a top 

level purge in the Czech Cabinet, and STB.  At least a dozen high 

government officials and secret police officials were jailed.  Two high-

ranking officials were quietly executed. 

 

But the Communist Press, who highlighted the Profumo Affair, mentioned 

not a word of the Prague Scandal.  This story is still a carefully guarded 

secret behind the Iron Curtain. 

 

Though Christine Keeler was a call-girl accepting money and presents from 

her lovers, she was an amateur at espionage.  Though she slept with Soviet 

spy Evgeny Ivanov, and British War Minister John Profumo, almost 

simultaneously, she apparently did not pry any defense secrets from 

Profumo for delivery to Ivanov.   

 

The big difference between Christine Keeler and Lydia Ungrova was that 

luscious Lydia was a pro.  She knew what she wanted, how to get it and 
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what to do with it.  She not only lured foreigners into her perfumed trap and 

pumped them dry of information, but she alos outfoxed her own bosses and 

double-crossed the dreaded STB. 

 

Forced to give her body to the Communist cause Lydia hated the Communist 

and everything they stood for.  So she became a double-agent and peddled 

information to both sides in the Cold War. 

 

The girl who was the become long-stemmed, night blooming “Carnation 15” 

was born Oct. 9 1932 in a working class neighborhood of Prague.  Her father 

Anton Lichtenberg, was a construction worker and a minor official of the 

People’s (Communist) Party. 
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When Soviet troops entered Czechoslovakia in 1945 Lydia’s family 

welcomed them.  But the girl noted that the “liberators’ looked at her the 

same hungry way the hated Nazis did. 

 

At 13 she was a fully developed female. She had outgrown her old clothes 

and wartime shortages left no dresses or clothing material available.  Her 

shapely legs grew too long for her tight skirts.  Her round, firm breasts 

seemed about to burst from her straining blouse. 

 

As she returned from school one afternoon in the fall of 1945 she noticed 

two Soviet soldiers following her.  One was a sturdy square-faced Russian.  

The other was squat and bowlegged, with Mongol eyes.   

 

When she walked faster, so did they.  Then she started to run, but they 

caught up with her and dragged her into the ruins of a bombed-out building a 

block from her home.  After chocking her and punching her to stop her 

screams, they tore off her clothes and raped her repeatedly until she lost 

consciousness. 

 

She staggered home an hour later, battered, bleeding and hysterical.  Her 

father searched for the rapists, without success.  Then he reported the 

incident to the police. 

 

Afraid of the Russians, the police did nothing.  When the angry father kept 

demanding action, he was booted out of the People’s Party, and threatened 

with arrest unless he kept his mouth shut.   
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From then on, Lydia hated not only the Russians but all Communist officials 

as well. She made up her mind to flee to the West as soon as she could. 

 

In 1948 the sixteen year old beauty and her brother Frank, 18, tried to escape 

to West Germany.  They took a train to Pilsen, then walked to the Bavarian 

border.   

 

A high barbed wire fence stretched along the German-Czech border as far as 

they could see.  Guard towers were stationed at half-mile intervals. Border 

guards with machine-guns and vicious dogs patrolled the open spaces 

between the towers.  After dark, spot lights illuminated this Cold War no-

man’s land. 

 

Lydia and Frank made their dash to freedom a few minutes after midnight at 

a spot halfway between two guard towers.  Waiting until a patrol team 

passed their hiding place in the woods, they emerged from the trees and 

dashed for the fence. 

 

They were almost to the barbed wire when Lydia stumbled and fell.  As 

Frank stopped to help her sentries in the tower began firing.  Fatally 

wounded, he pitched on his face in the dirt.  Lydia was holding her dead 

brother in her arms when they arrested her. 

 

She was taken to a prison in Pilsen, where the guards used her the same way 

the Russian soldiers had.  Only this time she was too numb with grief and 

horror to worry about her virtue. 
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The next day a tall, crooked nose STB captain called on her.  “Take off your 

clothes,” he ordered. 

 

Believing she was about to be raped again, she obeyed with a shudder of 

disgust.  The captain appraised her naked body with an experienced eye and 

ran a cold hand over her flesh.  Then he made he walked around the narrow 

cell.  She felt like an animal being judged at a country fair.   

 

Finally the officer seemed satisfied.  He was convinced Lydia would be 

perfect bait for a STB sex trap.  She was given her choice of sentences – a 

long term in a hard labor prison camp or a life of luxury as a sexpionage 

agent.   

 

It did not take her long to decide.  After questioning by other STB agents she 

was sent to Gorgau Castle in Bohemia – a medieval fortress that had been 

converted to a modern school for spies. 

 

Lydia’s class at sexpionage college consisted of about 15 Czech, Polish, 

Hungarian and East German girls 16 to 23.  Most of them already spoke 

several different languages.  Lydia, for instance, knew some German and 

Russian.  She received some short courses on conversational English, French 

and Italian.   

 

Like fashion models the girls learned how to walk, dress and use cosmetics 

properly.  They were also taught how to operate miniature cameras and tape 

recorders, and how to spring a man-trap and how to obtain information while 
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making love. There were classes in coding, blackmail, pornographic 

photography and sexual perversion.   

 

Though Lydia was neither virginal nor a prude, the seduction course both 

shocked and sickened her.  Some perversions she had never even heard of 

before, let alone indulged in.  But the ‘old whore’ spelled them out with 

charts, diagrams and photographs.   Only one was ignored – homosexuality.  

Her turotrs reasoned even she could not seduced a confirmed homo … 

 

On graduation she was given a new wardrobe, an STB bankroll and a 

modern apartment in downtown Prague equipped with the latest electronic 

eavesdropping devices: microphones, tape recorders and a movie camera 

was hidden in her bedroom wall. 

 

Her beat was the Prague nightclub circuit – the East, International, 

Ambassadors, Areal, Barhara and Praha. In all these clubs and hotel bars, 

she had her pick of lonely foreigners.  But most of those she chose were 

selected in advance by her STB superiors. 

 

Even fellow spies fell for her, not realizing that she too was a secret agent. 

 

From an Israelis agent she learned of a plan to help 500 Czech Jews escape 

to Israel.  The plot was smashed and several Jewish leaders were arrested. 

 

A French diplomat was kicked out of the country after ‘Carnation 15’ 

unmasked him as an atom spy who had obtained uranium samples from the 
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mines of northern Bohemia. His Czech confederate was executed and 18 

other Czechs got long prison terms. 

 

When the sexual demands of a Soviet Embassy attaché became too much 

even for Lydia, she decided to get rid of him.  She supplied him with a 

young girl, then took pictures of their lovemaking.  Next time the Russian 

returned to Moscow on business, she planted the pornographic film in his 

luggage – where it was sure to be found by the KGB – the Soviet Secret 

Police.  The romantic Russian never returned to Prague.   

 

Other orgy scenes filmed by Lydia were used to blackmail Western 

Diplomats and businessmen to spy for the Czechs and Soviets – and to 

incriminate Czech officials and her own STB bosses.  Everything she saw, 

heard and did was written in her diaries.  She also collected voluminous tape 

recordings from which she gleamed material for her weekly reports to STB 

headquarters.   

 

“The night of March 5
th
 I slept with …… of the British Embassy” one 

typical report began.  “He made live to me three times in the normal 

fashion.”  Under the influence of vodka he told me about plans for British 

naval maneuvers in the Mediterranean.  The following details were 

disclosed. …” 

 

She slept with Americans (North and South), Germans (East and West), 

Englishmen, Frenchmen, Italians, Turks, Greeks, Arabs, Scandinavians, 

Cubans, Africans and Asians.  Along Prague’s Diplomatic Row, Lydia’s 

bedroom was known as “United Nations Assembly Hall.” 
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Ambassadors and security agents of every foreign embassy in the Czech 

capital knew ‘Carnation 15’ was a sexpionage agent.  But there were always 

some newly arrived diplomats who did not know – and older hands who 

knew, but did not care. 

 

“I am sleeping with too many men,” Lydia wrote in one of her diaries. 

“including Captain Rappant (her STB superior), an Iraqi General –wealthy 

huso, what a swine! – and a Czech Army major who is a dirty old bastard.  

 

“He likes to play the ‘Big Shot’ who knows everything,” she added 

concerning the major, “so I pick up useful information from him. We go to 

bed at my place every Tuesday from 10 a.m. till lunchtime.” 

 

On Tuesday morning the major phoned her and asked Lydia to come to his 

place because he had a sprained shoulder and couldn’t go out.  On his desk 

she saw a pile of Army documents stamped “Top Secret.”  So she plied the 

major with brandy and sex until he fell asleep.  Then she photographed the 

papers with the miniature camera she always carried in her purse. 

 

She later sold the film to a Western Intelligence agent.   

 

Though the STB has strict rules barring fraternization between  male and 

female agents, ‘Carnation 15’ was plucked by most of her immediate 

superiors.  One of these was Major Karel Kassalek, to whose office Lydia 

was for a time assigned. 
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Kassalek’s duties include the entertainment of foreign trade delegations, 

especially those from Asia.  He maintained what Lydia described as “a free 

brothel for Communist Big Shots.” When Kassalek put her in this brothel to 

entertain North Koreans, Lydia decided to frame the STB social director. 

 

She made photographs of some 3500 cards in his secret files, sold the 

information to Western Intelligence, then told the STB commander General 

Burda, she suspected Kassalek was a double-agent.  Burda quickly 

confirmed there was a security leak in Kassalek’s office.  Unable to prove 

Kassalek was a double agent, the general ordered him to sneak into West 

Germany as a refugee and contact other Czechniks there.   

 

Kassalek notified the frontier guards when and where he would cross the 

border into West Germany.  When he showed up on schedule their turned 

their spotlights and machineguns on him. 

 

Lydia made this brief notation in her diary; ‘Exit Kassalek.’ 

 

In 1953 she became pregnant by a Venezuelan diplomat.  At least he 

accepted the responsibility.  Though he already had a wife and children in 

South America, he offered to take her to Caracas.  But Czech authorities 

refused to grant her an exit permit. 

 

She was sent to the Slovakian town of Banska Bystrica uner STB guard and 

remained there until the Venezuelan was recalled to Caracas, and her 

daughter Nadya was born (Nadya means Hope …).   
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On her return to Prague she was assigned to a new “control office,” Captain 

Frantisek Rappant commander of the STB station on Zhorovska street.  A 

sadistic sex pervert, Rappant delighted in beating prisoners until they were 

half-dead.  He had a special torture chamber in his police station, with 

padded walls to muffle the screams. 

 

But Lydia sensed this inhuman brute was a sexual weakling.  After their first 

bedroom bout, he was completely dominated by her. 

 

Rappant was the official procurer for several high placed Communists, 

including a STB Colonel and two Cabinet Ministers who were notorious 

sexual degenerates.  He asked Lydia to help him recruit teenage girls and 

boys for wild orgies held in luxurious apartments maintained by the STB. 

 

Lydia took films of these revels and recorded every sordid detail in her 

diaries.   

 

Hardened as she was to degeneracy and double-dealings, the orgies made 

her so disgusted with life she turned to drugs to help her forget what she had 

becomes … a Madame … An Egyptian diplomat supplied her with hashish.  

When Rappant heard what was happening, he arrested her and put her into 

Pankrae Prison Hospital for withdrawal treatment.  The Egyptian was 

deported. 

 

Ordinarily this would have been the end of Lydia’s career.  But she had too 

much on Rappant.  He kept her arrest quiet and reinstated her into her old 

job after she was released from Hospital. 
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Then he suggested she start to blackmail her lovers for cash as well as 

information.  When she refused he threatened to kidnap her daughter Nadya.  

She, in turn, threatened to expose hi debaucheries and shakedowns.   

 

Rappant backed down. Lydia pretended to forget their quarrel, but reported 

the incident to her Western contacts. Every card and document in Rappant’s 

possession was photographed and the film sent to the West. 

 

She continued working as a double-agent for several years.  If Rappant 

suspected what she was doing, he was afraid to report her.  He finally 

decided to get rid of her ‘unofficially.’ 

 

When Lydia returned home late one night in 1961, a young gunman 

ambushed her in the hallway and fired three shots at her.  One bullet grazed 

her thigh, but she was not hurt.  Police heard the shots and captured the 

gunman two blocks away.  He said he was trying to rob her, but Lydia 

recognized him as one of Rappant’s informers. 

 

Next day she told Rappant she would quit the STB.  If he would arrange her 

discharge and agree to leave her alone, she would not mention his attempt to 

murder her.  If not … 

 

She tossed a bulky envelop on his desk.  Rappant opened it and took out a 

pile of photographs.  His swarthy face turned completely white.  Within 48 

hours she had her discharge … 
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Lydia went to work as a cashier in the Koruna Snack Bar on Wenceslaus 

Square in downtown Prague.  She found a new boyfriend Tonda Jemelik.  

He was the best jazz piano player in Prague, but could not work because the 

government frowned on Jazz.  Lydia introduced him to friends in the 

Western embassies and he was hired to play the piano for parties there.   

 

She tried unsuccessfully to get permission to emigrate to the West. Afraid 

she would try to defect or turn double-agent (what she already was) the STB 

made life hell for her and her jazz performing boyfriend.  For added 

insurance, the  STB also took away her daughter as a hostage.  

 

In January 1962, ‘Carnation 15’ prepared her last espionage adventure.  She 

turned over all her diaries, recordings and photographs to Western 

Intelligence agents.  She retained copies of incriminating evidence against 

Rappant and his orgy pals and placed this photographic evidence in an 

envelope addressed to General Burda, STB commandant.   

 

On the night of January 26
th

 1962 she mailed the envelope.  

 

At 3 o’clock the following morning Lydia and her boyfriend returned to her 

apartment at 14 Ondrickova Street. They had been at a jazz party and had 

been heavily drinking.   

 

They undressed and went to bed.  Shortly before dawn Lydia got up in the 

dark and turned on all four gas jets on her kitchen stove.  Then she sat down 

at the kitchen table and lit a cigarette. She could hear her boyfriend fast 
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asleep in the other room snoring, and the sound of a neighbor getting ready 

to leave for work.   

 

She had time for four cigarettes before the gas killed both her and her last 

lover.  Too late, Rappant heard of her suicide.  He was arrested in her burnt 

out apartment searching frantically for her diaries.  

 

Within the next two weeks at least 30 STB agents and government official 

were jailed.  Soviet KGB officials rushed to Prague to reorganize the Czech 

security service.  Soviet dictator Nikita Khrushchev reshuffled the Czech 

regime. 

 

This sexpionage scandal was kept from the Czech public, but ‘Carnation 15’ 

had accomplished her final mission.  She had gotten what she wanted – 

revenge! 
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Hirohito and His Baden-Baden Program 

 

The biggest and most elaborate espionage network in the first half of the 

twentieth century was the spying network established by Emperor Hirohito 

of Japan.   

 

Beginning in 1921 at a secret meeting at Baden-Baden in Germany 

Hirohito’s spy network spread throughout Europe, and the rest of the world, 

to acquire the latest in military weapons.  Hirohito’s spies would help to 

bring him the technical and scientific means to make modern war, which 

Hirohito did from 1934 to his defeat in 1945. 

 

Much of this secret history has remained buried away during the cold war.  

Part of that burial began in the weeks between the Japanese acceptance of 

their unconditional surrender in August 1945 and the allied Occupation of 

the Japanese Mainland beginning the middle of September 1945.   

 

Even today, new evidence of wartime Japanese achievements technological 

in nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons, high performance jets and 

rockets are becoming known. 

 

******* 
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The Baden-Baden Programme by David Bergman 

 

[Excerpt from:  Japan’s Imperial Conspiracy:  How Emperor Hirohito led 

Japan into war against the West, David Bergman, 1971 ] 

 

Hirohito’s Take-Over 

 

Hirohito arrived home on September 3, 1921.  Old Army strongman 

Yamagata was sick and had only a few months to live.  Prime Minister Hara 

of the Constitutionalists, however, had taken over Yamagata’s authority 

behind the scenes and was loudly promising the people democracy.  Known 

as the “Great Commoner,” he ran an administration which was thoroughly 

venal in regard to money but was considered honest in regard to ideas.  

Then, two months after Hirohito’s return, November 4, 1921, at Tokyo 

railroad station, Prime Minister Hara was knifed to death.  The assassin, 

Nakaoka Konichi, was a young employee of the railroad.  A few weeks 

earlier he had bragged to his fellow workers that he intended to commit 

hara-kiri or belly cutting in protest against the pleasure-loving laxity and 

creeping Westernization of the times. 

 

“Many talk about cutting open their hara,” jibed one of his listeners, “but 

few have belly enough to carry it out.” 

 

“Ha!” screamed Nakaoka.  “See if I do not cut out hara.”  And so, after days 

of brooding, he fulfilled his pledge by cutting down Hara, the prime 

minister. 
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The murder was passed off in the press as the act of an unhappy half-wit and 

was quickly forgotten.  Hirohito’s Big Brother Prince Konoy, the future 

1937 prime minister, however, told his friends that he had known of the 

assassination in advance; that in fact, a member of Japan’s spy service in 

China, a henchman of his father and Prince Kanin, one Iogi Yoshimitsu, had 

come to him on the eve of the knifing with the promise that it would be 

done.  The assassin Nakoka was given an unusually light sentence of twelve 

years.  On his release from Sendai Penitentiary in 1934, Iogi and other right 

wing “patriots” met him with a hero’s welcome and provided him with a 

living for life. 

 

After Prime Minister Hara’s murder, the potentates of Japan – particularly 

those who had been along on the European tour – agreed that Hirohito was a 

truly Oriental leader, worth following and if possible guiding.  On 

November 25, 1921, they gave their support to an imperial household 

announcement declaring Hirohito regent for the ailing Taisho and subject 

only to the advice of the imperial family council composed of Kanin and the 

other princes of blood. 

 

While Hirohito was taking power in Tokyo, Prince Higashikuni in Paris was 

proceeding apace with the organization of his imperial cabal in the ranks of 

Army Intelligence.  The cabal held its first historic meeting – a meeting 

which would determine the destiny of Japan, a meeting, moreover, which 

has never been described before in any Western language – on October 27, 

1921, at the German spa of Baden-Baden.  In obedience to the imperial 

taboo, the participants have refused to state whether or not Prince 

Higashikuni was present in person, but if not present, he was at least nearby.  
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He was a regular member of Maréchal Pétain’s entourage, and that week the 

maréchal was making an inspection tour of the French occupation zone of 

the Saar which took him through Baden-Baden on the day in question.  

October was out of season at Baden-Baden and prices were low.  The 

Chinese pagoda in front of the Konversationhaus and the many public baths 

made the twon as homelike for Japanese vistors as any place in Europe.  The 

Black Forest on the heights above the Rhine and the forbidding castle of the 

margraves against the bleak October sky lent a suitable air of somber 

purpose to the proceedings. The conspirators rendezvoused in one of the 

private chambers at the vapor baths behind the Roman Catholic cathedral. 

 

The three principal operatives at the meeting – Nagata Tetsuzan from Bern, 

Obata Toshiro from Moscow, and Okamura Yasuji, attaché-at-large – came 

to be known throughout the Japanese Army as the Three Crows.  It was they 

who would make the Army a modern fighting force, they who would rid it if 

the samurai leadership of Yamagata’s Choshu clan, they who would launch 

Hirohito on his dreams of glory be engineering the conquest of Manchuria.  

All three were non-Chosu men.  All three were majors, inferior in Army 

rank to Prince Higashikuni who was a lieutenant colonel.  They were 

accompanied by several less senior majors who had all served in the 

Imperial Guards with Prine Higashikuni in the last years of Emperor Meiji’s 

reign.  One of them, the “observer” in Leipzig, a member of the “stand-by 

faculty of the Staff College,” was the future World War Two prime minister 

Tojo Hideki. 

 

The leader of the Three Crows was Major Nagata Tstsuzan, whose ghost 

would later be painted into the surrender deliberations in Hirohito’s air raid 
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shelter.  He was the son of a doctor who ran a Red Cross hospital in a small 

resort town near Lake Suwa in the Japanese Alps.  In those days the 

Japanese Red Cross served unofficially as a branch of the Army Medical 

Corps, and his father’s patients were able to recommend him for an 

appointment to the military academy.  There Nagata applied himself well 

and graduated second in his class.  He went on to Staff College in 1911 and 

graduated second in his class.  He served with some distinction at the 

embassy in Copenhagen during World War I that from June 1920 he was 

given a carte blanch leave of absence “to travel in Europe.” 

 

No matter how complex the intrigues surrounding him, Nagata always 

looked as if he knew what he was doing and what others were doing as well.  

On Him – perhaps alone in the Japanese Army – the utterly utilitarian , 

perfectly circular iron frames of general –issue spectacles sat well, giving 

him an air of detached scholarly competence.  He wore his hair closely 

cropped, Prussian style, and his mustache trimmed down to the silhouette of 

an oncoming seagull.  His full lips moved easily from a slight twist, 

denoting amusement or friendliness, to a fine grin line of utmost sarcasm 

and contempt.  His ears were well shaped but large.  It was Nagata who 

carried out the early phases of the imperial program decided upon at Baden-

Baden, and it would be Nagata who commanded the nation as Hirohito’s 

shogun in 1941, if he had not been assassinated, for opposing was with 

China, by a minion of Prince Higashikuni in 1935. 

 

Major Tojo Hideki who did become the Emperor’s shogun in 1941, was 

Nagata’s protégé, best friend and loyal subject.  When Nagata died, Tojo 

would step obediently in his shoes.  In 1921 at Baden-Baden Tojo said little, 
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for he was one whole military academy class behind the Three Crows.  To 

have been too forward, according to the seniority code of the time, would 

have invited a face slapping.  And so Tojo lit Nagata’s cigarettes for him and 

periodically check the door of the steam room to make sure that no one was 

listening outside. 

 

The most voluble of the conspirators was the second of the Three Crows, 

Obata Toshiro, an aristocrat.  In the words of his colleagues he was 

“skinny,” “nervous,” and “almost too brilliant.”  He paced the steam-filled 

room naked with while the others steeped in a hot pool of Baden-Baden’s ill-

smelling waters.  Fifth in the 1904 class at military academy – just behind 

the steady Nagata – and first in the 1911 class at Staff College – just ahead 

of Nagata – he was a brilliant strategist, and his mind brimmed over with 

possibilities at the thought of invading Manchuria.  He had been stationed in 

Russia throughout the revolution and was convinced that Bolshevism was 

the number-one threat to Japan and the Throne.  So intensely had he studied 

Marixism, however, that he developed a belief as the years passed that Japan 

must have its own tribal communism under which all men would share alike 

in mystical communion with the Emperor.  These views made him a leader 

of the Strike-North or Fight-Russia faction in the 1930’s and ultimately 

estranged him from the Emperor.   

 

After the Army mutiny he would be dropped from Hirohito’s inner circle.  

His genius as strategist and tactician, however, could not be dispensed with, 

and when war broke out with China in 1937, he would be called back to 

handle the logistics for Japan’s crack mobile blitzkrieg division, the 14
th
.  

Throughout the war years he would hover on the fringes of politics, and in 
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1945 would become one of the many ministers without portfolio who would 

organize a welcome for MacArthur in the surrender cabinet of Prince 

Higashikuni. 

 

The third of the Old Crows, Okamura Yasuji, a scion of the samurai clan 

which for centuries had provided the Tokugawa shoguns with their 

bodyguards, sat stolidly in the scalding tub and got out only to douse himself 

occasionally with a bucket of cold water.  Without glasses he was half blind.  

When he wore them, they gave him the typical look of a bespectacled 

Japanese officer – that of a fierce owl dazzled by the beam of a flashlight.  

He was unshaven as usual, for he affected the unkempt, carelessly pressed 

air of a field officer rather than a staff officer.  The theory was that a fighting 

soldier, if he eschewed spit and polish, would develop in itself a laudable 

contempt for earthly possessions and would cause enemies to underrate his 

fighting trim.   

 

Behind Okamura’s stubble-cheeked look of bemusement worked a keen 

mind.  He had come in third behind Nagata and Obata in the military class of 

1904 and, when sent belatedly to Staff College in 1913, he had worked hard, 

taken top honours, and been awarded a prize by Emperor Taisho.  After 

spending World War I in Tokyo on the General Staff as an information 

officer, he had had the connections to be assigned for Crown Prince 

Hirohito’s European trip to the entourage of Tokugawa Iyemasa, the ranking 

heir of the former shogun’s family.   

 

When Hirohito returned to Japan, Okamura stayed on in Paris.  He was often 

overshadowed in the years that followed by the other Crows, Nagata and 
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Obata, but in the late 1930’s when one of them had been murdered and the 

other disgraced, Okamura became the principal commander for the long, 

unrewarding war with China.  In 1945, he saw to it that his forces did not 

simply throw down their arms where they stood but waited and sometimes 

fought until the competent representatives of the Chiang Kai-shek 

government appeared on the scene to disband and replace them.  As a 

consequence, he was held only briefly as a war criminal in Shanghai prison, 

and then, abruptly, elevated to serve as Chiang Kai-shek’s military advisor 

in the struggle with the Chinese Communists. When the struggle was lost 

and Chiang Kai-shek had moved to Taiwan, Okamura Yasuji returned to 

Tokyo where he played an important part behind the scenes in organizing 

Japan’s present American-supported Self-Defense Forces.  In March 1963, 

nearing the age of seventy-nine, he retired as head of the Japanese Veteran’s 

Association and became an advisor to the Self-Defense Forces’ “historical” 

or contingency planning section. 

 

In the hot mineral water and later at the Konversationhaus, drinking kirsch, 

the Three Crows and their subordinates resolved to dedicate their lives to the 

fulfillment of a two-point program for Japan:   

 

 “make a big window where Choshu sits today,” and  

 “renew the national strength along the French lines” so that Japan, 

too, can fight “a total war.”   

 

The plan, in other words, was to purge the Army of Yamagata and the rest of 

the Chosu leadership; reorganize the Army to be on a par with the 

triumphant French; in particular, train the Army to fight with modern 
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weapons such as tanks and airplanes.  During the Siberian intervention, 

Japanese soldiers had observed that they were outclassed in equipment and 

even tactics by the Czech veterans whom they were suppose to be rescuing.  

It was for this reason that Hirohito, on his tour, had been so assiduous in 

attending military reviews. 

 

A third point decided at Baden-Baden was personnel.  The Three Crows 

selected “eleven reliable men,” to carry out their program.  Only two were 

present; the other nine were then in China, Siberia, or Japan.  All were 

members of the military academy class of 1904 and 1905 which had been 

graduated during the war with Russia.  All were non-Chosu.  All were mere 

majors, though talented.  Several were already specialists in aviation.  Three 

of them, Tojo, Itagaki Seishiro, and Doihara Kenji, won fame enough to be 

hanged as Class A war criminals in 1948.  Another, Komoto Daisaku, was to 

finish Prince Kanin’s bloody business of 1916 by assassinating the 

Manchurian warlord Chang Tso-lin in 1928.  Isogai Rensuke, after amassing 

a brilliant record for himself as a lieutenant general in China, took 

responsibility for the defeat in the Nomonhan border war with Russia in 

1939, sat out World War II as the governor general of Hong Kong, and was 

still alive in 1970.  Three others would die betimes in China.  The final three 

were to prove not so reliable after all and were to be cashiered following the 

Army Mutiny of 1936. 

 

A Funny Happening 

 

The first order of business in realizing the Baden_Baden program was the 

accumulation of technical information on modern weapon’s manufacture.  A 
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few weeks after the attachés had returned to their various posts in the cities 

of Europe, Hirohito dispatched two more of his Big Brothers from Tokyo to 

encourage the plotters and help Prince Higashikuni in opening doors for 

them into the drafting rooms of the great European munitions works.   

 

Hirohito’s new envoys were Prince Kitashirakawa, who had married 

Emperor Meiji’s seventh daughter, and Prince Asaka, the later scourge of 

Nankin, who had married Emperor Meiji’s eighth daughter.  Princes 

Kitashirakawa and Asaka were both trained intelligence officers.  They 

arrived in Paris early in 1922 and all that year the spy ring grew.  By 1923 it 

had thirty members strategically placed in the various capitals and all 

pledged to the anti-Chosu plan of Army reorganization.  American 

intelligence officers who were in Paris at the time say their Japanese 

counterparts, working in the Paris-Zurich-Frankfurt triangle, were effective 

in purchasing up-to-date plans for diesel engines and tanks. 

 

Abruptly, in the summer of 1923, the spy ring shrank to normal peacetime 

proportions.  The shrinkage was triggered by a curious automobile accident 

– curious because the circumstances surrounding it were later falsified by the 

Japanese press.  At the end of March 1923, Prince Higashikuni flew to 

London on a piece of “urgent business” that forced him to cancel previous 

social engagements in Paris.   

 

On April 1, Prince Asaka and Prince Kitashirakawa, together with 

Kitashirakawa’s wife and two French servants, left their residence beside the 

Bois de Boulogne for a “picnic” in their high-powered touring car.  That 

afternoon at four-thirty, at Perriers-La-Campagne, on the Cherbourg road 
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near Bernay, 88 miles from Paris, as they were heading toward the English 

Channel at a speed which police later estimated at 90 miles per hour, the 

picnickers struck a tree.  Prince Kitashirakawa, who had checked out in 

small planes, was at the wheel, and the official French chauffeur was sitting 

besides him on the right in the traditional death seat.  The chauffeur was 

killed instantly, and Kitashirakawa “horriblement défiguré” – in fact, 

without legs or much of a head, died twenty minutes later.  In the back seat, 

Prince Asaka suffered compound and complex fractures in one leg, fractures 

from which he would still limp on the heights above Nankin in 1937.  The 

maid who sat beside him was “gravely wounded.” Kitashirakawa’s wife, 

Emperor Meiji’s daughter Fusako, in the rear right-hand seat, had two 

broken legs and so many other injuries that she remained in hospital for over 

a year. 

 

The French government prepared elaborate obsequies, but Prince 

Higashikuni caught the first boat train back from London and, with the help 

of the Japanese ambassador in Paris, canceled all the French plans.  He paid 

off the families of the chauffeur and the maid and exercised influence to 

quiet the Parisian press.  Prince Kitashirakawa lay in embalmed state for 

three weeks in a room lined with white silk for three weeks at the home of 

the Japanese ambassador.  On April 22 the corpse was shipped aboard the 

Kitamo Maru in Marseille for transport to the homeland. 

 

Subsequently the Japan Year Book in its annual rundown of important 

events regularly reported the automobile accident – but as having taken 

place in the “suburbs of Paris,” 80 miles off the mark.  This error, and Prince 

Higashikuni’s efforts to quash the investigations of French newsmen, 
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suggest that Prince Kitashirakawa, when he died, was driving to the English 

Channel on a mission connected with the intelligence network of which he 

was a leader.  Surviving Japanese officers point out that Prince Higashikuni 

was in England, on the other side of the Channel.  Theh they grunt 

mysteriously.  Whatever the mission that killed him, Kitashirakawa’s death 

spelled the end of the spy ring.  The number of Japanese Army officers on 

special assignment “to travel” or “to study” in Europe suffered such a 

dramatic decline that the writer of this book first noticed the decline, 

statistically, in Japanese personnel records and only then, in the belief that 

something of note had happened, turned to French newspapers and 

discovered the occurrence of the car crash.  Hirohito was much affected by 

the death of his Big Brother, Prince Kitashirakawa.  He fell out of love with 

espionage and never subscribed to it with enthusiastic expectations.  Most 

important, he canceled his plans for a trip to Taiwan and refused ever 

afterwards to leave the main islands of Japan. 
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To be Known as Commandos 

 

[Excerpt from Combined Operations: The official story of the 

Commandos, HMSO, 1943] 

 

A little before dawn on the 27th December, 1941, a force of His Majesty's 

ships was moving through the calm waters of a Norwegian fjord- In the van 

was a 6-inch cruiser. On her bridge stood a Rear-Admiral and a Brigadier. 

Astern of her followed destroyers covering two infantry landing ships. The 

landing craft these carried were being rapidly and silently entered by two 

Commandos of a Special Service Brigade. A few minutes passed and there 

came to ears straining to hear it the sound of aircraft engines. Through the 

thick darkness overhead Hampden bombers of the Royal Air Force swept 

by. They were not out of earshot before the men in the ships saw coloured 

lights thrusting vehemently against the sky in a confused and fiery pattern, 

constantly changed and renewed, and heard above the din of gunfire the 

duller, louder sound of exploding bombs. The assault on the Island of 

Maaloy and the town of South Vaagso off the coast of Norway had begun. 

 

It was a combined operation in which officers and men of all three Services 

took part, and it is the purpose of this narrative to give some account of the 

conduct of such operations in the Second World War. 

 

Combined operations are no new development in our history. They are the 

inevitable consequence of sea power. We were already familiar with them in 

the sixteenth century when Spain was the adversary. Drake in the West 
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Indies in 1585, Essex and Howard at Cadiz in 1596, showed how a 

combination of sea and land forces could inflict great hurt on the enemy. It 

was a lesson once learnt that has never been forgotten, though it has 

sometimes been badly applied. Against the failure of the expeditions to 

Walcheren in 1809 and to Gallipoli in 1915 can be set the capture of 

Gibraltar by George of Hesse-Darmstadt, Rooke and Byng in July 1704, of 

Quebec by Wolfe and Saunders in September 1759, and of Cape Town by 

Craig, Clarke and Elphinstone in September 1795. These "conjunct 

expeditions," to give them their eighteenth-century name, achieved 

permanent results. Others, such as the burning of eighty French sail in St. 

Malo in 1758 by a grandson of the great Duke of Marlborough, were raids 

designed to inflict loss in men, ships and stores on the enemy. It is into this 

latter class that all the combined operations conducted against the Germans 

fell until 8th November, 1942, when an army of the United Nations, 

supported by a United Nations' fleet and air force, landed in French North 

Africa, and by so doing changed the whole course of this war. Up to then, no 

more had been attempted than a series of raids in varying strength carried 

out on the coasts of countries as far apart as Norway and Libya. 

 

They began immediately after the fall of France, when the British Empire 

found itself fighting almost alone against enemies who held all the coasts of 

Western Europe save those of Portugal and Spain, who were established in 

North Africa and Abyssinia, who were soon to make themselves masters of 

Yugoslavia, Greece and Crete, and whose intentions towards Syria could not 

even be described as doubtful. Old ambitions, "non sufficit Orbis," that 

outworn boast which had seemed so proud to Philip of Spain, which had 

swelled the heart of Kong Louis and led Napoleon through Moscow and the 
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blazing streets of Leipzig to Waterloo, stirred again in the mean minds of an 

Austrian paper-hanger and an Italian stone-mason. In the early autumn of 

1940, it must have seemed to Hitler and Mussolini that, of a truth, the world 

Would not suffice. Indeed, the first made no secret of his designs after the 

British Empire, Russia; after Russia, the United States; and the second was 

ready to follow provided his partner did the fighting. There was a change of 

programme as that lovely autumn gave place to an unyielding winter and the 

Battle of Britain ended in defeat, not for the Royal Air Force but for the 

German Luftwaffe. The order of the victims was altered, and Russia was 

placed first on the list. Thus was time given to us at what was, perhaps, the 

most critical moment of our history, to place ourselves in a state and posture 

not only of defence but gradually of attack. 

 

The first beginnings could hardly have been more modest, a few raids by a 

few men on a few unimportant enemy posts. Then came stronger raids on 

more important places, some of them thousands of miles from England. In 

these, heavier ships of the Royal Navy and aircraft of the Royal Air Force 

played their parts. On 19th August, 1942, came a raid on Dieppe in which 

tanks were put ashore and the number of troops (mostly Canadian) and 

aircraft employed was far greater than in any previous operation. Eighty 

days later the invasion of French North Africa began, "the greatest combined 

operation of all time" with the possible exception of that mounted by the 

Persian Xerxes and Herodotus was not very good at figures some twenty-

three centuries earlier and a few hundreds of miles further eastward in the 

same Mediterranean area. Thus is the process of passing from defence to 

attack and of building up that attack continuing to develop. One day it will 

reach its peak. 
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The Independent Companies 

 

The first troops specifically chosen for raiding were the Independent 

Companies. They were raised in a hurry to meet the need for offensive 

operations against the enemy in Norway, and were all volunteers taken from 

every regiment in the British Army and placed under specially selected 

officers. Events moved fast faster than their training programme. Half the 

companies, under the command of Brigadier C. Gubbins, M.C., soon found 

themselves in Norway fighting side by side with units of the Regular Army, 

notably the Scots and Irish Guards, until their final withdrawal from 

Norway. Their exploits and adventures form part of the Norwegian 

campaign and will be told when its story is written. Through force of 

circumstances they did not perform the duties for which they had been 

brought into being. They did not raid the enemy in the full sense of the word, 

but fought with him in a more regular manner, and in so doing gave a very 

good account of themselves. On returning to the British Isles they were 

established in Scotland and Northern Ireland, where they continued their 

interrupted training, being shortly afterwards transformed from Independent 

Companies into Special Service Battalions. 

 

In the meantime the other half of the Independent Companies were still in 

England fitting themselves for their future task. In May the Norwegian 

campaign gave place to that of Holland, Flanders and France. Its tragic 

ending six weeks later found those three countries laid at the proud foot of 

the conqueror and our own armies back from Dunkirk in good heart but 

woefully short of weapons and munitions of war. Their survival depended 
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on the avoidance of a straight fight until these were once more in their 

hands. 

 

The Germans hesitated to embark on the hazardous enterprise of an invasion 

at least until they had won the mastery of the air. This being denied to them 

by the valour and skill of Fighter Command, they made no attempt to assault 

the British Isles otherwise than by bombing attacks carried out under the 

cover of darkness. A lull in land fighting ensued, during which the main 

armies of both sides were no longer in contact. Here, therefore, was an 

opportunity to engage in a kind of amphibious guerrilla warfare to which the 

British were, by temperament and tradition, peculiarly suited. The national 

love for the sea could be combined with the national love of the chase; and 

in this case the quarry would be "the brutish German infantry" now strung 

out from Narvik to Bordeaux to guard the stolen coasts of Europe and to 

oppress the peoples they had conquered. The Royal Navy would convey 

bands of trained soldiers up and down the length of those coasts to 

demonstrate on small bodies of the enemy that offensive spirit which their 

less fortunate comrades were, for the moment, unable by force of 

circumstances to display against his main forces. 

 

This idea commended itself to the Prime Minister and to Sir John Dill, then 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, and about a week after the evacuation of 

Dunkirk, Lieutenant-Colonel D. W. Clarke^ Royal Artillery, of that Staff 

was ordered to prepare a scheme. He was a most experienced officer, with 

great knowledge of guerrilla warfare gained from service in Palestine at the 

time of the Arab rebellion. He set to work and in a few days produced the 

outline of a scheme which had been long in his mind. The men for this type 
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of irregular warfare should, he suggested, be formed into units to be known 

as Commandos a name which, he thought, suggested exactly what was 

wanted. Nor was the historical parallel far-fetched. After the victories of 

Roberts and Kitchener had scattered the Boer army, the guerrilla tactics of 

its individual units (which were styled "Commandos") had, for many 

months, prevented decisive victory from crowning the efforts of forces 

vastly superior in numbers and arms. Lieutenant-Colonel Clarke had, 

himself, seen the like feat repeated in Palestine by Arab bands against a 

whole army corps of regular troops. 

 

His ideas were accepted; so also, with some hesitation, was the name 

Commando. Two considerations were clear from the outset. First, the 

Commandos were formed because at that time, June 1940, there was no 

existing unit of the British Army which could be made available for raiding 

operations. That is the bald truth. So serious was our situation that not one, 

battalion for many months to come could be spared from the paramount task 

of organising the defence of the British Isles against invasion. Secondly, the 

most stringent economy in weapons had to be exercised. All that the 

factories, working night and day, were able to produce was inevitably 

earmarked for the main Army. Only a few weapons of modern design were 

at the disposal of the troops engaged in raiding; or, to put it more exactly, the 

number o these troops depended on the number of weapons available. So 

short indeed was the supply of arms at that time that the Commandos had 

not enough with which to train, and only drew their full complement of such 

weapons as tommy guns when about to set out on a raid. On their return, the 

arms went back to a central store. 
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The Independent Companies had been formed, and special training was 

given to them in order that they might be available as a force to supplement 

the Royal Marines, in whom reposes the tradition of amphibious warfare. 

Such a course was necessary, for the rapidly growing strength of the Royal 

Navy imposed a considerable strain on the resources in men of the Royal 

Marines, most of whom at the outbreak of war went to sea in His Majesty's 

ships and have remained at sea ever since. The Independent Companies were 

designed to be complete units in themselves, and to be contained in a ship 

which was to be their home and their floating base. They could thus be 

moved almost anywhere at very short notice and in a comparatively short 

time. They were trained to dispense with the normal methods of supply. 

They were not to depend on the Quartermaster, but were to be, as far as 

possible, self-contained. 

 

When the Independent Companies gave place to the Special Service 

Battalions which in their turn were transformed into the Commandos, the 

original conception of their tactical use was preserved. The Commando or 

Special Service Troops were to be amphibious. This meant, first and 

foremost, that they must learn to co-operate with the Royal Navy. Schools 

for this purpose were established in various convenient places on the coasts 

of Great Britain so that the men might become familiar with the ways of life, 

the customs, the habits and the outlook of sailors. These Combined Training 

Centres were to be, and became, of great importance. 

 

A team of two 
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To get in and out of a small boat in all kinds of weather, to swim if 

necessary in full equipment with firearms held above the water, to be 

familiar with all the portable weapons of the soldier from the rifle and the 

tommy gun to the three-inch mortar and the anti-tank rifle, to be able to carry 

and use high explosives, to hunt tanks and their crews here are some of the 

things that the Commando soldier must learn. To do so, however, is only to 

become proficient in the use of the tools of his trade of war. He must do 

more than this; he must master his mind as well as his body and become not 

only a specially trained soldier but a trained individual soldier. In other 

words, self-reliance and self confidence form an integral, a vital part of his 

mental and moral makeup. To achieve these mutually dependent qualities 

the men, on entering the depot, are treated as far as possible as individuals. 

They are required to do everything for themselves. It is not for them to await 

orders from their officer or their N.C.O. They must do the sensible, obvious 

thing just because it is the sensible, obvious thing. 

 

In so doing they are developing a way of life first taught them when they 

joined the British Army as recruits, for nearly all of them came to the 

Commandos having already passed through the rigorous modern training 

undergone by our Army. Upon this essential and solid foundation the 

specialized Commando training with its emphasis on individual initiative is 

superimposed. To give an example. A Troop the sub-units of a Commando 

are known as Troops will come off parade at, say, 3 p.m. and is then told 

that the next parade will be at 6 a.m. on the following morning at a place 60, 

70, sometimes 100 miles away. How each Commando soldier gets to that 

place is his own affair. The difficulties he may encounter, the shifts to which 
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he may be put to carry out this order do not matter. What does matter is that 

he be at the appointed place at the appointed time. 

 

Self-confidence springs from the possession of confidence in those 

appointed to lead. At the depot the embryo Commando soldier soon 

discovers that his instructors do exactly what he does, only always a little 

better, however hard he may strive. The old principle of teaching by 

example bears ripe and rapid fruit. 

 

He is also expected to use his individualism for the common good. If he has 

a suggestion to make concerning, for example, the best way of carrying one 

of his weapons, or for moving silently through thick country, he is 

encouraged to put it forward at once. All ideas axe considered on their 

merits and, if found useful, adopted. 

 

Filially, the young Commando soldier is taught to appreciate to the full the 

meaning and value of friendship in war. He is encouraged to do everything 

with a friend and to regard himself as being one of a team of two. Jack 

always falls in beside John. If Jack is a Bren gunner or an anti-tank rifleman, 

John is his number two and handles the magazines. When scouts are sent to 

front or flank, Jack and John go out together. Their team work is vital to the 

safety and success of the troop moving through enemy country. If Jack is on 

cookhouse fatigue, John bears a hand. One of the assault courses over which 

recruits are sent when under training is called "Me and My Pal." It means 

just what it says. Its obstacles and they are tough and numerous have to be 

overcome together in anticipation of those which will be met and vanquished 

together on the field of battle. Friendship between two men engaged in the 
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business of war is as old as war itself. Achilles and Patroclus, David and 

Jonathan, Roland and Oliver, the names change; the spirit remains. Those 

who train the Commandos have recognized its worth; they foster and cherish 

it so that the officers who take them into action may know that their men 

will fight, not' with steel only, but with strong united hearts. 

 

The physical conditions of Commando training are strenuous, but well 

within the endurance of young men all of whom have passed a severe 

medical test. They march many miles over all kinds of country; they swim 

rivers or cross them on bridges made of toggle ropes (a toggle rope is a 

length of cord with a wooden handle at one end and a loop at the other and is 

carried by every man) . They go over specially-prepared assault courses 

where only live ammunition and live bombs are used. They climb cliffs; they 

do physical exercises in parties of eight together bearing a log eight inches 

thick on their shoulders. When out on a scheme which may last for 18 hours 

or more, they cook their own food. In camp, they live in tents or huts which 

they are taught to maintain in a condition of clean smartness rivaling that of 

the Guards, and their drill, under Guards instructors, is of the same high 

standard. 

 

Thus, when they reach their Commando Units they are already hard men, 

physically and morally, able to perform considerable feats of endurance. 

They have need to be so, for the men they join are harder. One troop in 

training once marched in fighting order 63 miles in 23 hours and 10 minutes, 

covering the first 33 miles in eight hours dead. Another in field service order 

carrying five days' supply of all they needed, marched 130 miles in five 
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days, covering the first 42 of these in 19 hours. Such marches are the rule, 

not the exception. 

 

When not engaged in active operations the Commandos continue their 

training. They live, for the most part, in billets and receive no extra pay, but 

are allowed 6s. 8d. a day with which to keep themselves. In the maintenance 

of discipline, petty punishments are as far as possible avoided. They have 

not been abolished altogether, but they are infrequent and the necessity for 

their infliction does not often arise. The man who commits too many small 

crimes suffers the final penalty: he leaves his Commando. To judge from 

some of the letters written by men who have so left and who have asked in 

vain for a second chance this is a hard service and second chances are not 

given their feelings are akin to those of Adam after his encounter with the 

Angel bearing the flaming sword. 
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Les Femmes Fatales 
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The Legendary Mata Hari and Marthe Richer 

 

Over the course of the past century it has become evident that women … Les 

Femmes Fatales …tend to be the best agents for human intelligence 

gathering, playing on their charms in a measured and calculated fashion.   

 

One of the great Femme Fatale of 

twentieth century espionage is 

Mata Hari, née Margareta Gertruda 

Zelle (1876-1917).  There have 

been many books written about her 

and a few films produced, included 

a classic starring Marlene Dietrich 

and another in the 1980’s that was 

somewhat erotic …   

 

Even today, a century after her 

execution, historians differ as to 

her guilt or innocence.  My study 

of her case, tells me that she was 

guilty as charged, but that Mata 

Hari should not have perhaps been executed for her espionage.   

 

The same person who enlisted Mata Hari for the French Secret Service in the 

First World War, Captain Georges Ladoux, ran a stable of Female Agents 

meant to charm their way into espionage roles.   
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Captain Ladoux would write ot Marthe Richer, codename Skylark wrote that 

she was the first woman spy whose name was recorded in the history of 

France.  Marthe Richer, had lost her husband in the First World War.  She 

had also been a pre-war aviatrix.  Mme Richer was attracted to espionage by 

the danger and hazards of the secret service that fed her appetite for 

adventure.   

 

For over two years she was using her inestimable charms on the elderly 

German naval attaché in Madrid, Spain, Johann von Krohn who had been 

smitten by the beautiful agent.  He sent her on secret missions, which she 

managed to thwart.   

 

One such failed mission, involving Biological weapons, was when Richer 

was sent to Argentina with two flasks of vermin which she was to deliver to 

a German agent in Buenos Aires.  The vermin was intended to infect Allied 

grain stores in South America.  Skylark simply drowned the vermin, dried 

them out and handed them dead to the German spy. 

 

In espionage, the subtle becomes the significant, and the significant more 

than mere coincidence.   

 

Vive les femmes fatales! 

 

******* 
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Mata Hari, Paris, circa 1910 
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Mata Hari, Paris, circa 1912 
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French Newspaper article, October 16, 1917 
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The Legendary Mata Hari by Winfried Ludecke 

 

[Excerpt from: Behind the Scenes of Espionage, Winfried Ludecke, 1929] 

 

Mata Hari, “the Eye of the Morning,” was the poetic Javanese pseudonym 

adopted by a famous variety artist, who, according to her papers, was a 

divorced woman named MacLeod née Margareta Gertruda Zelle. She was 

born in 1876 in Leeuwarden, in Holland, and became one of the subtlest and 

cleverest secret agents thrown up by the First World War.  This international 

Courtesan, the mistress of Ministers, officers and artists of all nations; this 

woman, whose insatiable thirst for luxury and money brought many a man to 

beggary, was at the same time a dancer, who, with the play of her supple 

naked body in Indian temple dances, roused to thunderous applause the 

music-hall public in London, Paris, Berlin and Rome.  

 

This adventuress, who was as much at home in Sydney, New York and 

Cairo as in her elegant mansion, No. 11 rue Windsor, Neuilly, Paris, paid for 

by a millionaire marquis; this demi-mondaine with the airs of a great lady, 

who, in Germany, raved over her disappointed love for the Crown Prince, 

and in France, indicated the Russian Captain Marov as the one man whom, 

in all her life, she had truly loved; this bewitching sorceress of love and art 

also entered the dangerous province of espionage, for which, by her beauty, 

her great intellectual gifts and her daring, she certainly seemed remarkably 

well qualified.  Was it the titillating stimulus of danger she sought, or was it 

the lust of gold that this career promised so quickly to satisfy, that made her 

enter upon the path that led to her end to Vincennes? 
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In the trial that took place in the year 1917 behind closed doors in Paris the 

story of her life that was unfolded was like some sensational film drama.  

Some interesting details have been made public by Major Count Massard. 

 

On the day of the declaration of war Mata Hari was in Berlin, where she was 

appearing in the Wintergarten as an Indian dancing girl.  By the German 

Secret Service, who registered as H.21, she was commissioned to go to 

Paris, which did not entail any great difficulty for her, seeing that she was a 

Dutch subject and therefore neutral.  She received the handsome sum of 

thirty thousand marks, and went via Belgium, Holland and England to Paris, 

on the pretext that she was going to break up her house in Neuilly.  From 

Paris she went, after a time, to the French Front, staying at Vittel for many 

months disguised as a nurse.  It was here that she devoted herself to the 

severely wounded and blind Russian officer Marov, which she appears to 

have tended with really touching care, asserting that she loved him 

passionately.  All through this period she was in uninterrupted 

correspondence with the chief of the German intelligence service in 

Amsterdam.  Her letters were forwarded by the Dutch Embassy in Paris, 

who were under the delusion that she was corresponding with her daughter 

in Holland.  It was a simple matter for the beautiful hospital nurse to gain the 

confidence of the French officers, and especially the flying-officers, from 

whom, in moments of amorous delight, she obtained valuable military 

information.  She was able to give the German Army command most useful 

details as to the disposition of French spies on the German front, and 

betrayed the preparations that were being made for a French counter-

offensive in 1916. 
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The British Secret Service was the first to warn the French authorities 

against her, and at last they too had their suspicions aroused.  When she 

became aware that she was being observed she quitted the front and returned 

to Paris.  But even here she did not feel safe.  What was she to do?  She did 

what most spies are wont to do in such circumstances: she offered her 

services to the other side.  She went to the Second Bureau of the Frencj 

General Staff and made a statement purporting to give the points on the 

Moroccan Coast where German submarines were sheltering:  the statement 

was, of course, an invention.  At the same time she proposed that she should 

be sent to the occupied zone in Belgium, to convey instructions to the 

French agents posted there.  The French Secret Service pretended to accept 

the offer, and handed her a list of all the names of their people employed at 

the time in Belgium.  But this list was really a trap; for, of the names 

included in the list, only one was genuine; and this exception was that of an 

agent who, they had good reason to believe, was a double spy.  Three weeks 

later this man was shot by the Germans in Brussels.  Only Mata Hari could 

have given him away, by communicating the list, somehow or other, to the 

enemy. 

 

She had not left Paris; but as she belonged to the neutrals and there was 

absolutely no clear proof that suspicion was well founded, they did not care 

to proceed at once to arrest her.  She was allowed to leave France. 

 

Here the account of her movements is somewhat obscure.  It is certain that 

she managed to find her way to Germany, for a personal friend of the Crown 

Prince ran across her in the street in Cologne, and had a long talk with her.  

She gave him to understand that she intended to go back, sooner or later, to 
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France and would not be dissuaded, alleging she had a professional 

engagement to keep.  On leaving him she used these curious and telltale 

words:  “Remember me as a woman who has done and suffered much for 

Germany.” 

 

It is also certain that the British authorities were aware of her movements.  

They managed to secure her person, probably arresting her on board ship, 

and conveyed her to London, where she was subjected to a very thorough 

cross-examination by Sir Basil Thomson, the Chief of Scotland Yard.  With 

consummate skill she strove to avoid all the traps that were laid for her, and 

the interview ended most unexpectedly on her admission that she was indeed 

a spy, but for France, not for Germany.  She was sent off to Spain; with what 

commission is not stated. 

 

Her arrival there was, of course, known to both sides, and from the moment 

she set foot on shore in the port of Gijon, a French Secret Service agent 

attached himself to her, following her wherever she went and taking care 

never to let her out of his sight.  He was, from the start, so successful in his 

job that, on the very day of her landing, he had a photograph taken and sent 

to his employers, which showed himself and the all-unsuspecting dancer on 

the one plate.   In Madrid she took up her abode in a well-appointed suite of 

rooms in a fashionable hotel, and was soon on very intimate terms with a 

particularly fascinating German attaché there.  Her relations with him 

developed quickly into a regular liaison.  There was no opportunity of 

bringing her charms to bear directly upon the King, who would certainly 

have known much of what mattered most at that moment concerning Entente 

policy, so they endeavoured to bring an association between her and the 
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French Military attaché, who lived in the same hotel.  But of him she could 

make nothing.  Having been warned beforehand, he successfully repelled all 

the advances she made to him, on every conceivable pretext. 

 

The German attaché gave the lady one or two dainty trinkets, but Mata Hari 

needed money, always money.  So, as they could make no further use of her 

as an agent in Spain, it was decided to send her back to Paris, where in any 

case, as she had told her friend in Cologne, she wished to go.  And it was 

then that the thing was done that sealed her fate. 

 

The attaché sent an urgent wireless message to the chief of the intelligence 

service in Amsterdam requesting to have fifteen thousand pesetas paid to 

H.21, by intermediary of the Dutch Embassy, on her return to Paris.  That 

wireless message was intercepted by the Eiffel Tower; and as the French 

were by this time informed of Mata Hari’s letter and number, it was resolved 

to arrest her. She was allowed to return to Paris, in order to receive payment 

due at the Dutch Embassy, and almost immediately after she paid this call 

the police conveyed her to St. Lazare prison. 

 

The proceedings before the court martial were not without dramatic 

episodes.  Mata Hari made ingenious efforts to defend herself.  She admitted 

quite frankly the various remittances from Amsterdam and her 

correspondence with the chief spy in Holland, whose mistress she said she 

was.  But, she protested, it was not a question of spying at all, but simply a 

love affair.  She had certainly been a courtesan, but never a spy.  Her 

advocate, an old gentleman of seventy-five, who appeared to be in love with 

her, and chivalrously lavished her with flowers and sweetmeats upon her, 
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cited as a witness for the defence a French diplomatist who occupied an 

exalted post in the Foreign Office.   He had been her first lover after her 

divorce, and with him she had spent three evenings on her return from 

Madrid.  He testified that the subject of their conversation had been about 

Indian art.  A very intimate document from a French Minister of War was 

read aloud and provoked in the court a significant smile.  Apparently Mata 

Hari had used these connections to give herself the necessary importance in 

the eyes of her employers. 

 

She was unanimously condemned to death, and heard the sentence with a 

convulsive sort of a smile and a shrug of her shoulders.  On the day before 

her execution she was dancing in her cell and took a bath.  She had asked to 

be allowed to bathe in milk, but had to be satisfied with water.  The 

execution took place at six o’clock on the morning of October 15
th

, 1917. 

 

The Dutch Government had vainly tried to intervene at the last moment; and, 

as vainly, her counsel had tried to obtain a reprieve by appealing to a certain 

article of the criminal code, affirming that she was pregnant by his agency.  

Mata Hari would not have anything to do with this line of strategy, and 

refused to undergo the medical examination.   

 

She wrote a few letters of farewell, and then entered the motor-car that 

conveyed her, accompanied by a military escort, to Vincennes.  As proud as 

a princess she walked past the file of soldiers, who were standing at the 

present.  She bade farewell to her advocate, who embraced her, and to the 

Sister of Mercy who had watched over her and tended her in her cell, and 

then received the last words of consolation from the priest.   
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A gendarme led her to the stake to pinion her, but she objected.  She 

likewise refused to be blindfolded.  The officer in charge of the firing party 

raised his sword.  The drums rolled.  The clergyman stepped aside.  Mata 

Hari smiled and threw a kiss to the lawyer and the priest.     

 

Then, short and sharp, came the order “Fire!”.  A sergeant-major gave her 

the coup de grace by firing his revolver into her ear.  The doctor certified her 

death.  The body of the beautiful dancer and spy, once so ardently loved and 

admired, was thrown into a plain whitewood coffin.   

 

Finita la commedia! 
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I Spied for France by Marthe Richer 

 

[Excerpt from: I Spied For France, by Marthe Richer, 1935] 

 

When the Baron turned up he knew instinctively that there was trouble 

ahead.  The moment his eyes met mine his face fell. 

 

“What’s wrong Marthe?”  He said, as he sat down.  I was no hurry to reply 

to him.  I was thinking very hard.  My silence was the calm that heralded the 

storm.  I looked pensive, but my mind was in a regular tumult. 

 

“Marthe, please tell me why you are terribly preoccupied,” purred the Baron.  

“Feeling ill – or what?” 

 

“I’m fed up with Spain,” I thundered.  “I’m sick of living in exile.  I want to 

go back to France.”  Von Krohn stared at me in amazement.  “You are 

overwrought, Marthe.  You want a change.  Have a little patience; I’m 

sending you to Morocco in a fortnight’s time.” 

 

So he in his turn now was prescribing “patience” as a remedy for my 

troubles!   “I want to go back to France,”  I repeated doggedly, bringing 

down my gloved hand on the table with such force that all the cups rattled. 

 

“You can’t do that Marthe.  It would mean death for you, and well you know 

it.” 

 

“And whose fault is that?”  I asked bitterly. 
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“Wait until the end of the war, Marthe.  That can’t be far off.  And the 

minute the war is over you can depend upon me that I shall take steps so that 

you can return to France.” 

 

With my face set hard and my shoulders hunched and my hands clenched, I 

glared straight into Von Krohn’s eyes, and, yielding to an irresistible 

impulse, I shouted: “ I am a Frenchwoman!  Do you hear that?  Do you 

know what that means?  It means that ever since I first met you I have been 

working for my own country.  I have been spying on you. I have kept an eye 

on all your movements, and duly reported them back to Paris.  Now do you 

understand what it means to be a Frenchwoman?” 

 

I jumped to my feet, staring rigidly at him at all time.  Von Krohn went red, 

pale, livid and tallow green in turn.  A diabolical smile played across his thin 

lips.  He found it hard to realise that I was telling him the truth.  Such was 

his profound self-sufficiency, such was his confidence in his infallible 

knowledge of mankind, that he refused to accept the fact that he had been 

fooled by a young Frenchwoman.  He tried to delude himself into the belief 

that my outburst had just been prompted by back temper and female 

whimsicalness.  I read all this in his face, and was goaded to greater frenzy 

by the man’s abysmal fatuity.  Well, now I was going to give him the coup 

de grâce.   

 

“Ich bin Französin!”, I shouted in German.  He gasped like a stranded fish, 

and his face became all puckered with sheer horror. As he heard me 
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speaking for the first time in a language which I had pretended I did not 

know.    

 

“Ha, you seem to think that I am just playing a stupid joke on you, do you?”  

I went on.  “Just half a minute.  Here’s something that will convince you.”  

Opening my handbag I produced the return half of my ticket from Paris to 

Hendayne – the ticket I had used on the journey during which I had met the 

Greek consul. 

 

“Look at it!”  I said, holding it under his nose.  “Look at the date on it!  I did 

not wait until the war was over to return to France, you fool.  You see for 

yourself clear proof that I have been in Paris quite recently!” 

 

“Impossible, impossible, Marthe!”  gasped Von Krohn, still incredulous 

through sheer fatuity.  “Say it isn’t true.  I know what happened, somebody 

gave you the ticket.” 

 

“No!  I bought it.  I’ve fooled you all along the line.”  He put his hand to his 

throat.  His face went purple.  I thought that he was going to have a fit.  

“You!”  he gasped, hoarse with rage. 

 

“Yes, I! I! I!”  I repeated.  “I fooled you completely for nearly two years.  

Just look at the date on the ticket.  In fact, you can ask the Greek consul, and 

he will tell you the name of the station at which I boarded the train.  Get this 

into your thick head, Baron Von Krohn, naval attaché in Spain to the All 

Highest, William II, Emperor of Germany.  I came to Spain to serve my 

country!” 
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Von Krohn stared at me aghast.  His fury had for the moment merged into 

dumb despair.  “I don’t believe you.  I don’t believe you.  Even a woman 

couldn’t possibly be guilty of such treachery and such falsehood, Marthe.”  

There was an expression of intense agony in his living eye, while the 

artificial one stared spectrally at me.  Beads of perspiration stood out on his 

brow.  His artificial eye glared glassily while his other eye had the 

expression of a wild beast at bay. 

 

“I told you that my husband had been killed in Switzerland,” I went on.  

“You believed me.  Well, now, read this.  Now do you believe me?”  I 

extracted from my handbag the official proof that I was a war widow.  He 

stared at it for a long time, as if he was mesmerized.  Then all of a sudden he 

realised how he had been imposed upon, and, overcome by a fit of 

uncontrollable frenzy, he stuck me across the mouth with such fury that he 

broke one of my teeth.  I believe firmly that, had we not been in a public 

place, he would have killed me. 

 

I was too dazed to speak, but as soon as I regained possession of myself I 

addressed him in a defiant, challenging tone.  “You have signed your own 

death-warrant.  I’m going to let Prince Rabitov know all about you 

tomorrow.  He will be able to judge for himself how easy it has been for a 

young Frenchwoman to tweak the nose of the German naval attaché.’   

 

A satanic sneer overspread the features of the hideous Cyclops.  “You won’t 

get the chance to do anything of the kind.”  He jumped from his seat and fled 

the restaurant with the precipitancy of a scalded cat.  I wondered what his 
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next move would be.  I really did not care what he intended to do, as I felt 

that I had him well on the run now.  I was out for his ruin, and I felt 

confident that I would succeed. 

 

When I reached the hotel, the porter told me that a man had just called for 

me.  To judge by the porter’s description of him it was nobody whom I knew 

even by sight.  I was pondering about the mysterious caller as I proceeded to 

my room.  I was barely outside my door when there was a ring at the 

telephone.  Obviously my mysterious visitor returning. 

 

Immediately afterwards my door was thrown open, and a Spaniard dashed in 

unceremoniously.  “Police!”  he announced curtly. 

 

“Police?  Why, pray?”   

 

“You’ve got to come along with me, madam.” 

 

“What for?” 

 

“You tried to blackmail the German naval attaché.”  Instead of answering 

him directly, I picked up the receiver and asked the girl at the switchboard to 

put me to the German Embassy.  As soon as I got in touch with the 

Embassy, I insisted on His Excellency, Prince Rabitov, granting an interview 

at the earliest possible moment.  After a long negotiation I was told to call 

next day.  Thereupon the official who had come to arrest me retired with 

profuse apologies, looking extremely silly. 
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A junior official in the Embassy met me next day, but I insisted that I should 

immediately be brought face to face with Prince Rabitov.  After a 

considerable amount of further tedious negotiations, I was brought before 

Prince Rabitov.    The Prince, who was just then preparing to go out, was a 

dapper, trim little man of about sixty, very well dressed, who was obviously 

doing his utmost to look twenty years younger than he was.   

 

“You are surprised at my visit, I presume, your Excellency?”  I said. 

 

“Yes Madame.  You are, if my information is correct, one of Baron von 

Krohn’s agents.” 

 

“I was nominally one of his agents, Your Excellency, and I have come to 

inform you that Baron von Krohn has been consistently fooled by me since I 

entered his service.  I took advantage of the fact that he was infatuated with 

me to make him spend money on me which he got for secret service work.” 

 

Prince Rabitov stared at me for some minutes in dumb amazement.  He 

seemed somewhat appaled at hearing such a disclosure about the naval 

attaché from the lips of a Frenchwoman. 

 

“But – but, I don’t understand,” he said, with a bewildered expression.  “Is it 

not a fact that the Baron arranged a visit for you to France by secret 

passage?” 

 

“Yes, I played upon the idiotic infatuation which the old fool had for me.  I 

told him I was ill, and that I wanted to consult a French woman doctor.” 
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Prince Rabitov seemed dumbfounded.  “Tell me, madam,” he went on, “ is it 

not a fact that Baron von Krohn sent you on a mission to the Argentine?”  

 

“Oh yes, Your Excellency.  I rather enjoyed the trip.  I was curious to see 

that country; that was why I went there.” 

 

An expression of extreme uneasiness darkened his face.  “Answer me 

candidly, madam, one question.  While you were in the service of the naval 

attaché, did you come into possession of any vital information concerning 

us?” 

 

“No, Your Excellency, I was only out for having a good time at his expense.  

But I had the key to his safe in my possession several times.  Oh, by the 

way, here’s the combination for it.  You can have it as wellas the love letters 

which the silly ass wrote me.  Keep the lot.  Goodbye.” 

 

The look which Prince Rabitov gave me at this point made it clear to me that 

if I did not beat a hasty retreat he would have me thrown into the street.  I 

knew, however, from the impression my revelations made on him that I had 

effectively finished von Krohn’s political career. 

 

I bowed frigidly to the Ambassador.  He responded with an even more frigid 

bow.  As I was leaving the Embassy I saw von Krohn approaching the 

building. When he saw me he shot me a murderous glance.  I really believe 

that, given the opportunity, he would have assassinated me there and then. 
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I fled from the street shivering with sheer terror. 
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Casino Royale by L.Cdr. Ian Fleming RNVR (ret.) 

 

After his wartime service as deputy director of the Royal Navy’s Naval 

Intelligence Ian Fleming had dabbled a bit in story-writing, mostly 

newspaper stories, before deciding to write the first of the Bond novels 

Casino Royale in 1952.  Before the Second World War Fleming was for a 

time a journalist working overseas for Reuters.  He also would take on a 

post-war role as a managing editor of foreign correspondents for the Sunday 

Times. 

 

There are, without doubt, several fascinating aspects to this first Fleming 

novel.   

 

The first fascinating aspect of Casino Royale is that the book is written 

through the eyes of someone who ran networks of allied agents and did 

counterespionage work for the Royal Navy’s Naval Intelligence Service 

during the Second World War.  The manner in which this novel is written 

reflects this understanding of Trade Craft.  

 

What makes this book so convincing is that from the very first pages of the 

novel you sense the reality of secret agent James Bond alone in a hostile 

environment in France.  The hostile environment was a post-war one, mind 

you, but Casino Royale nonetheless involves a struggle between good and 

evil.  The struggle between two contending ends of the political spectrum 

was in Fleming’s eyes the modern day struggle between good and evil.  In 

the political vacuum of France after the Liberation it took a number of years 

before France once again became a democracy on par with that of Great 
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Britain, the United States or Canada.  Some would argue France only 

became a modern Republic when General Charles de Gaulle became 

France’s President. 

 

The second fascinating aspect is that Casino Royale is written by a man who 

as deputy director of the Royal Navy’s Naval Intelligence Service 

participated at the highest level in the secret war the British fought in 

occupied Europe from 1939 to 1947.   

 

Why the extra two years past the defeat of the Nazis in May 1945 – merely 

because a very secret war continued against the last vestiges of Nazis 

brutality from 1945 to 1947.  This very secret war involved the settling of 

accounts for those Nazis who butchered and mistreated allied agents who 

were captured while on active service for the likes of the Special Operations 

Executive.   

 

The second excerpt from Casino Royale – Chapter 17:  My Dear Boy – is 

meant to remind the reader of the brutality that was enacted by the butchers 

against allied agents.  It was also meant to convey the psychology of the 

terror used against these agents who perished at the hands of the Gestapo at 

places like Buchenwald.  Attacking the soft tissue that made a man a man or 

a woman a woman is the ultimate terror and was used without mercy against 

captured allied agents by the butchers at places like Buchenwald.  In most 

cases it was done not to extract information but as revenge and retribution. 

Once the butchers were finished brutalizing the agents, these brave men and 

women would be executed – the most gruesome manner being hung by 

piano wire.   
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Chapter 17 is meant not merely to shock the sensitivity of readers but to 

push them to recognize fully the sacrifices of the captured agents who met 

their fate at the hands of the Gestapo.  For those people not in the know 

Chapter 17 was a scandal – un cause celebre – of gratuitous sex and 

violence.  For those people in the know, Chapter 17 was meant to explain, in 

a direct way, why the settling of accounts was necessary from 1945 to 1947 

– for those butchers that tried to hide from post-war justice.  There had been 

rumors that such a settling of accounts had happened – In this chapter of 

Casino Royale, Commander RNVR Ian Fleming wrote with a clear purpose 

and a clear conscience. 

 

A third fascinating aspect about Casino Royale is the reason why in 1952 

Ian Fleming sat down to write the first of what he intended would be a series 

of espionage thrillers, and why he introduced the gallant and debonair James 

Bond to the world  There are some naive commentators who view the Bond 

books as being trivial action novels.  In actual fact the Bond books are a 

purposeful crusade – a masterful propaganda operation – against the Soviet 

Union in the grimmest and darkest days of the Cold War.   

 

With the passage of time the history of the Cold War has faded away in the 

memory of the Western world.  The Soviet Union is no more and so we 

naively take it for granted that Good will always triumph over Evil – but for 

there to be a triumph there has to be a purposeful effort.  That purposeful 

effort is in a real sense a continuation of the struggle that began in Europe in 

1947 and continued on until the last day of December, 1991, and the fall of 

the Soviet Union.  By then Fleming was long dead but not forgotten.  The 
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West could have not won the Cold War with the Soviet Union without 

Fleming and Bond. 

 

The fourth fascinating aspect is the very detailed description of good and 

evil, and the battle between the two, as outlined in Chapter 20 – The Nature 

of Evil.  This description is very much the raison d’etre not merely for the 

novel Casino Royale but for James Bond the secret agent, and the series of 

novels that Ian Fleming would write from 1952 until his death of a heart 

attack in 1964..  

 

The Canadian historian of espionage David Stafford, who has researched 

and written about Ian Fleming, observed that the direct impetus for the 

creation of the James Bond series occurred in the spring of 1951 when two 

British diplomats who had been spying for the Soviet Union, Donald 

Maclean and Guy Burgess defected to behind the Iron Curtain. They had 

been tipped off and escaped with only the shirts on their backs. It was clearly 

evident at the time that there were other spies in their Ring.  Once the pieces 

fell into place, the Cambridge Spy Ring, as it would become known, would 

include the likes of Kim Philby, and another spy who was a art historian who 

was in fact the curator of the Queen’s art collection.   A mere six months 

after the Cambridge Spy Case hit the front pages in the English Speaking 

World Ian Fleming sat down as his Royale typewriter and began writing the 

first of the James Bond novels – Casino Royale.   

 

As a journalist Fleming understood Soviet propaganda.  The Bond books 

were meant to combat Soviet propaganda, and were one of the many ways 

Fleming pushed back.  The Bond books are imaginative, full of morals and 
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ingenious.  More so they push back at Soviet propaganda that berated the 

capitalism, materialism and perceived decadence of the non-Soviet world.  

Of course, anyone who knew the truth about the Soviet hierarchy knew that 

it was the pot calling the kettle black.  If you cannot understand this – have 

you had caviar for breakfast? Imagine what life was like for Joseph Stalin 

and his entourage. Stalin and his friends were decadent, materialistic and 

oppressed the masses. 

 

I will mentiom the film in a postscript to this chapter.  Most readers don’t 

know that before it was made into a feature film Casino Royale was 

serialized a few years after publication into 139 installments of a graphic 

novel by illustrator John McLusky for the London Daily Express in 1957. It 

was a comic book!  

 

One final fascinating observation is the love between James Bond and 

Vesper Lynd and the betrayal of Bond by Vesper, and how Bond reacts to 

this betrayal – ‘ The bitch is now dead.’  These are the final words of Casino 

Royale.  In the Bond books there are occasions when he shows a truly 

human side to his personality.  

 

Imagine now it is 1951, that you are Ian Fleming, cigarette at hand, sitting in 

front of your Royale typewriter on a pleasant morning looking out at the surf 

from your summer home in Jamaica.  Here is the plot of the first of the 

James Bond novels: 

 

The arch villain of Casino Royale is a man named Le Chiffre, who is 

the banker and paymaster for a Soviet controlled trade union 
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organization run by SMERSH in France. SMERSH is a secret Soviet 

spy organization. In London and Washington there is concern about 

the growing Soviet influence in post-war France.   

 

Le Chiffre in his greed had squandered and lost the funds entrusted to 

him on houses of prostitution that were closed by Government decree.  

To recoup the funds Le Chiffre takes to a high-stakes baccarat game at 

a Casino in the town of Royale les Eaux.  

 

Bond is sent by M to play against Le Chiffre with the goal of 

defeating and bankrupting him in this high-stakes baccarat game. 

Bond has been given a British Secret Service associate from Station S 

to assist him – Ms. Vesper Lynd.   

 

Le Chiffre knows who Bond is and tries to murder Bond on two 

separate occasions. With the help from a CIA agent Felix Leiter, Bond 

wins goes on to win the game, but is betrayed by Vesper Lynd, a 

double agent.  

 

After winning, James Bond is kidnapped by Le Chiffre and tortured in 

a most brutal fashion in an attempt to steal back the money Bond won 

from him at the baccarat game.  When all seems lost Bond is saved by 

Deus ex Machina. Le Chiffre is murdered by a SMERSH agent just as 

he is about to castrate and kill Bond. 

 

In the aftermath of his torture Vesper falls in love with Bond.  When 

SMERSH comes to kill her for her double cross she commits suicide.  
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Vesper leaves Bond a letter explaining his actions.  Bond vows to 

fight SMERSH where ever he can.  

 

What would be the first words you would type in your crusade against evil if 

you were Ian Fleming? 
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The Secret Agent 

 

[From Casino Royale – Chapter One] 

 

The scent and smoke and sweat of a casino are nauseating at three in the 

morning.   Then the soul-erosion produced by high gambling – a compost of 

greed and fear and nervous tension – becomes unbearable and the senses 

awake and revolt from it. 

 

James Bond suddenly knew that he was tired.  He always knew his body or 

his mind enough and he always acted on this knowledge.  This helped him to 

avoid staleness and the sensual blindness that breeds mistakes. 

 

He shifted himself unobtrusively away from the roulette he had been playing 

and went to stand for a moment at the brass rail which surrounded breast-

high the top table in the sale privée. 

 

Le Chiffre was still playing and still, apparently, winning.  There was an 

untidy pile of flecked hundred-mill plaques in front of him.  In the shadow 

of his thick left arm there nestled a discreet stack of big yellow ones worth 

half a million francs each. 

 

Bond watched the curious, impressive profile for a time, and then shrugged 

his shoulders to lighten his thoughts and moved away. 

 

The barrier surrounding the caisse comes as high as your chin and the 

cassier, who is generally nothing more than a minor bank clerk, sits on a 
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stool and dips into his piles of notes and plaques.  These are ranged on 

shelves.  They are on a level, behind the protecting barrier, with your groin.    

 

The cassier has a cosh and a gun to protect him, and to heave over the 

barrier and steal some notes and then vault back and get out of the casino 

through the passages and doors would be impossible.  And the caissiers 

usually worked in pairs. 

 

Bond reflected on the problem as he collected the sheaf of hundred thousand 

and then sheaves of ten thousand franc notes.  With another part of his mind, 

he had a vision of tomorrow’s regular morning meeting of the casino 

committee. 

 

‘Monsieur Le Chiffre made two million.  He played his usual game.  Miss 

Fairchild made a million in an hour and then left.  She executed three 

“bancos” of Monsieur Le Chiffre within an hour and then left.  She played 

with coolness. Monsieur le Vicomte de Villorin made one million two at 

roulette.  He was playing the maximum on the first and last dozens.  He was 

lucky.  Then the Englishman, Mister Bond, increased his winnings to exactly 

three million over two days.  He was playing a progressive system on red at 

table five.  Duclos, le chef de partie, has the details.  He has luck.  His 

nerves seem good.  On the soirée, the chemin-de-fer won x, the baccarat 

won y and the roulette won z.  The boule, which was again badly frequented, 

still makes its expenses.   

 

‘Merci, Monsieur Xavier.’ 
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‘Merci, Monsieur le Président.’ 

 

Or something like that, thought Bond as he pushed his way through the 

swinging doors of the sale privée and nodded to the bored man in evening 

clothes whose job it is to bar your entry and your exit with the electric foot-

switch which can lock the doors at any hint of trouble. 

 

And the casino committee would balance its books and break up to its homes 

or cafés for lunch. 

 

As for robbing the caisse, in which Bond himself was not personally 

concerned, but only interested, he reflected that it would take ten good men, 

that they would certainly have to kill one or two employees, and that anyway 

you probably couldn’t find ten non-squeal killers in France, or any other 

country for the matter of that. 

 

As he gave a thousand francs to the vestiaire and walked down the stairs of 

the casino, Bond made up his mind that Le Chiffre would in no 

circumstances try to rob the caisse and he put that contingency out of his 

mind.  Instead he explored his present physical sensations.  He felt the dry, 

uncomfortable gravel under his evening shoes, the bad, harsh taste in his 

mouth and the slight sweat under his arms.  He could feel his eyes filling 

their sockets.  The front of his face, his nose and antrum, were congested.  

He breathed the sweet night air deeply and focused his senses and his wits.  

He wanted to know if anyone had searched his room since he had left it 

before dinner. 
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He walked across the broad boulevard and through the gardens to the Hôtel 

Splendide.  He smiled at the concierge who gave him his key – No. 45 on 

the first floor – and took the cable. 

 

It was from Jamaica and read: 

 

KINGSTON JA XXXX XXXXXX XXXX XXX 

BOND SPLENDIDE ROYALE-LES-EAUX SEINE INFERIEURE 

HAVANA CIGAR PRODUCTION ALL CUBAN FACTORIES 1915 

TEN MILLION REPEAT TEN MILLION STOP HOPE THIS 

FIGURE YOU REQUIRE REGARDS        DASILVA 

 

This meant that ten million francs was on its way to him.  It was the reply to 

a request that Bond had sent that afternoon through Paris to his headquarters 

in London asking for more funds.  Paris had spoken to London where 

Clements, the head of Bond’s department, had spoken to M, who had smiled 

wryly and told ‘The Broker’ to fix it with the Treasury. 

 

Bond had once worked in Jamaica and his cover on the Royale assignment 

was that of a very rich client of Messrs Caffery, the principal import and 

export from Jamaica.  So he was being controlled through Jamaica, through 

a taciturn man who was head of the picture desk on the Daily Gleaner, the 

most famous newspaper of the Caribbean. 

 

 This man on the Gleaner, whose name was Fawcett, had been a book-

keeper for one of the leading turtle-fisheries on the Cayman Islands.  One of 

the men from the Caymans who had volunteered on the outbreak of war, he 
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had ended up as a Paymaster’s clerk in a small Naval Intelligence 

organization in Malta.  At the end of the war, when, with a heavy heart, he 

was due to return to the Caymans, he was spotted by the section of the 

Secret Service concerned with the Caribbean.  He was strenuously trained in 

photography and in some of the other arts and, with the quiet connivance of 

an influential man in Jamaica, found his way to the picture desk of the 

Gleaner. 

 

In the intervals between sifting photographs submitted by the great agencies 

– Keystone, World-Wide, Universal, INP, and Reuter-Photo – he would get 

peremptory instructions by telephone from a man he had never met to carry 

out certain simple operations requiring nothing but absolute discretion, 

speed and accuracy.  For these occasional services he received twenty 

pounds a month paid into his account with the Royal Bank of Canada by a 

fictitious relative in England. 

 

Fawcett’s present assignment was to relay immediately to Bond, full rates, 

the text of messages which he received by telephone from his anonymous 

contact.  He had been told by his contact that nothing would be asked to 

send would arouse the suspicion of the Jamaican post office.  So he was not 

surprised to find himself suddenly appointed string correspondent for the 

‘Maritime Press and Photo Agency’, with press-collect facilities to France 

and England, on a further monthly retainer of ten pounds. 

 

He felt secure and encouraged, had visions of a BEM and made a first 

payment on a Morris Minor.  He also bought a green eye-shade which he 
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had coveted and which helped him to impose his personality on the picture 

desk. 

 

Some of this background to his cable passed through Bond’s mind.  He was 

used to oblique control and rather liked it.  He felt it feather-bedded him a 

little, allowed him to give or take an hour or two in his communications with 

M.  He knew that this was probably a fallacy, that probably there was 

another member of the Service at Royale-les-Eaux who was reporting 

independently, but it gave the illusion that he wasn’t only 150 miles across 

the Channel from that deadly office building near Regent’s Park, being 

watched and judged by those few cold brains that made the whole show 

work.  Just as Fawcett, the Cayman Islander in Kingston, knew that if he 

bought that Morris Minor out right instead of signing the hire-purchase 

agreements, someone in London would probably know and want to know 

where the money had come from. 

 

Bond read the cable twice.  He tore a telegram form off the pad on the desk 

(why give them carbon copies?)  and wrote his reply in capital letters: 

 

THANKS INFORMATION SHOULD SUFFICE – BOND 

 

He handed this to the concierge and put the signal signed ‘Dasilva’ in his 

pocket.  The employers (if any) of the concierge could bribe a copy of the 

concierge could bribe a copy of the local post office, if the concierge hadn’t 

already steamed the envelope open or read the cable upside down in Bond’s 

hands. 
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He took his key and said good night and turned to the stairs, shaking his 

head at the liftman.  Bond knew what an obliging danger-signal a lift could 

be.  He didn’t expect anyone to be moving on the first floor, but he preferred 

to be prudent. 

 

Walking quietly up on the balls of his feet, he regretted the hubris of his 

reply to M via Jamaica.  As a gambler he knew it was a mistake to rely on 

too small a capital.  Anyway, M probably wouldn’t let him have anymore.  

He shrugged his shoulders and turned off the stairs into the corridor and 

walked softly to the door of his room. 

 

Bond knew exactly where the switch was and it was with one flow that he 

stood on the threshold with the door full open, the light on and a gun in his 

hand.  The safe, empty room, sneered at him.  He ignored the half-opened 

door of the bathroom and, locking himself in, he turned up the bed-light and 

the mirror-light and threw his gun on the settee beside the window.  Then he 

bent down and inspected one of his black hairs which still lay undisturbed 

where he had left it before dinner, wedged into the drawer of the writing-

desk. 

 

Next he examined a faint trace of talcum powder on the inner rim of the 

porcelain handle of the clothes cupboard.  It appeared immaculate. He went 

into the bathroom, lifted the cover of the lavatory cistern and verified the 

level of the water against a small scratch on the copper ball-cock. 

 

Doing all this, inspecting these minute burglar-alarms, did not make him feel 

foolish or self-conscious.  He was a secret agent, and still alive thanks to his 
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exact attention to details of his profession.  Routine precautions were to him 

no more unreasonable than they would be to a deep-sea diver or test pilot, or 

to any man earning danger-money.   

 

Satisfied that his room had not been searched while he was at the casino, 

Bond undressed and took a cold shower.  Then he lit his seventieth cigarette 

of the day and sat down at his writing-table with the thick wad of his stake 

money and winnings besides him and entered some figures in a small note-

nook.  Over the two days’ play, he was up to exactly three million francs.  In 

London he had been issued with ten million, and he had asked London for a 

further ten.  With this on its way to the local branch of Crédit Lyonnais, his 

working capital amounted to twenty-three million francs, or some twenty-

three thousand pounds.   

 

For a few moments Bond sat motionless, gazing out of the window across 

the dark sea, then he shoved the bundle of banknotes under the pillow of the 

ornate single bed, cleaned his teeth, turned out the lights and climbed with 

relief between the harsh French sheets.  For ten minutes he lay on his left 

side reflecting on the events of the day.  Then he turned over and focused his 

mind towards the tunnel of sleep. 

 

His action was to slip his right hand under the pillow until it rested under the 

butt of the .38 Colt Police Positive with the sawn barrel.  Then he slept, and 

with the warmth and humour of his eyes extinguished, his features relapsed 

in a taciturn mask, ironical, brutal, and cold. 
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My Dear Boy 

 

[From Casino Royale – Chapter 17] 

 

It was a large bare room, sparsely furnished in cheap French art nouveau 

style. It was difficult to say whether it was intended as a living- or dining-

room for a flimsy-looking mirrored sideboard, sporting an orange crackle-

ware fruit dish and two painted wooden candle sticks, took up most of the 

wall opposite the door and contradicted the faded pink sofa ranged against 

the other side of the room. 

 

There was no table in the centre under the alabasterine ceiling light, only a 

small square of stained carpet with a futurist design in contrasting browns. 

 

Over by the window was an incongruous-looking throne-like chair in carved 

oak with a red velvet seat, a low table on which stood an empty water carafe 

and two glasses, and a light arm-chair with a round cane seat and no 

cushion. 

 

Half-closed Venetian blinds obscured the view from the window, but cast 

bars of early sunlight over the few pieces of furniture and over part of the 

brightly papered wall and the brown stained floorboards. 

 

Le Chiffre pointed at the cane chair. 

 

‘That will do excellently,’ he said to the thin man. ‘Prepare him quickly. If 

he resists, damage him only a little.’ 
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He turned to Bond. There was no expression on his large face and his round 

eyes were uninterested. ‘Take off your clothes. For every effort to resist, 

Basil will break one of your fingers. We are serious people and your good 

health is of no interest to us. Whether you live or die depends on the 

outcome of the talk we are about to have.’ 

 

He made a gesture towards the thin man and left the room. 

 

The thin man’s first action was a curious one. He opened the clasp-knife he 

had used on the hood of Bond’s car, took the small arm-chair and with a 

swift motion he cut out its cane seat. 

 

Then he came back to Bond, sticking the still open knife, like a fountain-

pen, in the vest pocket of his coat. He turned Bond round to the light and 

unwound the flex from his wrists. Then he stood quickly aside and the knife 

was back in his right hand. 

 

‘Vite.’ 

 

Bond stood chafing his swollen wrists and debating with himself how much 

time he could waste by resisting. He only delayed an instant. With a swift 

step and a downward sweep of his free hand, the thin man seized the collar 

of his dinner-jacket and dragged it down, pinning Bond’s arms back. Bond 

made the traditional counter to this old policeman’s hold by dropping down 

on one knee, but as he dropped the thin man dropped with him and at the 

same time brought his knife round and down behind Bond’s back. Bond felt 
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the back of the blade pass down his spine. There was the hiss of a sharp 

knife through cloth and his arms were suddenly free as the two halves of his 

coat fell forward. 

 

He cursed and stood up. The thin man was back in his previous position, his 

knife again at the ready in his relaxed hand. Bond let the two halves of his 

dinner-jacket fall off his arms on to the floor. 

 

‘Allez’ said the thin man with a feint trace of impatience. 

 

Bond looked him in the eye and then slowly started to take off his shirt. 

 

Le Chiffre came quietly back into the room. He carried a pot of what smelt 

like coffee. He put it on the small table near the window. He also placed 

beside it on the table two other homely objects, a three-foot-long carpet-

beater in twisted cane and a carving knife. 

 

He settled himself comfortably on the throne-like chair and poured some of 

the coffee into one of the glasses. With one foot he hooked forward the small 

arm-chair, whose seat was now an empty circular frame of wood, until it was 

directly opposite him. 

 

Bond stood stark naked in the middle of the room, bruises showing livid on 

his white body, his face a grey mask of exhaustion and knowledge of what 

was to come. 

 

‘Sit down there.’ Le Chiffre nodded at the chair in front of him. 
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Bond walked over and sat down. 

 

The thin man produced some flex. With this he bound Bond’s wrists to the 

arms of the chair and his ankles to the front legs. He passed a double strand 

across his chest, under the arm-pits and through the chair-back. He made no 

mistakes with the knots and left no play in any of the bindings. All of them 

bit sharply into Bond’s flesh. The legs of the chair were broadly spaced and 

Bond could not even rock it. 

 

He was utterly a prisoner, naked and defenceless. 

 

His buttocks and the underpart of his body protruded through the seat of the 

chair towards the floor. 

 

Le Chiffre nodded to the thin man who quietly left the room and closed the 

door. 

 

There was a packet of Gauloises on the table and a lighter. Le Chiffre lit a 

cigarette and swallowed a mouthful of coffee from the glass. Then he picked 

up the cane carpet-beater and, resting the handle comfortably on his knee, 

allowed the flat trefoil base to lie on the floor directly under Bond’s chair. 

 

He looked Bond carefully, almost caressingly, in the eyes. Then his wrists 

sprang suddenly upwards on his knee. 

 

The result was startling. 
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Bond’s whole body arched in an involuntary spasm. His face contracted in a 

soundless scream and his lips drew right away from his teeth. At the same 

time his head flew back with a jerk showing the taut sinews of his neck. For 

an instant, muscles stood out in knots all over his body and his toes and 

fingers clenched until they were quite white. Then his body sagged and 

perspiration started to bead all over his body. He uttered a deep groan. 

 

Le Chiffre waited for his eyes to open. 

 

‘You see, dear boy?’ He smiled a soft, fat smile. ‘Is the position quite clear 

now?’ 

 

A drop of sweat fell off Bond’s chin on to his naked chest. 

 

‘Now let us get down to business and see how soon we can be finished with 

this unfortunate mess you have got yourself into.’ He puffed cheerfully at his 

cigarette and gave an admonitory tap on the floor beneath Bond’s chair with 

his horrible and incongruous instrument. 

 

‘My dear boy,’ Le Chiffre spoke like a father, ‘the game of Red Indians is 

over, quite over. You have stumbled by mischance into a game for grown-

ups and you have already found it a painful experience. You are not 

equipped, my dear boy, to play games with adults and it was very foolish of 

your nanny in London to have sent you out here with your spade and bucket. 

Very foolish indeed and most unfortunate for you. 
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‘But we must stop joking, my dear fellow, although I am sure you would 

like to follow me in developing this amusing little cautionary tale.’ 

 

He suddenly dropped his bantering tone and looked at Bond sharply and 

venomously. 

 

‘Where is the money?’ 

 

Bond’s bloodshot eyes looked emptily back at him. 

 

Again the upward jerk of the wrist and again Bond’s whole body writhed 

and contorted. 

 

Le Chiffre waited until the tortured heart eased down its laboured pumping 

and until Bond’s eyes dully opened again. 

 

‘Perhaps I should explain,’ said Le Chiffre. ‘I intend to continue attacking 

the sensitive parts of your body until you answer my question. I am without 

mercy and there will be no relenting. There is no one to stage a last-minute 

rescue and there is no possibility of escape for you. This is not a romantic 

adventure story in which the villain is finally routed and the hero is given a 

medal and marries the girl. Unfortunately these things don’t happen in real 

life. If you continue to be obstinate, you will be tortured to the edge of 

madness and then the girl will be brought in and we will set about her in 

front of you. If that is still not enough, you will both be painfully killed and I 

shall reluctantly leave your bodies and make my way abroad to a 

comfortable house which is waiting for me. There I shall take up a useful 
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and profitable career and live to a ripe and peaceful old age in the bosom of 

the family I shall doubtless create. So you see, my dear boy, that I stand to 

lose nothing. If you hand the money over, so much the better. If not, I shall 

shrug my shoulders and be on my way.’ 

 

He paused, and his wrist lifted slightly on his knee. Bond’s flesh cringed as 

the cane surface just touched him. 

 

‘But you, my dear fellow, can only hope that I shall spare you further pain 

and spare your life. There is no other hope for you but that. Absolutely 

none.’ 

 

‘Well?’ 

 

Bond closed his eyes and waited for the pain. He knew that the beginning of 

torture is the worst. There is a parabola of agony. A crescendo leading up to 

a peak and then the nerves are blunted and react progressively less until 

unconsciousness and death. All he could do was to pray for the peak, pray 

that his spirit would hold out so long and then accept the long free-wheel 

down to the final black-out. 

 

He had been told by colleagues who had survived torture by the Germans 

and the Japanese that towards the end there came a wonderful period of 

warmth and languor leading into a sort of sexual twilight where pain turned 

to pleasure and where hatred and fear of the torturers turned to a masochistic 

infatuation. It was the supreme test of will, he had learnt, to avoid showing 

this form of punch-drunkenness. Directly it was suspected they would either 
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kill you at once and save themselves further useless effort, or let you recover 

sufficiently so that your nerves had crept back to the other side of the 

parabola. Then they would start again. 

 

He opened his eyes a fraction. 

 

Le Chiffre had been waiting for this and like a rattlesnake the cane 

instrument leapt from the floor. It struck again and again so that Bond 

screamed and his body jangled in the chair like a marionette. 

 

Le Chiffre desisted only when Bond’s tortured spasms showed a trace of 

sluggishness. He sat for a while sipping his coffee and frowning slightly like 

a surgeon watching a cardiograph during a difficult operation. 

 

When Bond’s eyes flickered and opened he addressed him again, but now 

with a trace of impatience. 

 

‘We know that the money is somewhere in your room,’ he said. ‘You drew a 

cheque to cash for forty million francs and I know that you went back to the 

hotel to hide it.’ 

 

For a moment Bond wondered how he had been so certain. 

 

‘Directly you left for the night club,’ continued Le Chiffre, ‘your room was 

searched by four of my people.’ 

 

The Muntzes must have helped, reflected Bond. 
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‘We found a good deal in childish hiding-places. The ball-cock in the 

lavatory yielded an interesting little code-book and we found some more of 

your papers taped to the back of a drawer. All the furniture has been taken to 

pieces and your clothes and the curtains and bedclothes have been cut up. 

Every inch of the room has been searched and all the fittings removed. It is 

most unfortunate for you that we didn’t find the cheque. If we had, you 

would now be comfortably in bed, perhaps with the beautiful Miss Lynd, 

instead of this.’ He lashed upwards. 

 

Through the red mist of pain, Bond thought of Vesper. He could imagine 

how she was being used by the two gunmen. They would be making the 

most of her before she was sent for by Le Chiffre. He thought of the fat wet 

lips of the Corsican and the slow cruelty of the thin man. Poor wretch to 

have been dragged into this. Poor little beast. 

 

Le Chiffre was talking again. 

 

‘Torture is a terrible thing,’ he was saying as he puffed at a fresh cigarette, 

‘but it is a simple matter for the torturer, particularly when the patient,’ he 

smiled at the word, ‘is a man. You see, my dear Bond, with a man it is quite 

unnecessary to indulge in refinements. With this simple instrument, or with 

almost any other object, one can cause a man as much pain as is possible or 

necessary. Do not believe what you read in novels or books about the war. 

There is nothing worse. It is not only the immediate agony, but also the 

thought that your manhood is being gradually destroyed and that at the end, 

if you will not yield, you will no longer be a man. 
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‘That, my dear Bond, is a sad and terrible thought—a long chain of agony 

for the body and also for the mind, and then the final screaming moment 

when you will beg me to kill you. All that is inevitable unless you tell me 

where you hid the money.’ 

 

He poured some more coffee into the glass and drank it down leaving brown 

corners to his mouth. 

 

Bond’s lips were writhing. He was trying to say something. At last he got 

the word out in a harsh croak: ‘Drink,’ he said and his tongue came out and 

swilled across his dry lips. 

 

‘Of course, my dear boy, how thoughtless of me.’ Le Chiffre poured some 

coffee into the other glass. There was a ring of sweat drops on the floor 

round Bond’s chair. 

 

‘We must certainly keep your tongue lubricated.’ 

 

He laid the handle of the carpet-beater down on the floor between his thick 

legs and rose from his chair. He went behind Bond and taking a handful of 

his soaking hair in one hand, he wrenched Bond’s head sharply back. He 

poured the coffee down Bond’s throat in small mouthfuls so that he would 

not choke. Then he released his head so that it fell forward again on his 

chest. He went back to his chair and picked up the carpet-beater. 

 

Bond raised his head and spoke thickly. 
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‘Money no good to you.’ His voice was a laborious croak. ‘Police trace it to 

you.’ 

 

Exhausted by the effort, his head sank forward again. He was a little, but 

only a little, exaggerating the extent of his physical collapse. Anything to 

gain time and anything to defer the next searing pain. 

 

‘Ah, my dear fellow, I had forgotten to tell you.’ Le Chiffre smiled 

wolfishly. ‘We met after our little game at the Casino and you were such a 

sportsman that you agreed we would have one more run through the pack 

between the two of us. It was a gallant gesture. Typical of an English 

gentleman. 

 

‘Unfortunately you lost and this upset you so much that you decided to leave 

Royale immediately for an unknown destination. Like the gentleman you 

are, you very kindly gave me a note explaining the circumstances so that I 

would have no difficulty in cashing your cheque. You see, dear boy, 

everything has been thought of and you need have no fears on my account.’ 

He chuckled fatly. 

 

‘Now shall we continue? I have all the time in the world and truth to tell I 

am rather interested to see how long a man can stand this particular form of  

... er ... encouragement.’ He rattled the harsh cane on the floor. 

 

So that was the score, thought Bond, with a final sinking of the heart. The 

‘unknown destination’ would be under the ground or under the sea, or  
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perhaps, more simply, under the crashed Bentley. Well, if he had to die 

anyway, he might as well try it the hard way. He had no hope that Mathis or 

Leiter would get to him in time, but at least there was a chance that they 

would catch up with Le Chiffre before he could get away. It must be getting 

on for seven. The car might have been found by now. It was a choice of 

evils, but the longer Le Chiffre continued the torture the more likely he 

would be revenged. 

 

Bond lifted his head and looked Le Chiffre in the eyes. 

 

The china of the whites was now veined with red. It was like looking at two 

blackcurrants poached in blood. The rest of the wide face was yellowish 

except where a thick black stubble covered the moist skin. The upward 

edges of black coffee at the corners of the mouth gave his expression a false 

smile and the whole face was faintly striped by the light through the 

Venetian blinds. 

 

‘No,’ he said flatly, ‘ ...you ...’ 

 

Le Chiffre grunted and set to work again with savage fury. Occasionally he 

snarled like a wild beast. 

 

After ten minutes Bond had fainted, blessedly. 

 

Le Chiffre at once stopped. He wiped some sweat from his face with a 

circular motion of his disengaged hand. Then he looked at his watch and 

seemed to make up his mind. 
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He got up and stood behind the inert, dripping body. There was no colour in 

Bond’s face or anywhere on his body above the waist. There was a faint 

flutter of his skin above the heart. Otherwise he might have been dead. 

 

Le Chiffre seized Bond’s ears and harshly twisted them. Then he leant 

forward and slapped his cheeks hard several times. Bond’s head rolled from 

side to side with each blow. Slowly his breathing became deeper. An animal 

groan came from his lolling mouth. 

 

Le Chiffre took a glass of coffee and poured some into Bond’s mouth and 

threw the rest in his face. Bond’s eyes slowly opened. 

 

Le Chiffre returned to his chair and waited. He lit a cigarette and 

contemplated the spattered pool of blood on the floor beneath the inert body 

opposite. 

 

Bond groaned again pitifully. It was an inhuman sound. His eyes opened and 

he gazed dully at his torturer. 

 

Le Chiffre spoke. 

 

‘That is all, Bond. We will now finish with you. You understand? Not kill 

you, but finish with you. And then we will have in the girl and see if 

something can be got out of the remains of the two of you.’ 

 

He reached towards the table. 
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‘Say good-bye to it, Bond.’ 
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The Nature of Evil 

 

[From Casino Royale – Chapter 20] 

 

Bond made good progress. When Mathis came to see him three days later he 

was propped up in bed and his arms were free. The lower half of his body 

was still shrouded in the oblong tent, but he looked cheerful and it was only 

occasionally that a twinge of pain narrowed his eyes. 

 

Mathis looked crestfallen. 

 

‘Here’s your cheque,’ he said to Bond. ‘I’ve rather enjoyed walking around 

with forty million francs in my pocket, but I suppose you’d better sign it and 

I’ll put it to your account with the Crédit Lyonnais. There’s no sign of our 

friend from SMERSH. Not a damn trace. He must have got to the villa on 

foot or on a bicycle because you heard nothing of his arrival and the two 

gunmen obviously didn’t. It’s pretty exasperating. We’ve got precious little 

on this SMERSH organization and neither has London. Washington said 

they had, but it turned out to be the usual waffle from refugee interrogation, 

and you know that’s about as much good as interrogating an English man-in-

the-street about his own Secret Service, or a Frenchman about the 

Deuxième.’ 

 

‘He probably came from Leningrad to Berlin via Warsaw,’ said Bond. ‘From 

Berlin they’ve got plenty of routes open to the rest of Europe. He’s back 

home by now being told off for not shooting me too. I fancy they’ve got 

quite a file on me in view of one or two of the jobs M’s given me since the 
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war. He obviously thought he was being smart enough cutting his initial in 

my hand.’ 

 

‘What’s that?’ asked Mathis. ‘The doctor said the cuts looked like a square 

M with a tail to the top. He said they didn’t mean anything.’ 

 

‘Well, I only got a glimpse before I passed out, but I’ve seen the cuts several 

times while they were being dressed and I’m pretty certain they are the 

Russian letter for SH. It’s rather like an inverted M with a tail. That would 

make sense; SMERSH is short for SMYERT SHPIONAM—Death to 

Spies—and he thinks he’s labelled me as a SHPION. It’s a nuisance because 

M will probably say I’ve got to go to hospital again when I get back to 

London and have new skin grafted over the whole of the back of my hand. It 

doesn’t matter much. I’ve decided to resign.’ 

 

Mathis looked at him with his mouth open. 

 

‘Resign?’ he asked incredulously. ‘What the hell for?’ 

 

Bond looked away from Mathis. He studied his bandaged hands. 

 

‘When I was being beaten up,’ he said, ‘I suddenly liked the idea of being 

alive. Before Le Chiffre began, he used a phrase which stuck in my mind . . . 

“playing Red Indians”. He said that’s what I had been doing. Well, I 

suddenly thought he might be right. 
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‘You see,’ he said, still looking down at his bandages, ‘when one’s young, it 

seems very easy to distinguish between right and wrong, but as one gets 

older it becomes more difficult. At school it’s easy to pick out one’s own 

villains and heroes and one grows up wanting to be a hero and kill the 

villains.’ 

 

He looked obstinately at Mathis. 

 

‘Well, in the last few years I’ve killed two villains. The first was in New 

York—a Japanese cipher expert cracking our codes on the thirty-sixth floor 

of the RCA building in the Rockefeller centre, where the Japs had their 

consulate. I took a room on the fortieth floor of the next-door skyscraper and 

I could look across the street into his room and see him working. Then I got 

a colleague from our organization in New York and a couple of Remington 

thirty-thirty’s with telescopic sights and silencers. We smuggled them up to 

my room and sat for days waiting for our chance. He shot at the man a 

second before me. His job was only to blast a hole through the windows so 

that I could shoot the Jap through it. They have tough windows at the 

Rockefeller centre to keep the noise out. It worked very well. As I expected, 

his bullet got deflected by the glass and went God knows where. But I shot 

immediately after him, through the hole he had made. I got the Jap in the 

mouth as he turned to gape at the broken window.’ 

 

Bond smoked for a minute. 

 

‘It was a pretty sound job. Nice and clean too. Three hundred yards away. 

No personal contact. The next time in Stockholm wasn’t so pretty. I had to 
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kill a Norwegian who was doubling against us for the Germans. He’d 

managed to get two of our men captured—probably bumped off for all I 

know. For various reasons it had to be an absolutely silent job. I chose the 

bedroom of his flat and a knife. And, well, he just didn’t die very quickly. 

 

‘For those two jobs I was awarded a Double O number in the Service. Felt 

pretty clever and got a reputation for being good and tough. A double O 

number in our Service means you’ve had to kill a chap in cold blood in the 

course of some job. 

 

‘Now,’ he looked up again at Mathis, ‘that’s all very fine. The hero kills two 

villains, but when the hero Le Chiffre starts to kill the villain Bond and the 

villain Bond knows he isn’t a villain at all, you see the other side of the 

medal. The villains and heroes get all mixed up. 

 

‘Of course,’ he added, as Mathis started to expostulate, ‘patriotism comes 

along and makes it seem fairly all right, but this country-right-or-wrong 

business is getting a little out-of-date. Today we are fighting Communism. 

Okay. If I’d been alive fifty years ago, the brand of Conservatism we have 

today would have been damn near called Communism and we should have 

been told to go and fight that. History is moving pretty quickly these days 

and the heroes and villains keep on changing parts.’ 

 

Mathis stared at him aghast. Then he tapped his head and put a calming hand 

on Bond’s arm. 
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‘You mean to say that this precious Le Chiffre who did his best to turn you 

into a eunuch doesn’t qualify as a villain?’ he asked. ‘Anyone would think 

from the rot you talk that he had been battering your head instead of your ...’ 

He gestured down the bed. ‘You wait till M tells you to get after another Le 

Chiffre. I bet you’ll go after him all right. And what about SMERSH? I can 

tell you I don’t like the idea of these chaps running around France killing 

anyone they feel has been a traitor to their precious political system. You’re 

a bloody anarchist.’ 

 

He threw his arms in the air and let them fall helplessly to his sides. 

 

Bond laughed. 

 

‘All right,’ he said. ‘Take our friend Le Chiffre. It’s simple enough to say he 

was an evil man, at least it’s simple enough for me because he did evil 

things to me. If he was here now, I wouldn’t hesitate to kill him, but out of 

personal revenge and not, I’m afraid, for some high moral reason or for the 

sake of my country.’ 

 

He looked up at Mathis to see how bored he was getting with these 

introspective refinements of what, to Mathis, was a simple question of duty. 

 

Mathis smiled back at him. 

 

‘Continue, my dear friend. It is interesting for me to see this new Bond. 

Englishmen are so odd. They are like a nest of Chinese boxes. It takes a very 

long time to get to the centre of them. When one gets there the result is 
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unrewarding, but the process is instructive and entertaining. Continue. 

Develop your arguments. There may be something I can use to my own 

chief the next time I want to get out of an unpleasant job.’ He grinned 

maliciously. 

 

Bond ignored him. 

 

‘Now in order to tell the difference between good and evil, we have 

manufactured two images representing the extremes—representing the 

deepest black and the purest white—and we call them God and the Devil. 

But in doing so we have cheated a bit. God is a clear image, you can see 

every hair on His beard. But the Devil. What does he look like?’ Bond 

looked triumphantly at Mathis. 

 

Mathis laughed ironically. 

 

‘A woman.’ 

 

‘It’s all very fine,’ said Bond, ‘but I’ve been thinking about these things and 

I’m wondering whose side I ought to be on. I’m getting very sorry for the 

Devil and his disciples such as the good Le Chiffre. The Devil has a rotten 

time and I always like to be on the side of the underdog. We don’t give the 

poor chap a chance. There’s a Good Book about goodness and how to be 

good and so forth, but there’s no Evil Book about evil and how to be bad. 

The Devil has no prophets to write his Ten Commandments and no team of 

authors to write his biography. His case has gone completely by default. We 

know nothing about him but a lot of fairy stories from our parents and 
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schoolmasters. He has no book from which we can learn the nature of evil in 

all its forms, with parables about evil people, proverbs about evil people, 

folk-lore about evil people. All we have is the living example of the people 

who are least good, or our own intuition. 

 

‘So,’ continued Bond, warming to his argument, ‘Le Chiffre was serving a 

wonderful purpose, a really vital purpose, perhaps the best and highest 

purpose of all. By his evil existence, which foolishly I have helped to 

destroy, he was creating a norm of badness by which, and by which alone, 

an opposite norm of goodness could exist. We were privileged, in our short 

knowledge of him, to see and estimate his wickedness and we emerge from 

the acquaintanceship better and more virtuous men.’ 

 

‘Bravo,’ said Mathis. ‘I’m proud of you. You ought to be tortured every day. 

I really must remember to do something evil this evening. I must start at 

once. I have a few marks in my favour—only small ones, alas,’ he added 

ruefully—‘but I shall work fast now that I have seen the light. What a 

splendid time I’m going to have. Now, let’s see, where shall I start, murder, 

arson, rape? But no, these are peccadilloes. I must really consult the good 

Marquis de Sade. I am a child, an absolute child in these matters.’ 

 

His face fell. 

 

‘Ah, but our conscience, my dear Bond. What shall we do with him while 

we are committing some juicy sin? That is a problem. He is a crafty person 

this conscience and very old, as old as the first family of apes which gave 

birth to him. We must give that problem really careful thought or we shall 
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spoil our enjoyment. Of course, we should murder him first, but he is a 

tough bird. It will be difficult, but if we succeed, we could be worse even 

than Le Chiffre. 

 

‘For you, dear James, it is easy. You can start off by resigning. That was a 

brilliant thought of yours, a splendid start to your new career. And so simple. 

Everyone has the revolver of resignation in his pocket. All you’ve got to do 

is pull the trigger and you will have made a big hole in your country and 

your conscience at the same time. A murder and a suicide with one bullet! 

Splendid! What a difficult and glorious profession. As for me, I must start 

embracing the new cause at once.’ 

 

He looked at his watch. 

 

‘Good. I’ve started already. I’m half an hour late for a meeting with the chief 

of police.’ 

 

He rose to his feet laughing. 

 

‘That was most enjoyable, my dear James. You really ought to go on the 

halls. Now about that little problem of yours, this business of not knowing 

good men from bad men and villains from heroes, and so forth. It is, of 

course, a difficult problem in the abstract. The secret lies in personal 

experience, whether you’re a Chinaman or an Englishman.’ 

 

He paused at the door. 
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‘You admit that Le Chiffre did you personal evil and that you would kill him 

if he appeared in front of you now? 

 

‘Well, when you get back to London you will find there are other Le 

Chiffres seeking to destroy you and your friends and your country. M will 

tell you about them. And now that you have seen a really evil man, you will 

know how evil they can be and you will go after them to destroy them in 

order to protect yourself and the people you love. You won’t wait to argue 

about it. You know what they look like now and what they can do to people. 

You may be a bit more choosy about the jobs you take on. You may want to 

be certain that the target really is black, but there are plenty of really black 

targets around. There’s still plenty for you to do. And you’ll do it. And when 

you fall in love and have a mistress or a wife and children to look after, it 

will seem all the easier.’ 

 

Mathis opened the door and stopped on the threshold. 

 

‘Surround yourself with human beings, my dear James. They are easier to 

fight for than principles.’ 

 

He laughed. ‘But don’t let me down and become human yourself. We would 

lose such a wonderful machine.’ 

 

With a wave of the hand he shut the door. 

 

‘Hey,’ shouted Bond. 
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But the footsteps went quickly off down the passage. 
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Postscript – The Film Casino Royale 

 

The film Casino Royale from 2006, starring Daniel Craig as James Bond, is 

somewhat different from the original book in its plot and characterizations.  

You will find that out for yourself if you read the book and then watch the 

film.  If you haven’t seen the film or read the book, read the book first, 

watch the film, then read the book a second time. 

 

In actual fact, few of the Bond films are true to the Fleming books, but that 

is to be understood for a number of reasons, if not the least of which is the 

passage of time and the march of history.  What might have been a credible 

villain during the Cold War, is a different villain some fifty-five years later 

in 2006.   

 

Yet, Bond is Bond – he is there to be something good fighting something 

evil.   

 

Ironically in the film, the torture scene is somewhat true to the book with a 

bit of artistic licence – Bond taunts Le Chiffre to do his worst ...  
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The Examination Unit and Station Point Grey 

 

During the Second World War radio interception of enemy messages and 

their decryption came into their own. In the UK Bletchley Park and 

offshoots were the main UK contribution, while Arlington Hall (now known 

as the Puzzle Palace or No Such Agency) was the American contribution. 

 

Canada also had a Bletchley Park and it was titled The Examination Unit.  

Its main head quarters was in an unassuming house next to that of the Rt. 

Hon. Prime Minister of Canada The Rt. Hon. MacKenzie King.   

 

When the British Secret Service lost their radio intercept station on 

Stonecutter’s Island to the Japanese invasion of Hong Kong in December 

1941, it was decided to replace some of its Special Intelligence work by a 

dedicated Intercept station called Station Point Grey.   

 

One of the more interesting Canadian espionage stories was the radio 

intercept work done at Station Point Grey on the campus of the University of 

British Columbia, in Vancouver, BC.  The author has written extensively 

about Station Point Grey in a series of articles titled “Station Point Grey and 

Special Intelligence” which are available at archive.org.  Much of what 

Station Point Grey actually did is still classified, or has been lost forever!  

 

******* 
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Station Point Grey by Patrick Bruskiewich RCNVR (ret.) 

 

[Excerpt from: Gotterdamerung – Twilight of the Gods, Patrick 

Bruskiewich, 2013] 

 

Chapter 4: Station Point Grey: Worth its Weight in Naval Steel 

 

The dots and dashes faded in and out as the atmospherics played with the 

message.  She was very tired and concentrated as best she could at three in 

the morning.  Her eyes were sore from the lateness, but it was her job. It 

might also have been the ozone in the air in the room full of radio 

equipment.   Some nights the equipment made you hair stand end on.  It 

mustn’t been good for them. 

 

With one hand transcribing the rhythm to paper, she carefully tuned the knob 

to improve the reception.  The fading lessened.   

 

The lyricism of the dots and dashes reminded her of her piano playing.  To 

her some music was logical like Bach, and other pieces dripping in 

sentimentality like Chopin.  His fist tapping the key half way around the 

world told her that he was a Chopin.   

 

She tried to imagine him, that anonymous radioman on the other side of the 

world, and the other side of the conflict.  The softness of his touch, 

contrasted with the crispness of the edges.  He must play the piano.  If not 

his was a wasted talent.   
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Dash dot dot dot.  Susan Ross wrote ROKU on the form.  The next grouping 

dot dash dash dash dash ICHI.  From experience she knew that it was a page 

number and line number.   

 

The message continued and she too continued to transcribe the message onto 

the standard yellow RCN intercept form.  It was slow, tedious and 

meticulous work.  The kind of thing she was really good at.  Sort of like her 

piano playing, without any creativity.   

 

When there was a pause she let her hand drop from the knob and lifted her 

half finished cigarette to her lips.  She glanced at the sign over the door and 

smiled.  NO SMOKING!   Well, hell, I need to stay awake don’t I? 

 

With the middle watch there was no one here but one duty officer and three 

WRENS, and they closed ranks.  He was a left over from the Great War of 

’14-’18 and they were two decades too young for him.  Besides he smoked a 

pipe and reeked of whiskey and tobacco. Maybe this is why his wife had left 

him?  That and the fact he chased skirts. 

 

The dots and dashes resumed.  Two minutes.  Its good she had not gone to 

spend a penny she thought.  There was no one to relieve her.    She 

continued the monotony of the job for another three quarter of an hour and 

as the signal once again began to fade the message came to an abrupt end.   

The early morning atmospherics were arriving.   

 

Without taking the earphones off she stood and stretched.  Six pages of 

message forms in triplicate for this message.    As she looked out the 
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window to the east the sky had begun to turn a purple hue.  Dawn would 

soon be upon them and another night watch would have come to an end. 

 

She was lucky.  Her contribution to the war effort was pretty straight 

forward, unlike others who had to toil at a factory job or worst, and unlike 

her dear brother who flew for the RCAF.  She sat and intercepted messages, 

a small part of a secret network of RCN and RN naval intercept sites 

scattered around the world.   

 

One third of the way around the world in Germany there was a Chopin 

sending out his messages from Berlin.  And one third of the way around the 

world in the other direct, there was some agent of the criminal Hirohito 

receiving these messages in Tokyo.   

 

And in the middle, at the right latitude and distance from both centres of the 

evil empires, sat this little insignificant building with the handful of 

unassuming and insignificant Wrens and Naval officers doing their duty to 

the King and country. 

 

Her post was a Marconi receiver in a little building on the campus of the 

University of British Columbia – Naval Intercept post Station Point Grey.  

One hundred metres to the West was a steep drop to the Pacific Ocean 

below.  Surrounding the building was a set of tall antennas that she along 

with a handful of other very skilled operators used to snatch the signals out 

of the airways.  A few hundred yards to the west the Campus of the 

Cambridge of the West Coast. 
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She rubbed the small of her back and hips.  Her back was sore from bending 

over her receiver and her kidneys throbbing.  If she didn’t do something 

soon things might burst.   

 

She looked down at her radio receiver, with all its knobs, metres, dials and 

switches.  Somehow she felt that if she huddled closely in communion with 

this big gun grey box the set would function better.  Or maybe it was just she 

who was just able to function better, and able to not miss a single dash or 

dot.  The little grey box may seem innocuous but she somehow knew her 

Marconi was as lethal to the Japanese as any RCN naval ship.   Good 

intelligence was worth its weight in naval steel and naval men they had told 

her when she took her training.   

 

They also told her “loose lips sink ships”.  She had not felt angry in the least 

when they had carted away Japanese students from UBC in early 1942, even 

some of her classmates in first year.  After all it was their uncles and aunts 

who were making war for Hirohito, and the divided loyalties of these 

handful of Japanese students were not hidden all that far beneath the surface 

of things.   

 

They could not escape their upbringing, and Canadians could not bring 

themselves to trust anyone of Japanese heritage in the very least.  It was bad 

enough the Japanese had made war with China and had raped and pillaged 

Nankin in ’37, but they had declared war on Canada in 1941 and its allies in 

the world, and war is a dirty business. 
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She also knew that this wasn’t a question of Race.  Canada was not at war 

with Asia, not with Chinese nor with Koreans, only against the 

perniciousness Japanese, and the horrible things they were doing in the name 

of their emperor and his tribal customs.  There is nothing noble with the 

Samurai ands their Bushido code – they are just butchers who have 

ritualized butchery! 

 

It angered everyone that they had done a sneak attack on Pearl Harbour on 

December 7
th

, 1941 and then said no, they would not abide by the terms of 

the Hague and Geneva conventions, even as they carted off the survivors of 

the defence of Hong Kong and set these brave Canadians and Brits soldiers 

into a greater hell than battle itself.  They haven’t even declared was when 

they attacked.  Deceit was the way of the Japanese. 

 

She did not feel bad in they very least listening in to the other side’s 

messages.  She knew that the quicker she and her friends at Station Point 

Grey could help win this war, the better for the world in general.  

 

They were told that their job was of special importance to the success of the 

allied efforts against Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan.  But no one told 

them how it was important.  The messages were just gibberish.  A 

scrambling of Kana that resembled a bunch of scrabble pieces tossed down 

haphazard on a board.   

 

She had guesses that somewhere, somehow, someone was able to make 

sense of the gibberish.  As she stared down at the six pages of message form 
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her eyes came into focus on a grouping of numerical groups midway through 

the message.   

 

When Chopin played his dots and dashes he always seemed to hesitate at 

special groupings of numbers, not just number in general but just a few 

groupings.  Theses were the clues that she felt needed to be understood.  

They were evidently special!  She glanced across the room at the duty 

officer and saw his back was turned.   

 

Quickly the jotted down the seventeen numbers on a small piece of paper 

and folded it crisply.  She took her earphones off and set them onto the table 

before her.  The earphones gave a slight click as the rolled on the table.  The 

duty officer stirred and glanced over his shoulder. 

 

“Ready to file?”  he asked, his eyes as bored as his words.  She swallowed.  

“Just filling in some missing groups …”.  He nodded at her and turned back.  

What a damnable ogre she thought! 

 

That was close!  She opened the button on her tunic and quickly slid her 

hand into the tunic and tucked the small piece of paper in her brassiere.  The 

paper pinched her nipple and she flinched.  The pinch just heightened the 

excitement she felt.  Her heart was pounding.  She had never done anything 

like this in the four years she had sat at her receiver.  But the message that 

came over the airwaves tonight she knew was special.   

 

She wanted to know for herself just how special.  She drew her hand out 

from under her tunic and buttoned it close.  She gathered up the six pages of 
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message form and clipped them together with a paper clip, making sure the 

six pages had the proper designator and sequencing.   

 

Before she stepped away from her receiver she flicked the switch from 

earphone to speaker.  A soft static filled the room.  If a message began to 

arrive during her absence, one of the others in the middle watch could rush 

over and pick up the message.  She knew that was unlikely.  Chopin only 

played once a night.  His messages were short and very important, and she 

was the best intercept operator.  The two were well matched. One played 

while the other listened. 

 

She walked over to the duty officer’s desk and laid the sheets down in front 

of him.  He did not look up as she walked past. 

 

She made her way to the door and without turning back she merely stated “I 

need a breath of fresh air.”  She stopped briefly and looked at her jacket 

hanging on a peg next to the door.  She started to lift her hand and then 

changed her mind.  Her back ached.  It would only get in the way she 

thought.  She left her jacket on the peg.   

 

He did not even look up as she opened the door and stepped out onto the 

porch.  The porch was unlit.  The stairs were painted white and if you kept 

tabs with your side vision you could just make out the steps.   

 

She looked up.  It was still dark enough for stars to be seen.   She walked 

carefully down the stairs holding the handrails.  When she got to the bottom 
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she stopped.  The coldness of the morning caused her to cringe.  Perhaps he 

should have put her jacket on.  The men could wear pants but the women 

still had to wear their silly RCN skirt.   

 

She walked to the west of the building and looked carefully both ways.  She 

knew for certain she was alone.  Then she lifted her skirt, dropped her 

dainties and sat.  The sound of her run sounded ghastly loud but she didn’t 

care.  They all did it, even the men.  Her backside seemed pinched by the 

cold, but she didn’t mind.  The nearest amenity was just too far away across 

the field.   

 

As the course ran itself she thought of the message snippet she had 

purloined.  It was not a military message.  That she knew for certain.  She 

was not tasked to intercept military messages.  That was done down at 

Bainbridge in Washington States.  The message was too short to be a 

diplomatic message.  Ambassador Oshima was too verbose and sent long 

winded messages too often for even Station Point Grey to intercept. 

 

It was not doubt either a commercial or a scientific message.  She did not 

know for certain, but she suspected the latter.  In the back of her mind she 

also felt that it had something to do with chemistry.  She just felt it. It was 

just a hunch, nothing more.  
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After her run trickled to a stop, she stood and straightened things.  High 

overhead she heard the sound of a single multi-engine airplane.  She looked 

up again and wondered about her brother.   

 

He was with the RCAF flying, Lancasters and he had gone missing.  Both 

her brother and his plane had disappeared on a raid over a target a short 

distance Northeast from Berlin.  She had been told, unofficially mind you, 

that his raid had something to do with rockets and then told to forget what 

she had been told.   

 

As she walked back up the porch and into the building she thought to herself 

what she had in the way of a puzzle was like a crossword with only 

questions and no answers.   She had nothing more really to base her 

assumption about the message than the feeling that it was too 

straightforward to be anything else other than chemistry.  But how would 

she sort this assumption out? 

 

As she opened the door she was hit by a wave of dank hot air.  It smelled of 

pipe tobacco.  He was at it again.  Three stack Tom they called him.  His 

lighting of his pipe heralded the last hour of their watch.  She closed the 

door behind her and peered out across the room.  The fluorescent fixtures 

illuminated the pawl of smoke from above.  It had a blue tinge that tracked 

all the way back to the duty officer at his desk.   

 

The other two Wrens looked up at her as she walked back to her desk.  One 

motioned to the duty officer with her thumb and the other just rolled her 

eyes.  They each took their turn … 
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She understood.  If she walked over and flirted with him, he would be forced 

to set down his awful pipe and pay her attention.  She nodded back to the 

two and lifter her bust and straightened her skirt before walking over to the 

duty officer. 

 

As if he anticipated her visit he had already unclenched his teeth from his 

pipe and was lifting his hand to remove the dreadful thing from his mouth.   

 

She marched over to his desk and balanced herself at its edge.  She knew 

with the other two present things would not get out of hand.   

 

Nonetheless, it was her turn to tease the ogre.  She glanced at the clock out 

of the corner of her eye. 0320.  Forty minutes to the end of the watch.  She 

could feel his eyes measuring her up and down.   He set his pipe down in the 

ash tray … and leered.  His teeth with crooked and brown with age.  His grin 

equally so.  Just as he was about to speak to her, the soft static from her 

receiver was broken by a dot and a dash. 

 

Chopin was once again playing.  She rushed across the room and lifted the 

earphones to her ears, flicking the switch from speaker to earphones and 

grabbing a new message form.  She glanced back at the duty officer.  His 

face was forlorn, like that of a jilted lover. 

 

She meekly smiled back at him, and proceeded to write the Kana groups 

onto the form as they poured forth from the earphones.  As the piece of 
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paper she had tucked away scratched across her skin, a thrill passed over her 

as she crouched over her receiver.    

 

Tell me more all your secrets …  

 

dot dot dash dot dot … TO  

 

dot dot dot … RA  
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Tradecraft and Technology 
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The Oerlikon Gun from Switzerland by Gerald Pawle 

 

[Chapter 6 from Secret War by Gerald Pawle, 1957] 

 

When it became known that Admiral Somerville was not returning to the 

Admiralty his Research and Development Section gained a new temporary 

parent. The Signals Division relinquished their authority, and the Wheezers 

and Dodgers moved under the wing of D.T.S.D. the Director of Training and 

Staff Duties. It was through one of the D.T.S.D.'s staff, Commander Stephen 

Roskill, that Goodeve became involved with the Oerlikon gun. 

 

The story of the Navy's connexion with the Oerlikon had its beginnings 

several years before the war. In the late twenties study of anti-aircraft 

defence problems in the Admiralty led to the development of two specialized 

weapons a 2-pounder gun with an eight-barrelled mounting which was to 

become known as the "Chicago Piano," and another gun with four barrels, 

made by Vickers. 

 

Both had very definite drawbacks. The Chicago Piano was large, heavy, and 

expensive to build, and its range was relatively short. The Vickers gun also 

had a limited range, and since it fired shot of very light weight it was 

unlikely to cause much damage to an aircraft unless it hit a vital spot. In 

addition to these two weapons a development contract was placed in 1933 

for a 4-inch twin mounting gun; but, although about a thousand eventually 

went into service, they too were large and heavy affairs, and they were not 

suitable for all classes of warship. 
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This latter gun did not come into service until 1937. By then it was 

alarmingly certain that if war broke out in the near future the Royal Navy 

would start at a serious disadvantage against any adversary with a powerful 

air arm. 

 

One of the few naval officers to foresee clearly the danger from the air was 

Lord Louis Mountbatten. In January 1937 he was serving as a commander in 

the Naval Air Division of the Admiralty when an Austrian named Antoine 

Gazda was brought to see him. Gazda produced the plans of a remarkable 

new weapon designed for use against dive-bombers. It had a very high rate 

of fire, spewing out cannon shells at 450 to the minute from its single barrel. 

This was the Oerlikon, and behind its development in a factory in Zurich lay 

an interesting story. 

 

There had been an Oerlikon engineering firm in Zurich since 1876, but after 

a spell of great prosperity in the First World War business had slumped in 

the early twenties. In the autumn of 1923 control passed into the hands of a 

machine-tool company in Magdeburg, who sent one of their executives, an 

energetic young man named Buhrle, to take charge of the Zurich plant. 

 

Buhrle quickly saw that the Oerlikon business would never recover its 

prosperity if its activities were restricted to building machine tools alone. 

Casting about for new outlets, he discovered that in Seebach, a neighbouring 

suburb, was an armament firm which had fallen on evil days. It had been 

making 2-cm. guns for the Germans, who were forbidden by the Treaty of 

Versailles to build armaments in their own country, but eventually subsidies 
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had dwindled, and with the death of the manager the fortunes of the 

undertaking declined rapidly.  

 

Buhrle suggested to his employers that they should take over this additional 

factory, together with the patents, designs, and manufacturing rights of the 

Seemag gun made there. By 1932 Oerlikon's new staff of designers and 

constructors had evolved the most up-to-date 2-cm. gun in the world. 

 

It attracted wide attention, and after Lithuania had placed an order others 

quickly followed from Germany, Japan, and Yugoslavia. 

 

One evening in 1935 Buhrle was dining in a Zurich restaurant, when a friend 

introduced him to Antoine Gazda, an Austrian who had been trained in 

Vienna as a mechanical engineer and was now working in Paris. Gazda 

mentioned that he was on his way to Japan, where he had many influential 

contacts, and Buhrle suggested that he should join forces there with the 

Oerlikon agents in that country, Mitsubishi. As a result the Oerlikon gained 

a large order from the Japanese Government for wing guns for aircraft. 

 

On his return from this successful mission Gazda was sent to England to 

offer the gun to the British Government. He took with him an impressive 

film of the Oerlikon in action, and as soon as Lord Louis saw this he realized 

that here was the very weapon which the Royal Navy so desperately needed. 

 

Within a week he had arranged for Gazda to lecture and show the film to a 

number of senior officers, including members of the Board of Admiralty, but 

when the day arrived Gazda found, to his dismay, that he had completely 
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lost his voice. The situation was saved by Mountbatten, who gave a masterly 

running commentary on the film. In that short time he had studied the 

technicalities of 

 

the gun so thoroughly that even the problem of transposing all the figures in 

Gazda's notes from metres and millimetres into feet and inches came easily 

to him. 

 

The lecture was a tour de force, but it produced no immediate results, and 

Mountbatten soon discovered that opinion was strongly ranged against any 

move to adopt the new gun. Possibly the naval ordnance authorities were 

loath to act because they had staked their reputations on the existing anti-

aircraft weapons, and shrank from the inevitable dislocation and expense of 

introducing a radically different alternative. Certainly they could, and did, 

raise the technical objection that at least one feature of its design ran counter 

to the Navy's strict safety precautions the Oerlikon breech did not lock and 

seal before firing. At any rate, the Oerlikon was not looked upon with 

favour, and all through 1937 and 1938 Lord Louis waged a lone campaign to 

secure an unprejudiced trial for the revolutionary new anti-aircraft cannon. 

 

There were endless conferences, repeated demonstrations of the gun at naval 

proving grounds, and the unfortunate Gazda was summoned to no fewer 

than 238 meetings with Admiralty officials.  

 

To Mountbatten, with his passionate interest in technical progress, this 

apparent obstruction of a weapon which would increase the fighting 

efficiency of the Fleet was incomprehensible and distressing. His 
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courageous campaign brought him no popularity with the powers that be, 

and his opponents even put about ugly rumours that he had a financial 

interest in pushing the Oerlikon. Although his identity undoubtedly gave 

him more influence than others of his rank, many officers in similar 

circumstances would have shrugged their shoulders and done no more about 

the matter when they found opposition so obdurately aligned against them. 

 

Not so Mountbatten. In a bid to force the hand of the Navy's ordnance 

advisers he got an Oerlikon fitted to a new type of M.T.B. undergoing trials 

at Portsmouth, and an officer from Whale Island, where the gun had already 

been under the microscope, came aboard to give it a further test. But it was 

not until Admiral Sir Roger Backhouse, the Commander-in-Chief of the 

Home Fleet, came to dine one evening with Mountbatten at his penthouse in 

Park Lane that the Oerlikon found a powerful and determined champion in 

high places.  

 

Admiral Backhouse, a gunnery officer himself, was quick to see the 

importance of the new cannon, and when he became First Sea Lord the 

claims of the Oerlikon at last began to receive pressing attention. In 1939 a 

contract was placed for 1500 of the guns from Switzerland, but so much 

delay had occurred that we secured only 109 of these desperately needed 

quick-firing weapons before France fell. 

 

Once they had made up their minds about the Oerlikon, however, the 

Admiralty sent to Zurich the best man they could have chosen to supervise 

and energize production. Steuart Mitchell* had had a brilliant record as a 

young gunnery specialist, but after gaining early promotion his health broke 
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down and he wasr invalided from the Service. In April 1939, when he went 

to Switzerland, he was on the civilian staff of the Chief Inspector of Naval 

Ordnance. 

 

{* Now Sir Steuart Mitchell, Controller of Guided Weapons and Electronics 

at the Ministry of Supply.} 

 

Mitchell found that the Germans were taking a much greater interest than we 

were in the Oerlikon. The Luftwaffe had ordered an aircraft version as their 

answer to the Hispano, and a somewhat Gilbertian situation developed when 

war broke out. The factory at Zurich was busy turning out guns and 

ammunition for both sides but all the steel for gun barrels and recoil springs 

came from Germany, who knew perfectly well that the Oerlikon firm were 

using some of it to make guns for the Royal Navy. 

 

Strangely enough, the Germans made no attempt to hamper the British 

contract, but by the morning of June 7, 1940, it was plain to Mitchell that he 

would be able to get no more guns out of Switzerland. The fall of France 

was imminent, and Italy was on the brink of war. He arranged for his wife 

and two naval assistants to leave, and on June 16 he himself tried to escape 

by car to Spain. 

 

It was a bright moonlight night, and for some hours they made good 

progress on their journey westward. Eventually, however, they reached the 

side of a great valley; below them, flowing swiftly towards Lyons, was the 

river Rhône. At this moment a strong premonition of danger made Mitchell 

stop the car, and, deciding to reconnoiter the river bank, he clambered down 
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through the scrub at the side of the road. It was lucky he did, for he was still 

moving cautiously under cover when he saw a squad of German motor-cycle 

machine-gunners ride on to the bridge below him and dismount. His only 

escape route in that direction was blocked, and there was nothing for it but a 

return to Zurich. 

 

With Italy in the war Mitchell's only chance was now to head east, and he set 

off alone through the Balkans for Turkey. He took with him information 

about Oerlikon production, drawings of the gun, and three bulky Foreign 

Office sacks, crammed with enough jewel centres for aircraft instruments to 

last the Allies several months a priceless treasure trove, for we were now cut 

off from our main sources of supply in France and Italy. 

 

Making his way through Turkey and Palestine, Mitchell reached Egypt, and 

there a 'plane was waiting to take him to England. In three weeks he was 

back at the Admiralty. 

 

Although an agreement had been reached some months earlier to build the 

Oerlikon under license in England, progress had not so far got beyond the 

planning stage. A factory had been earmarked at Brighton, but when France 

fell this was considered too vulnerable, and a new prospective site was 

suggested at Bangor, in North Wales. The Navy's Director of Armament 

Supply (D.A.S.) had chosen a well-known civilian engineering firm in the 

Midlands to make the gun, but they had many other projects on their hands, 

and there the matter rested. June and July passed, and still no manager for 

Oerlikon production was appointed. 
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Normally the manufacture of an established and tested weapon like the 

Oerlikon would not have concerned Goodeve, but several Gunnery officers 

in the Admiralty who knew that the new department was working on "anti-

aircraft weapons and devices' voiced their opinion that more attention might 

profitably be paid to close range guns and less to 'devices.' They were well 

aware that Goodeve could not conjure up guns like rabbits out of a hat, but 

Commander Roskill, for one, thought that Goodeve's drive and initiative 

might infuse some sense of urgency into the lagging Oerlikon negotiations. 

 

Goodeve was therefore asked to look into the Oerlikon situation, and after he 

had talked things over with Mitchell they both went to Bath to confer with 

Ac Admiralty department officially responsible for the gun's production. As 

a scientist in his civilian days Goodeve had always known complete freedom 

to seek out the facts relevant to any problem on which he was working; in 

the commercial world competition was regarded as the natural, healthy 

corrective to inefficiency. Government establishments, on the other hand, 

tended to regard competition in an entirely different light, condemning it as 

'duplication' and trying to suppress it. The system encouraged resentment of 

any criticism. It provided for one expert in each subject and if that expert 

was rash enough to invite criticism he inevitably lost caste. Reflecting on 

this new environment, Goodeve came to the conclusion that his intervention 

over the Oerlikon was unlikely to gain him any popularity. 

 

So it proved, and the opening broadside fired at him at the meeting took 

precisely the line expected. 
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"The fact that you have come down here at all implies quit unjustifiable 

criticism of us"," he heard and the speaker went on to delivery homily on the 

ethics of Government service. Everything was going according to plan. 

Interference from 'outside' would only slow up the project, he declared. 

There was no special urgency in building a factory, because they had no 

machine tools, and if any help was needed it could only come from someone 

with gun production experience. The meeting broke up on the complacent 

note that the first Oerlikon might be produced from the British factory in two 

years' time. 

 

Soon after he got back to London Goodeve was summoned to see the First 

Sea Lord, Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley Pound. 

 

"We seem to be getting no farther with the Oerlikon” said Pound. "What's 

the reason for all this delay?" 

 

Goodeve explained the incongruous situation there was no factory because 

there were no machine tools, and yet the Admiralty were not entitled to any 

machine tools unless they had a factory to put them in! 

 

Mitchell had actually located a large number of machine tools which would 

have enabled them to start working on the Oerlikon, but he had been told 

that these were already earmarked for the Ministry of Aircraft Production. 

Lord Beaverbrook was the last person to sit back and wait for factories to 

fall into his lap; he had made sure of getting his factory buildings first, and 

characteristically he was first in the queue for any machine tools that were 

going. 
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Pound listened intently. 

 

"You have my full backing in anything you can do to get the guns," he said. 

 

With this carte blanche Goodeve went ahead. 

 

On the way back from a profitless three-day search for a suitable building in 

the Midlands he noticed from the train some new railway running sheds at 

Ruislip. These looked ideal for conversion to the factory they needed, but 

there seemed little chance of persuading the Ministry of Supply to hand 

them over to the Admiralty unless he resorted to bluff. 

 

He took his courage in his hands. When he appeared before the Chairman of 

the Allocation Board next morning to state his claim he explained the vital 

need for the Oerlikon, and then announced boldly that he had 250 machine 

tools but no factory to put them in* 

 

A few moments later he walked out of the meeting with a requisition notice 

for the Ruislip sheds in his pocket and went to see Sir Percy Mills, the 

Controller-General of Machine Tools. After waving the requisition note in 

front of him Goodeve got an initial allocation of tools within a week. At long 

last the Oerlikon project seemed to be moving ahead. 

 

The next step was to persuade D.A.S. and the firm they had chosen to make 

the gun that the Ruislip sheds now in their hands provided a sensible 

alternative to a non-existent factory at Bangor. In addition, a target time for 
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production had to be fixed. This produced a battle royal round the 

Controller's conference table, with Admiral Fraser acting as a firm referee. 

 

Goodeve's opponents, prophesying prompt destruction of any project at 

Ruislip by enemy bombing, lost their case for Bangor ; the saving in time by 

using a ready-made building justified the risk of bomb damage. Argument 

then switched to the target date for producing the first gun. 

 

Having gone into the design of the Oerlikon with Mitchell and studied the 

production problems as closely as he could, Goodeve was sure the first gun 

could be finished in six months. "Ridiculous," said the manufacturer. 

"Nonsense," said the representative of D.A.S. The discussion raged for three 

and a half hours before Admiral Fraser rapped on the table. 

 

"Gentlemen, I have to make a decision," he said, "and that decision is that 

the Oerlikon is to be produced six months from now." 

 

Then, turning to the losers of this argument, he added with a mischievous 

smile, "If you don't know how to do it, ask Goodeve." 

 

At tea after the meeting Goodeve backed his opinion with two wagers. To 

the Manufacturer he offered a bottle of brandy if a bomb fell on Ruislip 

before the first Oerlikon was finished; to the Director of Naval Ordnance he 

promised another if the first Oerlikon took longer than six months. 

 

For a short time there was furious activity. The makers of the gun rushed 

their architects to Ruislip; London Passenger Transport Board moved their 
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Underground railway coaches out of the sheds; and machine tools began to 

arrive. It was the machine tools, however, that caused the first serious hitch. 

There were not enough of them, and it took several pitched battles between 

Engineer Rear- Admiral Harold Perring, the Admiralty machine-tool 

controller, and the Ministry of Aircraft Production, who wanted all available 

tools for making the Hispano gun for their fighters, before Perring, a very 

forceful character, got what he needed. Goodeve, who had been dealing with 

personnel problems, also ran up against a snag which threatened to slow up 

production. There were not enough executives to supervise the work at 

Ruislip, and by the end of October things looked black. Only thirty of the 

machine tools had been wired up; the architects and builders were weeks 

behind schedule, and Goodeve often found himself in sole control at the 

sheds issuing and approving plans because the manufacturers had no one on 

the spot to take decisions. 

 

The firm under contract to build the gun had many other projects on their 

hands for the Services, and they had been used to dealing with the influential 

M.A.P., whose organization steam-rollered over all supply difficulties for 

them. Accustomed to every priority, they were unwilling to improvise with 

the trickle of equipment which the Admiralty could secure now that convoy 

losses were cutting down supplies of everything from machinery to food. 

They took the attitude that they could do nothing to hasten the job, and 

Goodeve, worried at the lack of drive which left the existing resources of the 

factory idle, was finally forced to report to Admiral Fraser. 

The Admiral descended on Ruislip, toured the silent factory, and gave the 

contracting firm a piece of his mind. As he stamped out he said to Goodeve, 
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"You're in charge from now on. And I want a progress report handed to me 

personally once a week." 

 

His visit galvanized the manufacturers. Whatever further complications 

Ruislip might produce, they wanted no more salvos from the Admiral, and 

every one got down to work. Within a few months the factory was a hive of 

industry, and Goodeve, who was spending half his time there and half at the 

Admiralty directing the labors of his research team, began to feel that his 

somewhat thankless task with the gun was almost at an end. Before he could 

return to his own department, however, he was involved in two memorable 

incidents. 

 

When work on the gun began at Ruislip Russia was still an ally of Germany, 

and Communist agents lost no time in stirring up trouble in the factory. With 

Ruislip not getting under way until the end of 1940, the Oerlikon 

management could not pick and choose their workers; they had to take on a 

very mixed bag, among them a number of undesirables already dismissed 

from other factories. Here was fertile ground for Communist propaganda. 

 

Agents were infiltrated into key positions, and for some time the shop 

stewards were able to discover in advance the gist of many decisions taken 

by the management. Whenever these related to welfare problems a violent 

agitation would promptly be launched to secure precisely the concessions 

which were about to be announced. This tactic won the Communists much 

support as champions of their workmates, until a dummy resolution was 

deliberately fed into the minutes of the Management Committee, and thus 
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the leakage was traced to a clerk in the drawing-office. He had been passing 

copies of all confidential memoranda straight to the shop stewards! 

 

The spirit in the factory worried Goodeve. With the country fighting for 

survival, here were British workmen doing their level best to sabotage the 

war effort. To bring home to the bulk of the men the importance of the 

Oerlikon he got permission for a sailor who had fired the gun in action to 

come down to Ruislip and give a talk one day during the lunch break. The 

ideal ambassador arrived from one of the home ports a great, burly Able 

Seaman who gave a vivid description of the fighting at Narvik, where he had 

manned an Oerlikon mounted on a railway truck, and his gun had been 

heavily engaged against the German dive-bombers. In his breezy, natural 

way he was the best possible advocate for the new gun, and he got a 

tremendous reception, which made the sequel to his visit all the more 

bizarre. On the following morning the shop stewards demanded to see the 

management. "We realize now how important this gun is/' said their 

spokesman, "and we think it's a damned disgrace what you're paying us." 

With that he thrust forward a claim for higher wages for the whole factory 

staff, and threatened an immediate strike if this was not granted. The 

sabotage campaign was stepped up, with more demands, more strikes and 

threats of strikes and finally the ringleader and two others overreached 

themselves. 

 

With the shortage of manpower it was not easy to deal with indiscipline, and 

permission to dismiss workers had to be secured from the Ministry of 

Labour. "You'll have to fire them," Goodeve told the works manager, and, to 

his relief, the permit was given. Two hours after the trouble-makers were 
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sacked the inevitable deputation of shop stewards arrived with an ultimatum. 

"Either the men are reinstated or we call out the whole works," they said.  

 

Goodeve walked down into the factory and,' calling the men round him, he 

said to the ringleaders hanging on the fringe of the crowd, "Tell your 

brother-workmen what your complaints are!" 

 

The malcontents had their say, and then Goodeve's turn came. He told the 

men of the ultimatum which had followed the Able Seaman's talk; he told 

them about the leakage from confidential meetings, and how in every case 

the agitators had taken the credit for decisions already made by the 

management. He then suspended work for the day. "Make up your minds by 

nine o'clock to-morrow if you want to go on working here," he said bluntly. 

 

That same afternoon another group of workers called on the management, 

and presented a different ultimatum. They threatened a counter-strike if the 

agitators were re-engaged! By nightfall the story of the real issues behind the 

dispute had spread through the whole district, and there was a great deal of 

frank talking in the local pubs. Next day every man in the Oerlikon factory, 

with the exception of the three who had been dismissed, was back at his job. 

The workers held a fresh election of shop stewards, and from that time there 

was no trouble. 

 

The last major problem for Goodeve to tackle before he returned to the 

Admiralty developed through an unexpected failure in the supply of gun 

barrels. The elaborate machinery needed to bore the channel through the 

immensely tough steel they were using failed to arrive. It was a serious 
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bottleneck, threatening a delay of three to four months in the production of 

the gun. Searching for some way out of the impasse, Goodeve suddenly 

thought of William Dennis Kendall. 

 

At his engineering works at Grantham Kendall was turning out hundreds of 

barrels every day for a gun very similar to the Oerlikon the 20-mm. Hispano 

which he was making for the R.A.F. Whereas the Oerlikon had to stand up 

to very rigorous use it had to be completely waterproof and be capable of 

instant use after months of idleness and exposure to rough weather the 

Hispano was a lighter and much more intricate weapon. But Goodeve knew 

that Kendall's machines could make barrels for the Oerlikon, and the idea of 

enlisting the aid of an M.A.P. factory to turn out parts for a naval gun 

particularly appealed to him. It offered, too, a chance of success at a 

particularly difficult sport the game of Beating the Beaver. In the priorities 

battle Lord Beaverbrook was already one round up, thanks to his astute 

cornering of the machine tools which the Admiralty had coveted for the 

Oerlikon. 

 

To Lincolnshire, therefore, went Goodeve and Admiral Perring. They found 

Kendall a willing ally, and as soon as the predicament of the Oerlikon 

factory was explained to him he made an immediate offer of fifty barrels 

within a month, to be followed by a second fifty.  

 

"All I want from you is the steel to make them with," he said. "I can't very 

well use M.A.P.'s steel." 

 

"How are we going to pay your firm for this?" asked Goodeve. 
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"Oh, don't worry about that," said Kendall cheerfully. "The Beaver will pay 

the bill; he won't mind a bit." 

 

To Goodeve it seemed distinctly doubtful whether M.A.P.'s boss would, in 

fact, support this illicit naval co-operation quite so readily if he ever came to 

hear about it, but Kendall was as good as his word. Within a month fifty 

barrels had quietly arrived at Ruislip, and this tided the naval factory over its 

crisis. 

 

With the teething troubles of the Oerlikon now at an end, Goodeve was free 

to grapple once more with other “weapons and devices.'  From the 

Admiralty in February and March 1941 he continued to follow reports of the 

Oerlikon's progress with keen interest. No bomb ever dropped on Ruislip, 

and although he lost one of his wagered bottles of brandy his estimate was 

not far wide of the mark. The first gun was finished and sucessfully tested in 

seven months. Within a year Ruislip was turning out 750 Oerlikons every 

month, and by the autumn of 1942 this output had risen to 1000. Shadow 

factories in the West of England were turning out half as many again. 

 

To tell the full story of the gun which played such a vital part in the war at 

sea would be out of place here, for Charles Goodeve and the members of his 

team who helped in the birth of the Ruislip factory only appeared in this first 

phase. But the American venture which had its beginnings in Mitchell's 

genius for organization and improvisation calls for special mention. 
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To insure against the destruction of the Ruislip factory by enemy bombing 

Mitchell had been sent to America in October 1940 to set up an organization 

for making the gun there. The difficulties he had to contend with from the 

start were enough to dismay anyone less determined, for he found a nation 

still at peace, and, with all production geared to peace-time needs, no large 

firm would look at the Oerlikon contract. Mitchell turned to the small 

jobbing firms in New England. He had an Admiralty credit for 40,000,000 

dollars and soon he had persuaded over a hundred of the little firms to turn 

out parts for the Oerlikon in driblets of twenty and tihirty. A small mill was 

leased in Providence, Rhode Island, and equipped with thousands of second-

hand machine tools. Mitchell set to work to convert all his Swiss drawings 

of the gun; every calculation had to be transposed from millimetres to 

inches. The works at Zurich had shipped a gun for America to act as a 

prototype, but it fell into the hands of the Germans at Bordeaux. Another 

was then sent by destroyer from England. 

 

In spite of all these early setbacks Mitchell felt confident enough to cable the 

Admiralty a month after he arrived, giving an estimate of seven months for 

production of the first gun, but before they could go ahead there was an all-

important hurdle to clear. 

 

No war material could be made in the United States unless it was considered 

suitable for use by the American forces. The fate of the Oerlikon therefore 

hinged on the opinion of the U.S. Navy, and to their proving ground at 

Dahlgren one day came Captain William Blandy, * then serving in the 

Bureau of Ordnance as an anti-aircraft specialist. Manning the gun himself, 

Mitchell fired bursts at a strip of armour plate, at an aircraft wing, and at a 
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self-sealing tank. The Captain said little, and Mitchell could not make out 

whether he was impressed or not. 

 

{* Captain Blandy was later to become one of the great naval figures of the 

war, and he was Commander-in-Chief of the first atom trials at Bikini 

Atoll.} 

 

After some minutes Mitchell sat him in the seat behind the gun and strapped 

up the harness. "Just write B for Blandy in the sky That'll show you how 

easily the gun handles," he said. Captain Blandy began a little gingerly, but 

he quickly warmed to his work as he neared the lower half of the letter B. 

When he unbuttoned his harness he was grinning broadly. 

"Well, Commander," he said, "I guess we'll buy that!" And that was all. In 

precisely twenty minutes, one man, acting on his own judgment, had reached 

a decision which had taken the Admiralty eighteen months of trials and 

bitter argument.  Admittedly the U.S. Navy by then had the benefit of a 

report from the Admiralty on the performance of the gun in action, and on a 

visit to Washington Mountbatten himself had confirmed the Oerlikon's 

potentialities but the speed with which the American Navy acted was 

impressive. 

 

For their country too the war clouds were gathering now, and on the 

afternoon of Pearl Harbour Mitchell had a 'phone call. "We're 

commandeering everything you've got," said the voice at the other end of the 

line. The quick-firing cannon gun from Switzerland was a vital factor in 

getting the U.S. Navy back into the fight which had begun so disastrously 
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for them, and before long they were fitting as many as 90 Qerlikons into one 

ship.  

 

Mitchell worked on in the States for two more years, and he never ceased to 

marvel at the flexibility of American industry. There was no ammunition 

industry there at the start. It simply did not exist, and the Americans had to 

be shown every move how to make cartridge cases and filling plant, how to 

develop propellant which matched the ballistics of the gun, and how to 

develop the filling of primer caps and shells with new types of explosives. 

But in the end they were turning out 30,000,000 rounds every month and 

making as many Oerlikon guns every eighteen hours as the Admiralty had 

ordered altogether when they handed out the first contract to the factory in 

Zurich. 

 

Cold statistics reveal that the United States alone spent 2,000,800,000,000 

dollars on the cannon which Earl Mountbatten, now Britain's First Sea Lord, 

had had to fight so hard and so long to introduce into the Royal Navy and 

they employed over 460,000 men and women to make it. 
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The Walther PPK, the classic spy gun by David Szondy, 

 

In 1930, a new pistol went on sale that would revolutionize the firearms 

world. Best known to the public these days as the "James Bond gun", the 

Walther PPK was arguably the first successful handgun made for concealed 

carry, and its now-classic design helped to introduce a number of technical 

features that quickly migrated throughout the industry as it became the most 

copied gun in the world. 

 

In 1958, in the pages of the newly published novel Dr. No, Ian Fleming's 

fictional secret agent James Bond was called into the office of the head of 

MI6, who warned 007 that he had to get rid of his .25 Beretta 418 pistol or 

quit the Double-O section. Major Geoffrey Boothroyd, better known to 

cinema audiences as "Q", then provides Bond with a replacement. 

 

"Walther PPK, 7.65 millimeters, with a delivery like a brick through a plate-

glass window," said Boothroyd in the film version. "The American CIA 

swears by them." 

 

Ever since then, the Walther PPK has been inextricably linked to Bond, but 

Ian Fleming's choice wasn't a random one. In 1956, the real Geoffrey 

Boothroyd, a Glasgow firearms expert, wrote to Fleming, saying that, 

though he enjoyed the Bond novels, he didn't think the Beretta suited 007. 

 

Boothroyd offered a number of suggestions. After a lot of discussion back 

and forth, Fleming decided to swap the Beretta for the Walther PPK, wrote 
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the Beretta out of the series, and introduced the fictional version of 

Boothroyd in appreciation. 

 

Since then, the PPK has continued to be carried by every actor who played 

Bond in the cinema, as well as any number of imitators, but this wasn't just a 

random choice. Before Bond was even thought of, the Walther PPK was 

already acknowledged as one of those rare design classics. Like a Rolex 

Submariner, a Porsche 911, or the first chord in A Hard Day's Night, it hits 

such a perfect sweet spot that there isn't much point to altering it, aside from 

the odd tweak here and there. No wonder that a PPK manufactured today 

could be mistaken for one from almost a century ago. 

 

In addition, the PPK was a true technological game-changer. After its 

introduction in 1930, it quickly became the most cloned gun in the world, 

with imitations popping up in countries on both sides of the Iron Curtain 

during the Cold War. 

 

The First PPK 

 

The Walther PPK was derived from what was then the Carl Walther GmbH 

Sportwaffen's Model PP (Polizei Pistole or police pistol) handgun, which 

was released in 1929. Walther had been making a number of semi-automatic 

handguns since 1908 that had a reputation for being well-made and reliable, 

but the PP was a major step in a new direction. As the name implies, it was 

designed to be carried by police officers and it was based on a Continental 

attitude toward police arms. Where the Americans preferred revolvers in a 
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relatively heavy caliber, Europeans opted for smaller, lighter handguns more 

suited to densely populated cities. 

 

The Model PP was also streamlined and was one of the first handguns made 

from an alloy instead of steel to cut down on weight. It was immediately 

successful, but the police wanted a smaller version that could be carried 

concealed by plainclothes officers and undercover detectives. 

 

The result was the Walther PPK (Polizei Pistole Kriminal or police pistol – 

detective). 

 

Designing the PPK 

 

The idea of a conceal carry pistol wasn't new. Small pocket pistols had been 

around for decades, but these tended to be either one- or two-shot items like 

the Derringer or tiny, very-small-caliber guns like the Colt Model 1908 Vest 

Pocket that Peter Lorre pulled on Humphrey Bogart in The Maltese Falcon. 

 

The PPK was something very different. Like the PP, it was streamlined, only 

much more so, with every edge that could catch on clothing smoothed away. 

Even the front sight was milled into a tiny, graceful curve. It was also small, 

weighing only 21 oz (590 g) with a 3.3-in (83-mm) barrel, giving it an 

overall length of 6.1 in (155 mm) and a height of 3.9 in (100 mm), though a 

pinky rest on the magazine adds a bit more height. Other weight and size 

reductions came by using a wrap-around plastic grip instead of one with a 

steel back strap. 
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This was combined with a magazine of seven standard 7.65 mm cartridges 

that were a compromise between size and stopping power that made the PPK 

a lightweight by some standards, but deadly at close quarters. It also came in 

a number of variants that chambered the 9 mm kurz (.380 ACP), the .22 LR, 

and 6.35 mm cartridges. 

 

Being compact with reasonable stopping power, the PPK was an instant hit 

with European police forces. But why? What made the Walther PPK so 

successful that it's still made 90 years after its birth? 

 

The answer lies in its design, much of which was carried over from the PP, 

that combines a very sophisticated mechanism with very simple execution. 

Semi-automatic pistols work by means of the upper part of the handgun 
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acting as a slide, which is forced backward by the recoil as the gun fires. 

This powers the mechanism that ejects the spent round and loads the next 

one from the magazine into the firing chamber. 

 

Without going on a long technical detour, most semi-automatic pistols use a 

tilt-barrel system, where the barrel can move and tilt up as the slide pushes 

back. This helps to solve some of the problems of a handgun with a short 

barrel, but it's also a complex mechanism with a number of moving parts. 

The PPK is what is called a straight blowback design, where the barrel is 

fixed to the gun's frame and acts as a guide rod for the recoil spring. This not 

only makes the mechanism simpler, it also makes the PPK more accurate 

than comparable tilt-barrel models. Unfortunately, it also gives the PPK a 

good kick when it's fired because the mechanism doesn't absorb much of the 

recoil. 

 

Safety 

 

Since the PPK was designed for concealed carry in situations where a holster 

might be abandoned in favor of a pocket or waistband, the Walther PPK 

design places a high premium on safety. Its streamlined design helped stop 

anything from catching on clothing and the mechanism had a number of 

features to prevent it from going off by accident, even with a cartridge in the 

firing chamber. 

 

Most people have heard that handguns often have safety catches, but on the 

PPK the safety does a lot more than lock the mechanism so the trigger can't 

be pulled. Instead, activating the safety locks the firing pin so it can't move 
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toward the cartridge. Then it rotates a steel block behind the firing pin so the 

hammer can't hit it, and, if the hammer is cocked, the safety decocks it, 

pushes the trigger forward, and locks it. 

 

Another safety feature is the signal pin, which is a little metal pin that 

protrudes from the rear of the gun slide when the chamber is loaded. There's 

even a slot in the hammer that makes the pin visible even when the gun is 

being aimed. 

 

Single Action / Double Action 

 

But what really made the PPK stand out when it was introduced was that, 

along with the PP, it was the first successful single-action/double-action 

handgun to reach the market. This means the PPK combines the two basic 

ways a handgun operates into one firearm. 

 

Put simply, in a single action, the gun needs to be cocked before each round 

is fired. Pulling the trigger only releases the hammer. In a double-action 

handgun, pulling the trigger pulls back the hammer and lets it fall, firing the 

gun. Each time the trigger is pulled, the hammer is again pulled back. 
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In a single-action/double-action like the PPK, the mechanism does both. 

Pulling the trigger pulls back the hammer and fires the gun, like in double-

action. The recoil reloads the gun and pulls back and locks the hammer. 

Each subsequent pull releases the hammer, like in a single-action, repeating 

the cycle. This made the PPK much faster and easier to bring into action 

when needed in a hurry. In addition, by combining the two actions, the PPK 

added another safety factor by making the first pull on the trigger hard, 

reducing the chances of the gun going off by accident, and the following 

pulls light, improving accuracy. 

 

The Legend 
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However, there's more to the Walther PPK than good engineering and spy 

films. Like all classic designs, there's a legend that goes with the technology 

that is often as big a selling point as any designer label. 

 

For one thing, the Walther PPK rose to fame at the same time as the Nazi 

party came to power in Germany. In addition to being used by police and 

intelligence services in Germany and abroad, the PPK became very popular 

with the Nazis, becoming a popular presentation piece, with many, often 

with elaborate decorations, awarded to high-ranking officials. In addition, 

party members could buy PPKs at a substantial discount. The result is that 

many desk drawers in the Reich had a red box lurking in the back containing 

a PPK that had never been fired. 

 

During the Second World War, the PPK saw service with the Wehrmacht 

and the Waffen SS and, capping of its Nazi-related notoriety, when Berlin 

fell in 1945 Adolph Hitler committed suicide in the Führerbunker using his 

personal PPK. 
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An ornate PPK 

 

After the war, the PPK was adopted by many intelligence agencies, 

including Britain's MI5 and MI6, Germany's BND, France's SDECE, Israel's 

Mossad and the Swiss Intelligence and Security Service. Even the 

Communist Chinese Intel service and East Germany's Stasi used PPK 

clones. It also served as the template for the Soviet Makarov, Hungarian 

FEG PA-63, Polish P-64, American Accu-Tek AT-380 II, and the 

Argentinian Bersa Thunder 380. 

 

However, the Walther company itself fell on hard times as the Allies forbade 

Germany from arms manufacturing and the original factory fell inside the 

Soviet occupation zone. Using some rescued design papers as collateral, the 
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company set itself up again in Ulm and survived by licensing manufacturing 

rights for the PPK to a French company, Manufacture de Machines du Haut-

Rhin (Manurhin), until Walther could restart manufacturing in Germany in 

1957. 

 

Despite this setback, the PPK remained fantastically popular with the public, 

especially in America. Many returning American GIs smuggled PPKs they 

had acquired in one way or another. In fact, so many reached the States that 

a cottage industry sprang up around marketing these "liberated" PPKs, 

which lasted into the 1960s. 

 

Many PPKs had to make their way into the US by way of bulging diplomatic 

bags, because in 1968 the American government passed a law banning the 

import of small handguns into the country unless they met certain 

conditions. This ban kept the PPK out of US shops until Walther came up 

with the PPK/S variant to beat the ban. Walther paired the frame of the PP 

with the slide and barrel of the PPK to make it 1.8 oz (51 g) heavier and 0.2 

in (5.1 mm) higher. Walther then slapped an S for Sport on the model 

designation, and beat the restrictions to the company's largest market. 

 

In 1983, Walther arranged for the PPK and its PPK/S variant to be 

manufactured in the US under license, first by Ranger Manufacturing and 

then by Smith and Wesson. The latter introduced slight modifications, such 

as a longer "beaver tail" to protect the shooter's hand when the slide shot 

back, and a modified loading ramp to keep the gun from jamming when new 

hollow point ammunition was introduced. 
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The PPK Today 

 

Today, the PPK and PPK/S are manufactured in Germany and Arkansas, so 

some are shipped to the US from Germany, and almost a century after its 

introduction against a world of advanced handguns made of polymer and 

sporting all sorts of technical advances, it stands up surprisingly well. There 

are handguns that are smaller, some that are much more powerful, and there 

are some that feel like toys in weight compared to the stainless steel in a 

Walther PPK, but it's still a very compact weapon with lines that are 

impressive from an aesthetic as well as an engineering aspect. 

 

The PPK retains a reputation of being a good, if unremarkable, pistol. In a 

way, that's actually praise because all the things that make it unremarkable 

today were what made it remarkable in 1930. It's a firearm that took many 

innovations and propelled them into the mainstream. In a sense, if we are 

comparing the PPK to modern handguns, we're often comparing it to itself. 
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Peacetime Uses for V-2 Rockets by Arthur C. Clarke  

 

V2 for Ionosphere Research? 

 

One of the most important branches of radio physics is ionospheric research 

and until now all our knowledge of conditions in the ionosphere has been 

deduced from transmission and echo experiments. One of the more modest 

claims of the British Interplanetary Society was that rockets could be used 

for very high altitude investigations and it will not have escaped your 

readers' notice that the German long-range rocket projectile known as the V-

2 passes through the E layer on its way from the Continent. If it were fired 

vertically without westward deviation it could reach the F1 and probably the 

F2 layer. The implications of this are obvious: we can now send instruments 

of all kinds into the ionosphere and by transmitting their readings back to 

ground stations obtain information which could not possibly be learned in 

any other way. Since the weight of instruments would only be a few pounds-

-as compared with V-2's payload of 2,000 pounds--the rocket required would 

be quite a small one. Its probable take-off weight would be one or two tons, 

most of this being relatively cheap alcohol and liquid oxygen. A parachute 

device (besides being appreciated by the public!) would enable the rocket to 

be re-used. 

 

This is an immediate post-war research project, but an even more interesting 

one lies a little farther ahead. A rocket which can reach a speed of 8 km/sec 

parallel to the earth's surface would continue to circle it for ever in a closed 
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orbit; it would become an ``artificial satellite.'' V2 can only reach a third of 

this speed under the most favourable conditions, but if its payload consisted 

of a small one-ton rocket, this upper component could reach the required 

velocity with a payload of about 100 pounds. It would thus be possible to 

have a hundredweight. of instruments circling the earth perpetually outside 

the limits of the atmosphere and broadcasting information as long as the 

batteries lasted. Since the rocket would be in brilliant sunlight for half the 

time, the operating period might be indefinitely prolonged by the use of 

thermocouples and photo-electric elements. 

 

Both of these developments demand nothing new in the way of technical 

resources; the first and probably the second should come within the next five 

or ten years. However, I would like to close by mentioning a possibility of 

the more remote future--perhaps half a century ahead. 

 

An ``artificial satellite'' at the correct distance from the earth would make 

one revolution every 24 hours; i.e., it would remain stationary above the 

same spot and would be within optical range of nearly half the earth's 

surface. Three repeater stations, 120 degrees apart in the correct orbit, could 

give television and microwave coverage to the entire planet. I'm afraid this 

isn't going to be of the slightest use to our post-war planners, but I think it is 

the ultimate solution to the problem. 

 

ARTHUR C. CLARKE, 

 British Interplanetary Society. 

Letters to the Editor, Wireless World, October 1945 
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WRS VHFUHW! By Wilfred Weiss (1952) 

 

Experts insist that there is no such thing as an absolutely unbreakable code. 

Here’s how cryptanalysis, the science of breaking codes and ciphers, helped 

us to win two World Wars. 

 

An inventor interested in cryptography recently worked out a complicated 

device to encode and decode messages. With a million dollars worth of 

backing, he spent almost ten years in an effort to develop this super machine 

which could produce an unbreakable code. When he finally had it perfected 

he brought it to Washington, D. C. to be examined by the experts. 

 

They broke its code in half an hour! 

 

There is no such thing as an absolutely unbreakable code or cipher. There 

happened to be something basically wrong with this particular machine but 

almost any cipher can be broken within a year. It just depends upon the time, 

effort and type of personnel thrown into the effort. That’s why most military 

codes are changed every six months. 

 

The most spectacular code-breaking job in history took place in Washington, 

D. C. during the recent war. After many years’ of work, the Army perfected 

a machine which could duplicate Japanese coding devices. It was called 

Magic and it accomplished marvelous jobs for us. 

 

Magic actually warned us of Pearl Harbor (but the information was snafued 

and did us no good) and gave us information on German action through 
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reports from the Japanese Berlin ambassador. It enabled us to win the battle 

of the Coral Sea and directed us to convoys in the Pacific. It’s even rumored 

that Yamamoto’s plane was shot down at Bougainville in 1943 with the help 

of information decoded by Magic. 

 

How was it done? Who did it? Nobody, outside of an exclusive little circle, 

knows. Thomas Dewey found out about it during the 1944 presidential 

campaign and was all set to make a speech revealing that we had actually 

been forewarned about Pearl Harbor when General Marshall got wind of the 

speech. He wrote to Dewey asking him not to reveal anything he knew in the 

interests of national defense as publicity would put an end to our use of 

Magic. And Dewey complied. 

 

Cryptanalysis or the solving of codes and ciphers, is gradually being 

recognized as an intricate science, essential to efficient warfare. In the first 

World War, the job was assigned to a few top mathematicians but in the last 

war the Army expanded the operation tremendously. And it paid off— 

witness Magic. 

 

Must you be a genius to be a cryptanalyst? Well, not quite. But an expert 

code breaker must certainly be of superior intellect and must have a great 

deal of specialized knowledge. However, he must also have an 

extraordinarily deductive mind. For instance, in trying to break a message he 

has to take into consideration the time the message was sent, its origin, its 

destination and the political and military news of that period. All these, as 

well as his technical knowledge and high I. Q., help him piece out the 

message. 
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An efficient cryptanalyst also has to break messages within as short a time as 

possible if he’s working under wartime conditions because in battle, action 

is taken rapidly. And old decoded messages can often mean heartbreak 

because of what they could have prevented. 

 

Sometimes, breaking a code is the result of pure luck—the story of 

“lightning gibberish” in the first World War is a good case in point. The 

German radio station at Nauen started broadcasting high-pitched screeches 

and the Allied cryptographers couldn’t make any sense out of the noises at 

all. They recorded them and studied the sounds but nothing seemed to work. 

 

Then, one day some British officers got bored with their old jazz records and 

put a recording of the gibberish on their portable phonograph. It was the 

wind-up type and soon it ran down. As it slowed up, the strange sounds 

began to make sense and suddenly they turned into audible code groups. The 

Germans had simply sped up the voice five or six times! 

 

At other times, breaking a code is the result of having tried every 

conceivable possibility. Another Nauen episode during the first World War 

illustrates this. The German transmitter started sending five digit groups of 

numbers which the Allies couldn’t figure out. They used all their regular 

methods—order – of – frequency charts, special cipher boards and even 

random selection of indicators. But nothing seemed to work. 

 

Then, a cryptographer tried a simple method. He took the first three numbers 

as a page number and the last two numbers as the line from the top of the 
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page. Then, he tried this method on various standard books. Believe it or not, 

it worked with an English-French dictionary and from then on that particular 

German code was a snap. 

 

Sometimes, when it’s essential to get a message out rapidly, a very simple 

code will be used in the hope “that its very simplicity will fool the enemy. 

During World War I, British cryptographers almost allowed this message to 

slip through unnoticed: President’s’ embargo ruling should have immediate 

notice. Grave situation affecting international law. Statement foreshadows 

ruin of many neutrals. Yellow journals unifying national excitement 

immensely. 

 

Take the first letter of each word and you’ll understand why it would have 

been a disastrous error. 

 

At the first sign of danger in time of war, it is standard procedure to destroy 

code books. The books are usually bound in lead covers and it’s considered 

safest to sink them in deep water. 

 

A classic story concerns the German warship Magdeberg during World War 

I. Chased by part of the Russian fleet, she ran aground and was left like a 

duck on a rock. The German officer assigned to destroy the code book was 

making for a small boat which would carry him to deep water where he 

could drop the book according to instructions. Suddenly, a shell blew him 

overboard. * ‘ After the ship was destroyed, the Russian commanding officer 

ordered that the bodies of all Germans be rounded up for burial ashore. One 
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of the first Germans brought in was the code officer—still tightly clutching 

the code book. 

 

The Russians turned over the code book to the British who were able to use 

it to cut down U-boat victories. It was one of the turning points of the war. 

 

Some cryptographic circles suspect that there was a similar case in World 

War II in 1944 when our escort carrier Guadalcanal managed to capture 

intact the German U-Boat U-505. There are rumors that certain invaluable 

code books and devices fell into our hands- which made prosecution of the 

war from then on a trifle easier. However, that is pure speculation. 

 

One thing we can be certain of, though— our armed forces and our state 

department have recognized the importance of the crypt-analyst and are 

doing their utmost to see that the top talent in this field is working for us. 

 

There’s a professional proverb in the field which has gained wide 

circulation—you can break any code as long as you know more about codes 

than the originator. And as long as we have experts like the fellow who, with 

no knowledge of hieroglyphics, broke the Rosetta stone mystery in eight 

hours whereas it took 25 years for scholars to do it, we can be sure we’ve got 

the best. 

 

Here’s an example of nomina obscura, taken from Cryptography—The 

Science of Secret Writing by Laurence Dwight Smith: 
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Concealed in each of the following sentences is a name. The order of the 

letters spelling each name has not been changed and there are no intervening 

letters. If you can do this correctly in less than five minutes you may be of 

cryptanalytic caliber. 

 

1. A MAN’S NAME. As the party meant much to me socially, I kept 

thinking: Will I amuse my guests more by making them play bridge or 

charades? 

2. A GIRL’S NAME. All Saturday afternoon she made linen pillowslips. 

3. A FLOWER. While waiting in the garden I attempted to compose myself, 

for I was nervous and ill at ease. 

4. A COUNTRY. A pelican, a dachshund, and a chimpanzee became fast 

friends. 

5. A CITY. The priest pointed out to me that nearly all the parishioners 

would contribute to the cause. 

6. A FRUIT. When he accused me, neither fear, nor anger, nor pride caused 

me to betray myself. 

7. A FLAVOR. Ivan the Terrible! Ivan, ill and dying, was still the terrible. 

8. A VEGETABLE. A cricket on the hearth heard a wasp in a chimney. 

9. AN ANIMAL. One remained in the frying pan, the rest jumped into the 

fire. 

10. A COLOR. Although the bull’s-eye was large and the target near, only a 

few hit even the outer circle with their arrows. 

 

[Answers will be provided in the next edition of l”Espionage Magazine.] 
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Ce n’est pas en Claire – Decode Le by Patrick Bruskiewich 

 

I have taken the poster from the 2017 Oliver Stone film Snowden and made 

it into a DaDa piece titled Ceci n’est pas en clair – decode le (this is not 

clear – decode it).  There is a hidden message that needs to be decoded. 

 

 

 

Ceci n’est pas en clair – decode le … 

 

You try to decipher:  a a d e f f f k l o o r u  
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Book Review:  Japan’s Secret War by Robert Wilcox 

Third edition Revised and updated. 300 pages 

Permuted Press, NY, 2019 

 

Most of the little espionage secrets from the Second World War have found 

their way into the public domain, and into print, beginning with a trickle of 

stories in the 1950’s and leading to a flood in the mid-1970’s when the thirty 

year rule allowed a more open release of personal memoirs and a more 

selective releases of official wartime documents about code breaking, 

espionage and counterespionage. .   

 

For instance in the 1950’s there was the release of the official version of 

OPERATION MINCEMEAT in a book titled The Man Who Never Was by 

Cdr Ewen Montagu, R.N., later made into a feature film. And there was the 

Cicero Affair about the butler who was a spy in the British Embassy in 

Turkey, first mentioned in the British House of Commons, and later made 

into a feature film starring James Mason. These are a few of the better 

known little espionage secrets. 

 

There have been very few big espionage secrets from the Second World War 

that have found their way into the public domain in the 1970’s as well.  The 

ULTRA SECRET and the decryption of Magic are two of the well known 

big espionage histories that have found their way into print.   

 

In the middle of the 1980’s a book arrived on the scene that has helped to 

slowly open the dark and dusty archives to one of the truly Enormous 
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espionage secrets of the Second World War.  This was the first edition of 

Japan’s Secret War by Robert Wilcox.   

 

In the early 1980’s some small snippets regarding Japan’s wartime nuclear 

weapons program began to trickle into the public domain from several 

independent and credible sources, including some of the Japanese scientists 

who worked on the program and who were nearing the end of their lives.  

They did not want this secret to die with them.  And so it did not.  

 

During the Second World War Japan had an active NBCW development 

program.  For those not in the know, NBCW means Nuclear, Chemical, 

Biological and Chemical warfare.  Over the past nearly eighty years, and 

beginning even during the last two years of the Second World War, a 

handful of historians have focused on and written about Biological and 

Chemical agents that were developed and used on the battle field against 

combatants, and against non-combatants by the Imperial Government of 

Japan.   In the past two decades the infamous Unit 731 has been more fully 

publicized, as is an estimate of the many hundreds of thousands who were 

afflicted or died because of the wartime use of Biological and Chemical 

agents by the forces of the Imperial Government of Japan.   

 

The one area of historical research that has been the most difficult to explore 

and write about with any degree of accuracy has been the wartime research 

work done by Japan on nuclear energy and its applications.  Left to the 

normal course of time, such revelations would have begun to appear in the 

1970’s.  It has been a policy of successive post-war Japanese Governments 

to sweep such historical information as their research work on nuclear 
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energy and its wartime applications under the carpet, and has gone so far as 

to move the heavy furniture over this carpet to make sure it is left 

undisturbed.  

 

However, there have been a few scholars who have ventured forth to provide 

credible historical information. Ironically, these brave souls are at odds with 

successive post-war Japanese Governments who have sailed under the 

banner of a Pacifist Constitution.  This irony has not escaped the notice of 

some scholars around the world.  If Japan was indeed governed by Pacifist 

views then such a dark chapter in its 20
th
 century history would not be 

hidden from view, especially from modern day Japanese society.  

 

 It has also been a policy of successive post-war Japanese Governments to 

characterize Japan as an innocent victim of the perfidy by the rest of the 

world to use nuclear weapons against Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  Several of 

Japan’s post-war allies have tacitly acquiesced to such post-war policies, 

including the United States, all in the name of Cold War affiliation.  As long 

as the Cold War was on the forefront of the minds of American Presidents 

they let this Japanese policy prevail.  The first Cold War has been over for 

two decades now. The world may perhaps be slipping into a new Cold War.  

Perhaps it is time to set the record straight regarding Japan’s wartime 

nuclear weapons programs so that there is one less misunderstanding or 

misperception to make the future more dangerous to us all.   

 

The actual history of the times is quite different than the misperceptions.  

Japanese post-war policy is a form of “we can neither confirm nor deny …” 

but when the right questions are asked, in the right way, to the right people, 
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by an astute historian, the history of Japan’s wartime nuclear research has 

trickled out from under that heavily leaden carpet. 

 

There is now sufficient evidence in the public domain that not only did 

Japan have an active and evolving nuclear weapons development program.  

There is also evidence that had the development work may have proceeded 

to the stage of a successful test of a small tactical weapon in August 1945 by 

Japan.  

 

Had the war continued into the fall of 1945 or the spring of 1946, the 

Imperial Government of Japan would have contemplated the use of tactical 

nuclear weapons against the naval forces gathering for a November 1945 

invasion of the southern most of the Japanese main islands.  The dropping of 

the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was meant to begin the 

isolation of the southern island and the preparation for invasion.  Six more 

atomic bombs were being contemplated for use against similar targets from 

September to November 1945. 

 

There is an ironic twist to the history of the time that the two allied atom 

bombs dropped on southern Japanese cities in the summer of 1945 were a 

prelude to the planned invasion of the southern island on which these two 

cities were situated.  If there is any doubt as to the concern of the allied 

countries about the possible use of nuclear weapons by Japan against the 

invasion fleet – read between the lines when you study the first post-war 

tests of nuclear weapons against a fleet of ships.  Why was such a test done 

and against a gathered flotilla of ships.  
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We owe a handful of professional historians, Robert Wilcox first and 

foremost, for their dedication to ask the right questions, in the right way of 

the right people to make some of the history of the wartime research work 

done by the Imperial Government of Japan on nuclear energy and its 

applications available to us.  Wilcox along with a handful of other scholars 

like Walter E. Gruden, have helped pull the side of the carpet up just enough 

to allow the rest of us to peak underneath.   

 

Wilcox’s third edition of Japan’s Secret War builds upon revelations made 

public in his first two editions of his book.  The Japanese are an interesting 

and enigmatic society.  For an outsider and an American to boot, to venture 

forth to seek the truth about this Enormous secret requires patience and 

perseverance, beyond all other measures.   

 

In 1985 the first edition of Japan’s Secret War by Robert Wilcox outlined 

the nuclear research work undertaken by one of the two groups – a group 

managed by the Army on the homeland of the Empire of Japan.  In the 

second edition he outlines the work done by the second group, the Navy of 

the Empire of Japan, which had several research sites in and around Korea. 

In the recent third edition he outlines how this infrastructure in Korea forms 

the core of the present resources used by North Korea to develop nuclear 

weapons over the past four decades. These revelations have a profound 

modern day consequence.  All three editions outline how the Spaniards spied 

for both Germany and Japan during the Second World War.  In the third 

edition Wilcox also outlines that the Japanese had infiltrated the Manhattan 

Project to the extent that they were aware of when the allies would have 
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nuclear weapons available for use in the Pacific Theater of Operation, and 

the basic ideas behind their designs. 

 

So that there can be no doubt to the validity of Wilcox’s revelations let me 

present them in the words of a Japanese citizen in the know, the former 

editor of the Japan Times Weekly, Yochi Shimatsu: 

 

“Japan was no stranger to atomic energy.  During the Second World 

War, the Allies and Axis competed for an exotic new energy source – 

uranium.  While the Manhattan Project was secretly crafting the 

atomic bomb in New Mexico, Japan opened uranium mines in Konan, 

North Korea, mines which are the current source of Pyongyang’s 

nuclear energy program.” 

 

It has been also stated on the record by knowledgeable Japanese scholars 

that had the Empire of Japan been successful in their development of nuclear 

weapons, as they had been in developing and using their Biological and 

Chemical weapons, then they would have used their nuclear weapons against 

the allies – the fifty two nations then at war with the Empire of Japan.  

 

In a wise decision Robert Wilcox has released his third edition of Japan’s 

Secret War in both English and, for the first time, in a Japanese language 

edition with a printer from within Japan, where, without doubt the 

implications set out in his book will percolate slowly through Japan in the 

same fashion his long quest for historical appreciation has percolated its way 

through the English Speaking world.   
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Some three and a half decades after its first release in 1985, in the eyes of 

many knowledgeable historians in the English Speaking world, the official 

Japanese Government policy of “we can neither confirm nor deny …” 

wartime nuclear weapons development no longer appears valid. I suspect 

within a few scant years such will also be the case with historians in Modern 

Japan.  

 

Several new revelations of the third edition to Japan’s Secret War catches 

my eye.  First the degree in which the Japanese were aware of what was 

going on inside the Manhattan project, compliments of the Spanish-Japanese 

spy ring (known as the To Spy Ring).  Second, the extent and sophistication 

of the Japanese Navy nuclear weapons research work at several sites around 

what is now North Korea, and third how the Korean war ties into the whole 

issue of post-war nuclear energy.  

 

Without question, the carpet has been lifted even more and we can now peer 

further underneath.  Perhaps it is time to lift off the heavy furniture and take 

up the carpet completely, to reveal off that has been long hidden away.  If 

this is done there may be one less thing to worry about in the second Cold 

War that lies ahead.   
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